Product Name
SpeciesBreed
Milo's Kitchen Home Style Dog
Mixed
Dog Treats chicken jerky
(Dog)

Age

Age UO Gender WeigWeight Description
2 Years Male
51 Pound a little vomiting a week ago(yellow foamy liquid) but on 12/29/11 vomited large amount of yellow foamy liquid. Had lacked his normal huge amount of energy, tired easily when exercised. Luckily I heard on the news on
12/28/11 that there had been problems with chicken jerky processed in China. I looked on the label of the product that I had purchased for him and it was processed in China. I took him to the vet to be examined. They
did blood work on him, but we were unable to get a urine sample. His blood test results were normal. He was given a bland diet for 3 days. He seems to be ok now.

WAGGIN' TRAIN brand
Dog
"wholesome chicken Jerky
Tenders"

Bichon
Frise

9 Years

Male

17 Pound fed the Waggin' Train "chicken jerky tenders" to our dog (b) (6)(bichon frise) twice, about a week apart. (b) (6)began (1) throwing up (2) developed diarrhea (3) became lethargic and remained so for over a day both
times. We did not make the link to the chicken jerky treat until the second occurrence.

Kingdom Pets Chicken
Jerky 48 oz size

Dog

Mixed
(Dog)

12 Years

Male

45 Pound I fed my dog Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky treats that I purchased from CostCo here in Augusta, GA. This was the first time I had purchased this product. He became ill and had severe diarrhea and vomiting for three days.
He is OK now. The treats mentioned above were the only change in his diet or environment during that period.

Wagon Train Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Akita

Waggin Train Jerky
Tenders

Dog

Bichon
Frise

Milo's Kitchen home‐style Dog
dog treats ‐ Chicken Jerky

Terrier ‐
Manchest
er

canyon creek ranch brand Dog
natural chicken tenders

Mixed
(Dog)

WAGGIN TRAIN
Dog
WHOLESOME CHICKEN
JERKY TENDERS
Waggin' Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky Tenders
Chicken Dog Treats

Terrier ‐
Jack
Russell
Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

8

13 Years

Mixed
Populati
on of
Female
and
Male
Female

Gave two of my three dogs 2 jerky trats each. The 2 both became very ill with diareah and vomitting. Third dog that did not have the treat is fine. Male dog is getting better while female is still having problems.

14 Pound Observed: noticeable increased level of water intake along with increase in frequency of urination over past two months, increasing with time, but leveling off in past week or so. Pet is due, in a week, for annual checkup
and shots. Will advise vet of symptom, which, to date, has not been extraordinarily harsh.

Male

12 Pound Vomiting occurred after giving (b) (6) chicken jerky from last package purchased (December 9, 2011). I could tell the vomiting was from the chicken jerky due to color of vomit. Immediately, I cut back on the portion size
‐ adding a small piece of chicken jerky along with a Milk Bone dog biscuit in his "Kong" when we would give him a treat. Previously, (b) (6) had been chewing/scratching more ‐ when there was no presence of fleas. The
scratching/chewing had been a problem for the past 3‐4 months. Since discontinuing giving (b) (6) the chicken jerky altogether, I am noticing a decrease in this activity of scratching/chewing. I am not positive that the
chicken jerky is the culprit in the skin irritation. I do believe the last package of chicken jerky purchased caused vomiting.

12 Years

Female

85 Pound (b) (6) had a seizure, first ever, on 12/23/11. she was seen at by a vet emergency clinic. she began to recover, but after having canyon creek chicken tenders, on 12/27, she became incontinent, very lethargic and
unresponsive, labored breathing, unsteadiness and tremor. she was seen again, and we were told she was probably in her final hours. her condition worsened through the day and we very sadly euthanized her at the
vet's recommendation.

11 Years

Male

25 Pound DOG STOPPED EATING ON DECEMBER 24, INCREASE DRINKING, VOMOTTING PROFULSELY, DIED DECEMBER 27, 2011

9 Years

3 Years

Female

3 Pound Dog was fed small portion of chicken jerky and had the following symptoms, decreased appetite, decreased activity, vomiting, and increased water consumption and increased urination.
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Waggin'Train wholesome Dog
chicken jerkey tenders

Maltese

15 Years

Male

22 Pound August 27 (b) (6) had his 2nd Disc problem. He had had this a year before and had recovered 75% use of hind quarters. Feeling sorry for him, I began giving more treats which at that time was the chicken jerkey. This
would account for the fact that only one of the dogs got sick. The rest were getting 1/2 piece for dessert after dinner. That stuff was expensive. About 10 days later (b) (6)collapsed. The Vet found an abcess where his hip
bone hits the floor, from sitting down hard. Surgical drain. (b) (6) went down hill from there. The blood work showed 164 Bun and 8.4 Creatanine. i maintained him on Lactated Ringers starting 200cc bid and rebound. He
didn't eat for a month. The problem left as mysteriosly as it came leavint the Vets scratching their heads and (b) (6) called the miracle dog. i can provide details on everything if you want,

WAGGIN' TRAIN
WHOLESOME CHICKEN
JERKY TENDERS

Dog

Terrier ‐
Jack
Russell

11 Years

Male

25 Pound

Waggin Train Chicken
Jerky Treats

Dog

Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

3 Years

Female

Dogswell vitality duck
breast with flaxseed and
vitamins

Dog

Pinscher ‐
Miniature

4 Years

Male

18 Pound after eating 1 piece of the duck jerkey he became quite ill with chills and vomiting and did not want to move. It took him 3 days to recover. I then waited for a few weeks before giving it to him again and nothing
happened, then gave it to him a third time and again his symptoms returned after consuming it of 3 hours.

Canyon Creek Ranch
Brand Natural Chicken
Tenders

Dog

Beagle

4 Years

32

Milo's Kitchen home style Dog
dog treats ‐ Chicken Jerky

Beagle

8 Years

Mixed
Populati
on of
Female
and
Male
Female

Milo's Kitchen home‐style Dog
dog treats Chicken Jerky

Mixed
(Dog)

4 Years

Female

51 Pound Gave one Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky treat to dog and two days later she developed diarrhea. Diarrhea treated with diet of rice and chicken. After recovery time of one week, another of same treat was given to dog.
Two days later she developed severe diarrhea that would not resolve or improve. The diarrhea became so severe the dog experienced dehydrated and lethargy, necessitating a costly trip to veterinarian for assessment
that included blood tests and subdermal rehydration, antibiotics, and special food.

Main choice chicken Jerky Dog

Terrier ‐
Jack
Russell

8 Years

Female

21 Pound Started giving the dog a chicken jerky treat on a daily basis,about 2 months later she became very sick,wouldn't eat or drink and developed severe diarreaha with blood.Last over two weeks and was hospitalized for a
week.Finally recovered 8 lbs lighter

Meijer Main Choice Sweet Dog
Potato with chicken jerky

Terrier
(unspecifi
ed)

3 Years

Male

12 Pound

Waggin'Train Jerky
Tenders

Shepherd
Dog ‐
German

10 Years

Male

75 Pound After giving him Wagon Train chicken tenders he became very ill. He is lethargic, vomiting, diarrhea and excessive thirst.

Dog

(b) (6)

STOPPED EATING ON SATURDAY, DECEMBER 24. HE DRANK WATER EXCESSIVELY AND VOMITTED PROFUSELY. HE BECAME INACTIVE ON MONDAY, DECEMBER 26TH AND DIED DECEMBER 27TH.

3 Pound I took my little dog to her Veterinarian to have her teeth cleaned. They took some blood from her prior to the procedure. They called me and said they could not clean her teeth due to the fact that she was in renal
failure. Her labs ‐ BUN and Createnine were extremely elevated. I was shocked to learn this. The Vet asked me what she was eating and I mentioned that she loved the Waggin Train chicken treats and ate some
everyday. The Vet then told me to take them and throw them in the trash, that they were garbage. The Vet put her on a special diet = Hills Prescription Diet for kidney function (KD), and see if her labs would improve. I
did, and after 400+ dollars later, (b) (6) improved. I really didn't realize that the chicken treats were causing problems but I had had several issues prior to this teeth cleaning episode. She had orange urine, she
vomited alot off and on, she had loose mucousy stools quite often. ALL OF THESE PROBLEMS CEASED when I quit giving her and my other 3 dogs the chicken treats. This stuff is poison.

All three dogs vomited yellow bile after eating chicken jerky treats (one each). THe brand is Canyon Creek Ranch which is MADE In CHINA. I just saw your warning on this exact item and the stats on how many dogs died
or became ill after eating these in the past 4 yrs. . Can't you stop the importing of this garbage from China which is killing our pets?

31 Pound I was given a bag of Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky for my dog as a Christmas gift, I gave her several of the treats over the long weekend. On Monday Dec. 26 she began vomiting, had excessive thirst ,decreased activity and
shaking. I took her to the Vet on Tues Dec 27 and they took blood and it showed high liver & bilirubin functions. The vet then took an xray of my dogs abdomen which showed no masses or any other problems. My dog
was given IV of electrolites and antibiotics. Today, Wed. Dec 28th she is still shaking and is weak and just laying on the couch. We have to force her to go outside to urinate which she usually loves to do. She has not
eaten any food since Monday.

(b) (6)

was vomiting for 3 days then started having diarrhea followed by bloody diarrhea. He was diagnosed with Hemorrhagic Gastroenteritis and spent a day and night at the animal emergency clinic. We had been giving
him sweet potato chicken jerky treats from Meijer.
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Chicken Jerky Treats all
different kinds

Dog

Lhasa
Apso

7 Years

Female

16 Pound For years my dog has been eating the chicken jerky treats. We have been struggling with diareahha for years. We tried everything but never suspected the treats. That is the only cookie she would eat. A few weeks ago i
saw a posting on facebook about there being a problem with them. I returned the unused portion to PetSmart and starting using other treats. Within 3 days her bowel movements returned to normal. Tonight I saw a
news report on the treats and thought I would report our experience. It was clearly the chicken jerky that was making her bowel movements loose.

Canyon Creek Ranch
Brand Natural Chicken
Tenders

Dog

Poodle ‐
Toy

6 Years

Male

12 Pound Started vomiting. Didn't want to play. Finally got to the point where he was having trouble walking. Took him in to the vet and they couldn't figure out what was wrong so they sent me to a neurologist. Has had several
tests done and the only thing they can figure out is that he has inflamation of the brain. It started in March of 2011. I started giving him these treats in February of 2011. I have continued to give them to him until today
when I heard it on the news. He was eating Canyon Creek Ranch Brand Natural Chicken Tenders Treats for Dogs. I saw they were from South Carolina but in fine print it says Product of China. I have taken him off and will
notify the vet in the morning. I purchased them from Petsmart in Humble Texas. I will notify them in the morning.

Breathies Chicken Breast
with Mint and Parsley

Dog

Australian
Kelpie

5 Years

Female

45

Wholesome Chicken
Breast Tenders Snack
Welcome Home Chicken
Jerky Treats

Dog

Retriever ‐
Golden
Collie ‐
Border

5 Months Male

40 Pound Violent diarrhea within 2‐6 hours of eating chicken jerky treats.

4 Years

Female

40 Pound (b) (6) vomited 1‐2 times daily for 1 week. On the last day she vomited 4 times. She had been given 1 treat every morning before she went outside. The day I read about the jerky treats possibly causing dogs to be sick, I
stopped giving her treats. She has not thrown up since I stopped the jerky treats, so I assumed it was the treats causing the vomiting.

Milo's Kitchen Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Shepherd
(unspecifi
ed)

4 Years

Female

50 Pound We gave our dog a piece of Milo's kitchen chicken jerky treats before bedtime yesterday. The dog woke up the next day with vomiting. We left her alone while we were at work, and she proceeded to vomit several times
probably throughout the day.

Milo's Kitchen Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Retriever ‐
Labrador

6 Years

Female

65 Pound She received the Milo's Chicken Jerky treats for Christmas. She had 2 on Christmas Eve, 1 or 2 Christmas Day, 1 on 12/27. We noticed on 12/27/11 she had been drinking more water than usual. She also stopped eating &
didn't eat from 12/26/11 to the evening of 12/28/11, which is extremely unusual for her. It just happened to be that we came across the reported problem on the internet today via MSNBC.

waggin'Train Jerky
Tenders

Dog

Other
Canine/d
og

Female

43

Waggin Train
Wholesome Chicken
Jerky Tenders
Chicken Dog Treats 97%
fat free
canyon creek ranch
natural chicken tenders

Dog

Spitz ‐
German
Pomerani
an

9 Years

Female

10 Pound A day after giving our dog a new treat "Waggin Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders 97% fat free" our dog experienced diarrhea, decreased appetite, decreased activity, vomiting, thirst and increased peeing, which
lasted 2‐3 days before she started retuning to normal.

Dog

Mixed
(Dog)

4 Years

Male

70 Pound after consuming canyon creek ranch chicken tenders made in china, the dog had what could be best called a seizure.

Dog

13

Dog was fed "Breathies Chicken Breast" for treats and developed diarrhea. These treats were manufactured in China and distributed by Arthur Dogwell, LLC1964 Westwood Blvd, Ste 150 Los Angeles, CA 90025. An online
alert concerning dogs becoming ill from chicken snacks manufactured in China led me to report this incident. I am an a retired Agriculture Science Teacher with a BS in Animal Science and I getting sick and tired of the
importation of unhealthy food products, with fish being right at the top.

dog bacame sick with in 5 days she became Lethargic, not eating, increased water intake, liquid black tarry stool, progressed to inability to stand, unable to eat or drink anything and taken to vet on Christmas day to be
euthanized. Someone asked me about my dog‐ and they told me about the danger of feeding the dog chicken dog treat from china. I was feeding my dog the treat Waggin'Train Jerky Tenders made in CHina. My dog died
due to eating this treat. Very unhappy very upset over this‐‐PULL THE PRODUCTS‐ they are still for sale and I still have a bag and one half of them. (b) (6)

his legs became weak, he vomitted 3 times, lose control of bowels and bladder.. with massive diareaha.
since then has has had a diminished appetite, loose bowels and increased drinking.
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Male

70 Pound (b) (6) became lethargic a few hours after I gave him the chicken jerky (waggin train ) brand and the next day he seemed fine and until the next weekend when I gave him another chicken jerky treat a few hours later it
was acting like the previous weekend . I never thought it was the treat I was giving him , then I read an article on msn page about this treat causing dogs to get sick. I called my wife imediately and asked her about the
kind of jerky it was and where it was made (china) I advised her not to give him anymore. We received these treats in our purina dog chow free sample .... Next weekend my dog seemed fine but in the evening he woke
up from a nape and stood up and fell over, so I called the vet and he asked if we went for a walk today and said give him some aleve that maybe his hips hurt. He was panting and couldn't stand up... And held him for
some time and put him on his bed. We woke up at 5 am to check on him and he had passed on..... It was a very sad day ,my dog was fit !!!!

3 Years

Female

20 Pound For the past year or longer we have given our dog 1or2 chicken jerky treats a day. Maybe every 3‐5 weeks she vomits,has very runny stool almost looks like may have some blood in it. And will need to go outside during
our sleeping hours 1 or 2 times which is not normal for her.
My wife and I have been trying to pinpoint what the cause could be. She eats the same dog food and gets a very limited amount of table food. It happened again last nite,all symptons listed above.
Today on the web I read about chicken jerky possible dog illness. Just so happens my wife just gave (b) (6) some yesterday and the day before. We had run out for a few days and my wife picked some up at walmart.
Well seems strange this could be our problem. We no longer have that package because my wife stores the treat in a seperate container for (b) (6) Anyways we have thrown them away. And I had my wife go to
Walmart and check the packages. Well it seems they are made in China and distributed thru NC State.
Product Info
Wagon Train
Chicken Jerky Tenders
Lot BICA4659A
UPC 0702077722

5 Years

Female

17 Pound Both dogs were given Chicken Jerky from Waggin Train,LLC, Anderson South Carolina, 29623.
(b) (6) the smaller Schnoodle(Schnauzer mix) had severe reaction to the treat and threw up at least three times.
We are observing the dog's habits right now and do not know if there will be an improved or worsening prognosis.
We will file a separate report on the other dog.

Whippet

11 Years

Female

50 Pound Gave dog Sergeant's Uncle Sam's Chicken treats. Dog was lethargic, drinking lots of water, and urinating excessivly

Dog

Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

6 Years

Male

8 Pound My dog got sick over the Christmas holidays. I don't know that it was from the product that I am submitting. I just know that he was very lethargic, dribbled for a good ways after urinating, frequent and small urination,
and I had to throw away his food twice because he would not eat. I just read on the internet that chicken jerky was making some dogs sick. I looked at the package of chew treats that I bought. One of the treats in the
package is Chicken Jerky Tenders. It also says "Product of China", which is what the internet said to watch for.

Wagon Train Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

1 Years

Male

4 Pound Vomiting brown liquid and in abdominal pain, unable to pick up due to dog screaming, thrashed his head at night while trying to sleep, loss of appetite
Vet said it was due to an abdominal bacterial infection. I was given the choice to pay almost $2,000.00 for treatment or put the dog down. (b) (6) spent several days at the vets for treatment. When the doctor asked what I
was feeding him, I had mentioned the dried chicken jerky that was being sold at Walmart. He immediately told me to stop giving it to my dog. I JUST read, a few minutes before starting this report, the online story about
how dangerous chicken jerky is to dogs. This should be removed from the market....surely my dog's vet knew then that it was a bad treat for dogs!

Chicken Jerky Chewy
Louie

Dog

Shih Tzu

10 Years

Male

10 Pound My dog had diarrhea and was lathargic. The only new food given to the dog was chicken jerky treats called Chewy Louie.

12 Pound Dog used Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky treats on 12/26/11. On 12/26...dog had diarrhea. On 12/27 dog had another treat wand then dog lethargic, continued with diarrhea, vomiting. Treats discontinued. Dog recovered.
Dog had similar incident last month after using treats and required IV fluid. We finally put 2 and 2 together

Waggin train jerky tenders Dog
chicken dog treats

Retriever ‐
Labrador

Wagon Train Chicken
Jerky Tenders

Dog

Poodle
(unspecifi
ed)

Waggin Trails LLC Jerky
Tenders Chicken dog
treats

Dog

Mixed
(Dog)

Sergeant's Uncle Sam's
Chicken treat for Dogs
Chicken Sesame
Canyon Creek Ranch
Brand Western Grill

Dog

11

Milo's Kitchen homestyle Dog
dog treats Chicken Jerky

Bichon
Frise

5 Years

Male

Waggin Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerkey Tenders

Shih Tzu

2 Years

Female

8 Pound We have been feeding the dog the same brand (WAGGIN TRAIN) chicken jerky treats. a new bag was opened on 12/25, The dog subsequently lost appetite, was lethargic and has experienced vomiting
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Wagon Trail Chicken
Treats

Dog

Chihuahu
a

4 Years

Female

Milo's Kitchen Chicken
Jerky

Dog

American
Pit Bull
Terrier

4 Years

Female

Chicken Jerky Treats (not Dog
100% certain but
purchased nov 17 )

Affenpins
cher

8 Months Male

5 Pound

(b) (6)

began to vomit blood and have bloody diarrhea. She was carried to the vet who hospitalized her for IV therapy and treatment for approximately 3 days. I believe it was the vet who asked me if I had been giving her
any treats related to a report on the internet. I had been bought and had been feeding her Wagon Trail or Wagon Train brand chicken jerky treats which I had bought at Walmart in Newnan GA. The vet said she would be
left with a condition which could cause her to have pancreatitis if I gave her any food containing pork in the future. She also advised me to throw out the treats which I promptly did. I do not remember the exact date but
it happened at (b) (6)
and her hospital stay was at the (b) (6)
. This happened back in 2007 but I did not know I could report it
at that time

55 Pound 2 dogs, one West Highland White Terrier, 20 lbs and the American Pitbull Terrier described above had chicken jerky from Milo's Treats. Both had diarrhea, the Westie also threw up. This happened twice because we did
not know what caused it the first time, and were able to trace it back to the chicken jerky the second time.

14 Pound chicken treats purchased at Sandy Springs, GA Costco 11/17/2011. i do not remember the exact brand although i am sure i can retrieve from my receipt.
my dog was given the jerky treats for a few days. my pet soiled his crate many times throughout the night and had accidents due to illness throughout the house as well. this was stressful both for my dog and for me. i
stopped giving him the treats and made the connection once a friend told me about the recall.
(b) (6)

exhibited the exact symptoms associated with reactions from this product.

costco took back the jerky without issue.

Canyon Creek Ranch ‐
Natural Chicken Tenders

Dog

Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

3 Years

Female

Waggin Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerkey Tenders

Schnauzer
‐
Miniature

12 Years

Female

18 Pound We started feeding Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Tenders to our dog last spring, approximately in May of 2011. Our dog shortly thereafter developed extreme thirst, followed by frequent (every 2 hours) urination. Our vet
drew blood and determined that she was suddently having liver and / or kidney issues. A couple of blood draws were taken and we tried a few medications, with no effect. I read about the problem with Chinese chicken
jerky treats at the end of November and checked the bag in our possession ‐ we had been feeding these, one per day, since approximately May of 2011. The Waggin Tails Jerkey Tenders WERE definitely from China, so
we immediately stopped feeding these. Our pets blood draw on Dec 20 was dramatically improved, most likely due to the discontinuance of the Chinese jerkey treats. However, it took a couple of months and many
expensive vet tests to draw this conclusion.

100% NATURAL CHICKEN Dog
NIBBLES

Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

4 Years

Female

10 Pound WITHIN 24 HOURS AFTER EATING THE DOG TREATS THE DOG BECAME ILL I.E. SICK STOMACH AND VOMITING, FOLLOWED BY LOOSE STOOLS (DIAREAHA) AND LOOSE OF APPITITE.

Kingdom Pets

Terrier ‐
West
Highland
White

2 Years

Female

25 Pound After eating chicken jerky made in China and purchased from Costco, dogs developed yellow diarrhea, lethargy, depression, increased thirst and urination, decreased appetite, and general malaise. Within 24 hours of
ceasing consumption, diarrhea would cease, but resume after reintroduction to diet. Dogs are small (10 pounds, 25 pounds), but were each fed 1/2 piece every few days.

Dog

3 Pound She developed vomiting and diahrea, ate very little. She became dehydrated and required medical attention from our Vet. They prescribed medication to settle her stomach and a bland diet. It has become a very
problematic situation with her eating.
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dogswell vitality chicken
breast

Dog

Shih Tzu

1 Years

Female

Waggin Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Beagle

1 Years

Male

Waggin Train Chicken
Jerky Tenders 40oz

Dog

5 Years

Kingdom Pets Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Spaniel ‐
Cocker
American
Sheepdog
‐ Shetland

milo's kitchen chicken
jerky

Dog

Shih Tzu

Milo's Kitchen Homestyle Dog
Dog Treats ‐ Chicken Jerky

Retriever ‐
Labrador

Waggin'Train Jerky
Tenders

Dachshun
d‐
Standard
Wire‐
haired

Dog

35 Pound Dog was fed product on 12/27/2011 a few times during the day. At approx 2am 12/28/2011 the dog vomitted what appeared to be the entire contents of the treats consumed during the day.

21 Pound Been feeding these jerky treats for some time...dog had a seizure this afternoon.. out of the blue...vet...says low blood sugar waiting on results of blood test

9 Years

Female

27 Pound Recently purchased the Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky. She started having diarrhea, frequent bowel movements with blood in the stool, and lost weight. We took her to the vet and they did bloodwork and xrays and
suspect it was something she ate. The only diet change were these treats. The vet gave her two prescriptions and told us to only give her homecooked chicken and rice.

8 Years

Female

21 Pound we gave our pets chicken jerky brand name (milos kitchen) They became lethargic had diarea and would not eat.

Male

86 Pound Within 24 hours of giving my dog a chicken jerky treat, he began having diarreah. It has persisted for over 12 hours now.

Male

22 Pound Our baby (b) (6) is usually given 3‐4 treats per day from 9am to 10pm, and last couple of days we've noticed that he's been vomiting and quite lethargic. We have not yet taken him to the vet, just saw another update
on warning of chicken jerky and looked at the product and realized it was made from China.

12 Years

6

Waggin Train Chicken Jery
Treats

Do not know. It was a
package of Christmas
treats purchased at
PetsMart.

8 Pound i purchased a bag of dogswell chicken breast jerky strips for my dog on black friday as a holiday treat , buy one get one free. i gave her 1 broken in 1/2 for a treat a few days later. later in the day she developed a bad case
of diarhea and was completely lackluster and laid around the house all day. she's a healthy active young dog that is up to date with her shots.she had the diarhea for 2 days and had a terrible look to her, kinda like a
human when we get the flu.she did not eat for 2 days except some warm rice and a little ground beef to help control the diarhea and get some nutrients in her.i still have the remaining portion of the chicken jerky if
need be for testing.shes an indoor dog and doesn't get into anything and has never had a symptom like this before. it might be a coincidence with the bad chinese jerky going around but i'm not sure.if i don't hear back i
will dispose of it as i don't want to take a chance with my dogs health.

My Shiba Inu became very ill near death...took her to the Vet ...she was barely moving...looked awfull....$2000. vet bill... hapen again...within two weeks...I knew the smytoms..got her to the Vets right away.. To make
this short....It was the WAGGIN TRAIN chicken Jery...It was her favorite treat...me not knowing this ...immediately gave her favorite treat the first time she was released from the Vets. WAGGIN TRAIN LISTS THEMSELVES
AS AN AMERICAN COMPANY... I BELEIVE THAT THIS IS WHY THE PROBLEM IS CONTINUING...WITH SICK DOGS. THE JERKY IS MADE IN CHINA. A good ending to this is that my dog is very healthy now (took several months
to get her back to completely normal) I no longer buy Chicken jerky or any meat treats from Waggin Train.

Dog

Havanese

2 Years

Male

17 Pound Christmas Eve, while the family was eating at my mother‐in‐laws house, I gave our dog a small sucker rawhide (chicken in the middle) to chew. He was very active before giving him the treat. About 30 minutes later, (b) (6)
became docile. He sat on the couch while we finished our activities. My wife and I came home and about 30 minutes later, (b) (6)vomited. We have him 1/2 tablet of aspirin‐free Pepito Bismal. 30 minutes later, he
vomited again. He was fine through the night vomited the next morning. We have gave him a small amount of boiled chicken and rice in broth and he kept it down. At noon, we gave him more. He is doing fine now. We
threw the package away, not know there were other pet parents with similar issues.
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Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed
(Dog)

8 Years

Female

Wagon Wheel Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

2 Hours

Female

30 Pound We have four dogs and were giving them chicken jerky treats from Costco several times a day as a treat. One of our dogs, (b) (6), lost her appetite and one day went totally lame. The vet said she had lyme disease, but
had no explanation for her breakdown of kidney function (nephritis). He did not think it was related to the lyme disease. The antibiotics cured the lyme disease but the kidney nephritis raged on and she was barely alive.
I did some research and found that Lysine is very helpful for kidney nephritis and I spoon fed her this vitamin in baby food several times per day. She made a fantastic recovery after that, but still has a picky appetite. Also
‐ she will not touch any form of chicken any more, even though she still loves steak, ham, fish, etc. I took the Chicken Jerky treats back to Costco with an explanation and although they were sympathetic, they did not pull
them from their shelves.

6 Pound Dog #1 ‐ Cocker Spaniel ‐ Kidney Failure & Died
Dog #2 & #3 ‐ Very Runny stools (some bloody)
Dog #4 ‐ Seizure
I did not associate anything with this treat until recently when I removed it from their diets. I was sure the the cocker died from Beneful dog food but now I know it was the treat as this is all she had ate before becoming
so ill. I did process of elimination just recently on the foods / treats and when the Wagon Wheel chicken jerky was eliminated within 24 hours all bad symptons disappeared and have not returned ‐ that was 2 weeks ago.

Chicken Jerkey

Dog

Beagle

Waggin' Train Jerky
Tenders

Dog

Milo's Kitchen Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Shepherd
Dog ‐
German
Bichon
Frise

Kingdom Pets All Natural Dog
Ingredients Chicken Jerky

Retriever ‐
Labrador

Dog
Waggin' Train
Wholesome Chicken Jerky
Tenders
Natural Chicken Fillets
Wagon Train
Dog

Shepherd
Dog ‐
German

Wagon Tails Chicken Jerky Dog

Milo's Kitchen Chicken
Jerky Treats

Dog

Pinscher ‐
Miniature
Terrier ‐
Fox Wire
Siberian
Husky

11 Years

Female

40 Pound this past summer she was given the China jerky treats, yams/chicken wraps, peanut/chicken wraps, all the China imported treats. She was a beagle, so always hungry, but over the past year she had these treats usally a
bag a month.... she had a physical in November, ate really well at Thanksgiving 2011, but quit eating and drinking a week ago. She had not had these treats in about a month since I read the article on these treats in
November... She stopped eating and drinking a week ago, and became very weak, lost her gait, and began throwing up all night long, etc. She had to be put down on Sunday.

4 Years

Male

85 Pound Loss of appetite, diarrhea, urinary problems

2 Years

Female

14 Pound Dog became extremely lethargic shortly after eating the chicken jerky. Dog was inactive and had no appetite. Dog slept for 2 hours.

Female

90

38

6 Months Male

12

9 Years

Male

Both dogs have been vomiting, drinking a ton of water for a couple of months now... We had originaly thought change of weather from fall to winter they had caught a bug but they never get back to feeling 100%. I send
this report as we just saw the script at the bottom of our news report this morning that Chicken Jerky Made in China is causing sickness in hundreds of dogs and some deaths due to kidney failure and other illness. We
have been giving our pets the "Kingdom Pets" All Natural Ingredients Chicken Jerky treats for a few months. So I checked the bag and on the lower left on back of back clearly states "Made in China".

60 Pound Consumed 4 chicken treats (max recommended by weight of dog) during an 8 hour time period. Dog began vomiting approximately 6 hours after the last ingestion of treats and continued to vomit periodically for several
hours.

20

Kidneys started failing, no eat, no drink and died

Male

He received a chicken jerky strip every morning as a treat ‐ In March, he became ill and had low‐blood sugar and we had to euthanize him due to kidney failure within a 2‐3 week period ‐ Not sure if this was related to
the chicken jerky, however seems strange that he became that ill so quickly when he was in good health

Male

After eating Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky treats the dog became very ill with gastrointestinal issues. I did not connect his illness to the chicken jerky treats until I read the November report regarding the dangers of
chicken jerky treats made in China. We only gave him one or two treats at a time. After a day or two he became very lethargic and sick. We stopped giving him the treats after reading the report, then realizing Milo's
Kitchen Chicken Jerky Treats are made in China, and he has been fine since.
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Doswell Happy Hips
Chicken Jerky Treat

Dog

Doberma
nn

7 Months Female

Waggin Train Apple
Dog
Chicken Wraps , Waggin
Train Wholesome Chicken
Jerky Tender

Mountain
Cur

5

Male

Milo's Kitchen Chicken
Jerky Dog Treats

Chin

8 Years

Female

Dog

60 Pound treat given at bedtime 9pm. Dog vomited every day between 12‐1 am.

26

Took (b) (6) to vet fro routine procedure and they wanted to check his blood because his gum looked very pale. Numerous test were done but they could not tell me what was wrong but the signs were kidney failure.
After $500 worth of test i could not afford more. He seemed to get a little better and got worse 12‐19‐11. He would not eat, he drank alot, became listless, started throwing up and the last two days had diaharra. I took
him to the vet 12‐26‐11, they were closed 12‐23 to 12‐25 for holiday and I didn't think it was an emergency. The vet did blood work and urine test it showed he was in kidney failure. Over the weekend my cousin told me
about the alert on chicken jerky made in china. I had been giving (b) (6)chicken jerky and when i checked the package it did come from China. I looked at the website and (b) (6) had all they symptoms listed and the vet
confirmed kidney failure. I had to have a precious (b) (6) put to sleep on 12‐26‐11 because there was nothing the vet could do to save him.
I had been giving him the jerky for over a year .

7 Pound Our dog (b) (6) is often given treats for good behavior. In this instance we purchased Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky as a treat. (b) (6) was given small portions broken off of larger pieces on two separate occasions over a
period of two days. On day two, (b) (6) became lethargic, stopped eating, had an increase in water intake and had very runny stools that became uncontrolled. We immediately stopped offering the treats as we thought
they might be upsetting her stomach. When our other dog also became ill as well despite eating a different brand of food, we immediately suspected the treats and began researching the problem. Both dogs recovered.

several times I have bought waggin train dog treats. I have taken my dogs to see the vet and they said it is something that they are eating, I bought treats for them for christmas and they have eaten nothing but the
treats and both are real sick. Please check into these treats. I can go back and get my vet bills and let you know when this started. I am reporting the known fact that today it is the treats they have been getting sick on.

Waggin Train Wholesome
Chicken Jerky Tenders,
Waggin Train Country
Style Drumettes 2 treats
in 1 chicken outside and
dental chew inside
waggin train chicken jerky Dog
tenders

Retriever ‐
Golden

Waggin' Train Jerky
Tenders

Dog

Other
Canine/d
og

5 Years

Female

Waggin Train

Dog

Maltese

9 Years

Male

My dogs eat products of the higherst quality and healthy, and given that I'm really concerned about what they eat, I buy treats that are as healthy as possible. In early October I bought Waggin Train chicken jerky
tenders, because they were dry chicken... how healthier can a treat be?, the following day my dogs started having explosive diarreah, in the beggining I tought they got giardia (at the same time??) after going throug the
treatment, they would still have diarreah, and we did not know what was wrong anymore, until I started to think what was different in their diets, and that was the waggin train chicken jerky tenders. I stopped givem
those treats and the diarreah stopped immediatly. It´s cerarly really disturving to find out that these problems have been reported for years, but they are being sold at large ever since, without any prohibiton. I guess
that they are just dogs and nobody cares.

6 Pound passing bloody stools middle of the morning, went to vet and started vomiting bloody stuff. Vet kept dog to start an IV and start testing for the cause.

19 Pound Dog had been given treats for the past 6 months. When went in for dental we were told he was not acting himself lately. Bloodwork demonstrated an increase BUN and Creatinine and the owner did say he was drinking
more. urinalysis revealed a urinary tract infection so we thought that was the cause. Treated that with Baytril for 1 month. That resolved but the BUN kept rising as did the PU/PD. The owners noted he was getting worse
and on examinationDecember 5th the BUN was greater then 130 and his PCV was 10. We worried about a GI bleed secondary to the BUN so he was given a blood transfusion, antiulcer medication, fluid therapy. The liver
was enlarged on ultrasound but everything else was normal as was on radiographs. He was clinically improving on December 6 with fluid therapy. On the night of December 7th he had a hard time with the fluids so we
stopped them and gave him lasix. He got worse and died in the middle of the night. Gross necropsy revealed cardiac arrest but no other gross changes other than the enlarged liver. Histopath pending.
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Beefeaters Piggy Twists

Dog

Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

9 Years

Male

19 Pound (b) (6)had a history of cystic calculi and 2 cystotomies. Mid October 2011 (b) (6) started to eat poorly and vomit (His owner had been feeding oneof the piggy twist treats per day since August 2011. On 11/11/11 his
bloodwork showed a new decreased urine specific gravity (1.017) and mild azotemia: creatine (2.6) and BUN (35). He also had 1+ glucose and 2+ protein on UA. We confirmed the glucoseria in house and then sent urine
for a Fanconi profile which he tested positive for on 11/17/11.
He was much sicker clinically then he would have been expected from the defree of azotemia and in hindsight we now attribute this to the Fanconi syndrome and the metabolic acidoses it caused.He also had a low B12
level which we started him on injectable B12 for and IV fluids, anti‐nausea meds, flagyl... At first he improved clinically and went home but then he came back for a recheck on 11/10/11 and was eating poorly once more.
The bloods showed he'd become much more azotemic, creat 5.5 and BUN 61. He was readmitted and put on IV fluids.
Once the Fanconi test came back positive on 11/17/11, he was started on the Gonto protocol of treatment (including Bicarbonate) and sent home with subcutaneous fluids. Since then, he has gradually improved
clinically. He is still on many medications and subcutaneous fluids at home. His BUN rose to >140 but now is back down to 101, creat is 3.5.
We highly suspect this Fanconi syndrome and illness were brought on by the piggy twist treats manufactured in China by Beefeaters. This company also makes chicken jerky treats which have already been implicated in
causing Fanconi syndrome. We are concerned that these pig products may be made on the same equipment or with the same chemical process as the chicken jerky treats and therefore contain the same toxins.

waggin trains chicken
jerky

Dog

Mixed
(Dog)

8 Years

Female

45 Pound the dog developed diahrea, increased thirst and urination, and low appetite. She also lost energy and was lathargic.

Exer‐Hides Rawhide
Twists wrapped with
chicken jerky
Waggin Train Jerkey
Tenders
Chicken breast strips

Dog

Maltese

2 Years

Male

17 Pound Upset tummy, vomits bile This dog is completely healthy except when given this treat, vet was not sure what was the problem when we took him for stool sample.

Dog

Terrier ‐
Yorkshire
Mixed
(Dog)

9 Years

Male

10 Pound He began vomiting, has been lethargic, and has increased water consumption.

4 Years

Female

17 Pound Dog developed increased drinking, urination, and some weight loss. Further investigation revealed Fanconi syndrome based on aminoaciduria.

Waggin' Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Retriever ‐
Golden

2 Years

Male

75 Pound Hours after consuming the chicken jerky dog treats when he went to the bathroom outside, he had horrible diahrea. About an hour afterwards he was crying, so I took him out again. Same thing, diahrea. When my wife
came home aound 60‐90 minutes after taking him out a second time he cried again. She took him out and that is when she informed me that when he tried to go a third time he couldn't go, but instead only a little blood
came out.

Happy Hips chicken jerky

Dog

10 Years

PETKING Chicken Jerky
Cutlets

Dog

Dachshun
d
(unspecifi
ed)
Shih Tzu

Waggin' Train Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Whippet

14 Years

Dog

3 Years

Female

Feeding happy hips chicken jerky treats for past few months. Vomited a few times and became lethargic. BUN of 100, Cr of 3.8, phos of 14. No glucosuria. Responded to IV fluids but values still mild to moderately
elevated, especially phos.

Male

10 Pound I gave my dog the Chicken Jerky dog treat, a few days later I noticed that he was suffering from diarrhea. I gave him soem Pepto‐Bismol (hoping that it would do the trick). The diarrhea has not stopped. And now, (to
make matters worse), I am seeing traces of blood in the diarrhea. After some research, I saw that bloody diarrhea is a common side effect of digesting the Chicken Jerky dog treats.

Female

26 Pound We have regularly given our dog chicken jerky treats without incident. We've used different brands, including Waggin' Train, in the past, but this is the first time we've experienced regular vomiting.
About 3 months ago I purchased 2 packages of Waggin' Train at our Wisconsin grocery store (we just recently moved). After a few days of giving our dog these treats, she began vomiting about once per day (about as
often as she got the treats.) Shortly after I saw an article about the danger of jerky treats from China ‐ I confirmed via the bag that these treats were made in China so we threw the remaining product away (about 3
weeks ago). her vomiting continued the next 2 weeks, at which point we took her to the vet (last week) and she determined the dog has pancreatitis. We did mention the treats to the vet.
She's been on anti‐vomiting medication and antibiotics for 2 days now, and the vomiting seems to have stopped. We also changed her diet from her regular dry food to boiled chicken and rice.
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Vita LIfe Chicken Jerky
Treats

Dog

Terrier ‐
West
Highland
White
Sheepdog
‐ Old
English

12 Years

Male

Waggins Train

Dog

4 Years

Male

Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Terrier ‐
Airedale

10 Years

Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Terrier ‐
Airedale

WAGGIN' TRAIN
WHOLESOME CHICKEN
JERKY TENDERS

Dog

Anglo‐
Francais
de Petit
Venerie

20 Pound Suddenly started to vomit accompanied by diarehea along with sudden weight loss

104 Pound Owner reported intermittent vomiting, diarrhea, and lethargy over the past several months. The owner noticed that these everts were tied to her giving the patient chicken jerky. She went online and found her product
to be recalled. Since discontinuing the treats, there have been no more episodes. The owner had read online of potential renal failure. A full CBC/Chem was submitted (after p had been off the jerky treats), and was
WNL.

Female

90 Pound At the first mention about the Chicken Jerky Treats from China, I noticed my dogs being sluggish and having diarrhea. I stopped giving them the treats. The symptoms stopped as well.
Both dogs love the treats and after months, and the treats still being on the market, I bought them again. After about three days, the same thing happened. I have learned my lesson. I will not buy the Chicken Jerky
Treats or any treats from China again.

5 Years

Male

90 Pound At the first mention about the Chicken Jerky Treats from China, I noticed my dogs being sluggish and having diarrhea. I stopped giving them the treats. The symptoms stopped as well.
Both dogs love the treats and after months, and the treats still being on the market, I bought them again. After about three days, the same thing happened. I have learned my lesson. I will not buy the Chicken Jerky
Treats or any treats from China again.

7 Years

Male

60 Pound On Dec. 12th 2011, we took our dog to the VET. (b) (6) had bloody stool, was not eating, only drinking water and was lethargic. The VET diagnosed (b) (6) with Kidney Disease and we had to put (b) (6) to sleep.
We were baffled because Kidney Disease usually affects older dogs. (b) (6) was kept inside and was well maintained. We researched on the internet as to what could cause it and came across the FDA warning of
chicken jerky products from China. We had been giving (b) (6) the WAGGIN' TRAIN JERKY TENDERS for well over a year. We were unaware of the FDA's warning until now. I have contacted the VET through their email
so that they can report this.(b) (6) was a mixed breed (mutt). Really didnt know how to classify the breed and I put Dec. 10th as date problem started (bloody stool) and not eating. But he had been lethargic before
this time, because he didn't want to go on our daily walks as often. (b) (6) Mother is still living and well and his father lived for almost 14 years, both dogs were mainly outside dogs. We are reporting this so that this
does not happen to anyone else. We assumed that these treats were safe for our beloved pet.

(b) (6)

Waggin Train
WHOLESOME Western
Grill mixed favorites.

Dog

Other
Canine/d
og

10 Years

Vitality Chicken Breast
with Flaxseed & vitamins

Dog

Shih Tzu

20 Months Male

Female

60 Pound Exhibits no interest in her regular canned dog chow...Drinks large amounts of water,and just recently began passing blood in her urine.Has had a couple urination accidents in the home.We just believed she had lost
interest in the particuliar Brand/Type of canned dog food.

19 Pound A couple of days after feeding the treat, (b) (6) began vomiting and had diarrhea. He would not eat or drink. After 24 hours, with no improvement in his condition, I took him to the Vet. The Vet could not find any
abnormal condition and presumed it was something (b) (6) had eaten; he is an inside/outside dog. He prescribed Baytril (twice daily for five days) & Pro Pectalin Anti‐Diarrhgea Gel (3 cc every 8 hours). The Vet visit was
on Monday (12/12/11). Follow on instructions were to return on Wednesday (12/14/11) if there was no improvement. By Wedensday (b) (6) was fine so the follow on visit wasn't necessary.
I have two dogs; (b) (6) is a 5 year old Chihuahua which weights 10 pounds. They were both given the same treat in the same quanity. I can only presume (b) (6) became ill because of his age and developing immune
system and (b) (6) did not.

Waggin Train Chicken
Strips

Dog

Basset ‐
Fawn
Brittany

14 Years

Female

24

Animal was given Waggin Train Jerky Strips as a treat because it was a natural chicken product. The treat was given to 3 of my dogs all females, One spaniel mix, and two Yorkshire terriers. All dogs developed lethargy,
diarrhea, and vomiting within 48 hours of ingesting the product. The two younger dogs eventually regained their health. The spaniel/spitz cross went downhill very quickly. After trying several things to combat slightly
elevated liver enzymes and no other clinical finding. She died.
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Kingdom Pets All Natural Dog
Ingredients Chicken Jerky

Shih Tzu

Waggin' Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky* Tenders

Shih Tzu

11

1 Years

Female

Male

31

(b) (6)

had acute pancreatitis and UBS x six months and lost almost 10 lbs. She had severe diarrhea and vomiting and was in losts of pain

9 Pound My Shih Tzu (b) (6) ate his breakfast on Dec 13, 2011 around 10 AM. (Pedigree canned dog food Bacon and Cheese flavor.) His normal day‐ he gets a Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Tender a few hours after breakfast. He
Got sick yesterday (Dec 13) around 3 PM with mushy Diarrhea. Had a big pile on the sidewalk‐ he never poops on a sidewalk. Then later in the day he had several small piles on subsequent walks. Was fine for the rest of
the day‐ appeared playful and happy. Then no more diarrhea. I assumed it was the Pedigree dog food as it was a brand new can opened yesterday. He only eats once per day.
In the evening my girlfriend gave him another Waggin' Train jerky Tender. The last time we went out it was 12:00 AM but no diarrhea.
Then in the morning Dec 14, 2011 at Approximately 6:45 AM he scratched at his crate‐ I let him out and he immediately ran into the bathroom and had liquid diarrhea‐ like he peed out of his butt. The mess was about a
foot in diameter. Then I took him out and he tried to get the rest out for the next 30 minutes.
He also threw up green foam. (He ate some grass.) He threw up twice.
I cleaned him up and tried to give him water but he would not drink any so I put some on his lips so he would lick it off. He is lethargic and sleeping right now.
I called Pedigree and they said there was no pet foot recall. I looked online and found nothing. Then I looked up Waggin' Train and immediately found the FDA warning posted on dogaware.com. I called Waggin' Train
and they did tell me of the warning but said that the FDA report was not conclusive and they offered no advice other than not to give (b) (6) so many treats.
I am throwing the bag out.

Canyon Creek Ranch
Brand Natural Duck
Tenders

Dog

Maltese

3 Years

Female

6 Pound 24 hr history of inappetance and vomiting. On presentation bloodwork showed renal failure. Failed to respond to all treatment (IV fluids, antibiotics). Oliguric and never responded to diuretics or dopamine CRI. Three
days of treatment. Finally began to seizure and was euthanized. Postmortem biopsies of the kidney show acute tubular nephrosis with foci of mineralization and intratubular mineralization.

Waggin Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Retriever ‐
Labrador

5 Years

Female

75 Pound Dog started involuntary urination. Took her to vet. They tested and said renal failure ‐ had probably lost 50+% of kidney function. They put her on IV for 2 days, then perscribed diet change and 15mg Enacard per day.
Dog has responded favorably to this treatment. Upon discussion with friends discovered 2 other people reported similar problems. One found FDA alert dated November 18 on possible dangers of chicken jerky dog
snacks made in China. All three dogs had been fed this product.

American Kennel Club
Duck Jerky

Dog

Greyhoun
d ‐ Italian

5 Years

Male

9 Pound Dog became extremely ill after eating Duck Jerky. It is distributed by American Kennel Club. He was vomitting blood and had diarrhea (blood in that as well). Very weak. Took to vet. Was given IV with fluids, antibiotics,
and anti nausea meds.

Dogswell Mellow Mut
Chicken Breast

Dog

Schnauzer
‐
Miniature

3 Years

Male

16 Pound (b) (6)
premorbid pattern was one AM and one PM solid bowel movement. After introducing Dogswell¿s ¿Mellow Mut Chicken Breast¿ jerky (one strip per day), (b) (6) began having soft stool which progressed
to five to six episodes of explosive diarrhea then to incontinence of bowel. The symptoms began within one to two days and peaked within three to five days following his initial exposure to the chicken jerkies. Traces of
blood were observed in his stool on more than one occasion that coincided with his diarrhea/incontinence. (b) (6)
bowel movements appear distressing to him as he began pacing, whining and licking his rear before
and after defecating. Since eliminating all training treats and dental hygiene chews about one week ago, his bowel movements have improved; however, he has yet to return to a consistent pattern of having solid stool.

Female

12

Boots & Barkley Chicken Dog
Wrapped Rawhide Twists
treat for dogs

Beagle

11

On the evening of Monday, December 5, 2011, Jessie started vomiting. She asked to go out and ate grass repeatedly and kept vomiting. She passed bloody stools and drank lots of water. She stopped eating for 4 days.
On Friday, she was unable to move. She began to recover Saturday with the resumption of drinking water and eating a few grains of rice. (b) (6) is a house dog that had no contact with any other dog. She had been given
a Chicken wrapped Rawhide Twist treat for dogs Monday afternoon.
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Kingdom Pets ALL Natural Dog
Ingredients Chicken Jerky,
Waggin Tails

Beagle

9 Years

Male

Waggin Tails, Kingdom
Dog
Pets All Natural
Ingredients Chicken Jerky

Rottweile
r

8 Years

Female

Milos chicken jerky

Dog

Poodle ‐
Medium
size

9 Years

Female

Chewy Louie Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

3 Years

Female

44

On approximately October 26, 2011,(b) (6) collapsed and was rushed to the vet. It was determined he had a cardiac event. He was then brought to an emergency cardiac unit for specialized treatment. After
discontinuing Kingdom Pets All Natural Ingredient Chicken Jerky treats he continued to improve.
(b) (6)

119 Pound Started to feed
Kingdom Pet Chicken Jerky Treats on approximately Oct 15, 2011, she was hospitalized approximately November 16, 2011 after failing the "snap" test for pancreatits. She died December 1, 2011 with
open sores in her mouth, lips, anus. She was declared not having pancreatitis on Nov. 21, 2011. She cleared screening for cancer by sonagram. The cause was due to the Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky treats.

14 Pound Bought large package of Milos Chicken jerky strips,gave a total of one strip a day,broke up into small pieces, after two weeks she started to throw up many times a day and at same time had diarea ,after three days
started to have a lot of blood in stool,researched sites about problem and found lots of other people having same problems and having their pets die,they also contacted manufacturer about problems and met same
crappy answers about us not being able to PROVE their product caused sickness or death.How many pets and people have to die before you step in and stop these jerks from selling this imported crap?

8 Pound I have been feeding the Chicken Jerky to (b) (6) for a while now. The past few days or so I guess I gave her more than usual and her urination has increased greatly. I then heard on the news that there was a recall on the
chicken jerky treats made in China, so I researched it on the web and saw that increased urination was one of the symptoms.
I will not feed her any more chicken jerky from China but will feed her the ones made in the US.

WAGGIN TRAIN YAM
Dog
GOOD "WHOLESOME"
CHICKEN WRAPPED
YAMS, CADET REAL DUCK
TREAT GOURMET DOG
TREATS
Kingdom Pets All Natural Dog
Ingredients Chicken Jerky

Pur Luv Healthy Support
Natural Dog Treats for
Senior Dogs

Dog

Waggin' Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Mixed
(Dog)

2 Years

Female

14 Pound Observed a decrease in energy & appetite with occasional vomitting. Condition appeared to improve after a week. Unfortunately, condition deteriorated to more frequent vomitting with weight loss. Blood test results of
10/4/11 indicated kidney failure. Lucy passed away on October 9, 2011.

Shepherd
Dog ‐
German

1 Years

Male

80 Pound Took(b) (6) in to have him fixed at our vet, pre‐op blood work indicated that his kidney function levels were high, he was given an antibiotic and told to come back 2 weeks later. We returned to the vet on 12/5/11 to
retest and I had also found blood in his stool that morning. A panel of bloodwork was sent out for analysis, on Tuesday, 12/6 our vet called and indicated that (b) (6) kidney function levels were even worse than the prior
test. We had also noticed that his tongue was very dark in color, usually is a nice pink. (b) (6) had an ultrasound done yesterday to determine if he had a genetic/congenital problem with his kidneys, he does not. The 1st
question the vet asked was "could he have gotten into anti‐freeze?", to which the answer was no. The second question was "has (b) (6) been given any Chicken Jerky treats made in China" to which we answered yes. After
googling the information on the internet, I found that the product that I had bought from Costco has not been recalled, however several people had reported renal failure and even death from this product. The name of
the product is Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky treats.

Terrier
(unspecifi
ed)
Retriever ‐
Labrador

5 Years

Female

Pur Luv Healthy Support Natural Treats for Senior Dogs treats were given twice over two days. The first instance caused violent vomiting; not realizing the dog treats were tainted I gave another treat the next day, which
has resulted in diarrhea and lethargy.

Female

70 Pound Presented on 10/11/11 for a short 1‐2 week period of incontience. A urinalysis revealed a USG of 1.015 & trace protein. A prep profile showed an elevation in creatine of 1.7mg/dl. The dog was placed on IV Normosol,
Enacard 10mg, & Hill SD K/D diet for 2 days. A follow up prep profile was performed on 10/13/2011 that showed the creatinine had dropped back into the normal reference range of 1.4mg/dl. The dog was sent home on
Enacard & K/D dry/canned food. On 11/11/11, the dog was reported as doing well without any incontience issues. Another prep profile showed the creatinine holding on the upper end of the normal reference range at
1.4mg/dl. Currently the dog is stable and doing well. The owner has a friend who had recently had their yound dog treated by another veterinarian for renal disease. They began comparing notes & realized that they had
both been feeding Waggin Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders. (b) (6) unfortunately does not have the original bag of treats.
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Chicken Jerky

Dog

Retriever ‐
Golden

4 Years

Female

99 Pound On 11/28/2011 patient became lethargic, disoriented, and howling at some point after eating chicken Jerky. Patient was seen at our Neurologic animal hospital on 12/8/2011 and a spinal tap was recommended and
performed. Patient died about one hour after procedure was completed.

Wagon Train Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Corgi ‐
Welsh
Pembroke

5 Years

Female

40 Pound We gave Wagon Train Chicken jerky treats to our corgi (b) (6) ) She was a very active dog and only 5 years old. She started vomiting and acted very tired and would not eat. She was not herself at all. We took her to
the VET and they said she was in kidney failure. Her creatinine levels were off the charts at 15. The Vet told us she had must be put in the hospital and given IV fluids. This was on November 29, 2011. The vet / hospital
has run over $2,500 to try to save her. The VET gave me the humane thing to do talk (put to sleep) I was not happy at all over this. The Vet could not lower her creatinine levels to a normal level. We finally had to have
her Euthanized. She was suffering terrible and the vet said they could not save her because the toxins in these Chicken Jerky treats caused her kidney failure. (b) (6) was my daughter's Christmas present five years ago.
Now our Christmas is ruined. I cannot stand the fact that we let these toxic products in from CHINA and use US based companies to supply these treats to our animals. I want my vet bills paid for by the company that
supplies these Wagon Train Chicken Jerky treats in Anderson, South Carolina. How many dogs do we have to lose. They are still on the shelves in stores.

Waggin' Train Jerky
Tenders

Dog

1 Years

Male

22 Pound Dog lost interest in food, vomited and had bloody diarrhea for a number of days. As he got better, not suspecting this product, I fed him another piece, and his symptoms returned for another few days. Then he
recovered.

Waggin' Train Pork Twists Dog
with Chicken Liver

Spaniel
(unspecifi
ed)
Retriever ‐
Labrador

8 Years

Male

78 Pound Given chicken liver treats. Developed bad diarrhea with in 12 hours. Other 2 dogs did not receive the treats, they are fine. Symptoms still persist. Has been 48 hours.

Milo's Kitchen Chicken
Jerkey

Dog

Retriever ‐
Labrador

4 Years

Male

64 Pound Aprx 4 hours after giving (b) (6) Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky, he became ill. He vomitted several times. He then became lethargic and also started having "extreme" diarreah. During this time, he was not able to eat or
keep anything down. He was then taken to the DVM for treatment in which he was given IV fluids, and antibiotic injection, he was given an anti‐diarreah med, and then is taking 2 different antibiotics by mouth and will
need to take for a total of 10 days.

Canyon Creek Ranch
Natural Chicken Tenders

Dog

Dalmatian

7 Years

Male

Canyon Creek Ranch ‐
Apple & Chicken Wraps

Dog

Beagle

KingdomPets Chicken
Jerky treats for dogs

Dog

Retriever ‐
Golden

(b) (6) , my 7 yr old dalmation began having seizures once per month after he started getting chicken jerky. I did not connect this problem to the treats initially. My vet ruled out other causes and said it was likely
epilepsy, that some dalmations are susceptible to epilepsy and that seizures can increase with age. As I started keeping track of the frequency of the seizures on my calendar in late 2010, I became alarmed to discover
that they were occurring almost every 30 days, like clockwork! I began to realize that this pattern was too regular to simply be attributed to increased seizure activity in an aging dog with epilepsy (because that would
have been much more random, and would not have occurred on regular monthly cycles). It seemed that the seizure pattern might be attributable to something building up in (b) (6)
system, and triggering the
seizures. When I thought about what I had been feeding (b) (6) , the only new item I had introduced into his diet was Canyon Creek Ranch Chicken Tenders (from PETSMART). His dog food brand (NUTRO) had not
changed in 7 years, nor had his other treats (Peanut Butter Bones and MILKBONES). When I thought back about it, I realized that he had first seizured in December 2010, and I had started feeding the chicken jerky treats
November 2010. I drew the correlation between the chicken jerky and the seizures finally in September 2011, and guess what? No more seizures! I told the manager at the PETSMART Agua Fria location in Phoenix, AZ,
and she said there had been lots of complaints about this product, but the company refused to stop selling it. Please ban this product from the U.S., and do not allow the sale of foodstuffs prepared in China to U.S.
consumers period, whether for human or animal consumption.

2 Years
11 Years

Female

28 Pound I fed my dog chicken strips that were manufactured in China. She began vomitting and had blood in her stool. She was lethargic and had no appetite.

Male

95 Pound (b) (6) lost his appetite, energy, was drinking and peeing a lot and had the runs. Took him to the vet. All tests (blood, x‐rays, MRI) were negative, so they gave him fluids and a b‐15 shot. He got better. Then got
bronchitis and was treated with meds, IV and steroids. Then we saw a news item that Chicken Jerky treats made in China were being recalled due to unexplained illnesses and deaths. We had a recently opened bag of
KingdomPets chicken jerky, from Costco, made in China, in our pantry. Started reading about it on the internet and the only symptom (b) (6) didn't have that MANY others did was kidney failure. He is getting better
slowly, but I am pretty convinced his problems were caused by tainted chicken jerky treats.
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Wagging tales natural
chicken treats

Dog

Pit Bull

5 Years

Female

78 Pound I noticed not long after given my dogs these treats that they needed to go to the bathroom more, drank more water,layed around more and were more whiny. They dig at their rear ends to the point they have lost hair.
They have less energy and are not behaving like they feel well. They are going to the vet tomorrow to have lab tests done as recommended by my vet.

Kingdom Premium
Chicken Jerky

Dog

Retriever ‐
Labrador

12 Years

Female

74 Pound I should first state that (b) (6) was seen by her vet on October 4, 2011 and was given a clean bill of health. I purchased Dogswell Chicken Breast at my local Costo as a special treat for the old girl. On Thursday night
(11/10) (b) (6) got up several times to go outside, which was very unusual. Even though she is a lab, she is a house dog and sleeps on my bed. She had vomited and had several loose stools over the past few weeks. On
11/11, her activity level had decreased but still ate both her meals. She enjoyed being outside while I cleaned up the leaves. On 11/12, she ate part of her meals, had both diarrhea and vomiting and drank more than
usual. I talked with a friend who was going to watch the dogs while I was away and I decided to take her to the vet on Monday to have her checked out. On Sunday, 11/13 she refused to eat her breakfast. I fixed her a
scrambled egg and brown rice hoping she would eat. She only took a few bites while she was lying down. We spent part of the day outside, when I called her to come in that evening, she walked very strangely when she
entered the house. She laid down on the carpet and never go up again. I slepted on the floor with her that night and watched as her breathing became labored. She died at 5:15am on Monday, November 14. On
November 21, while in CA, I read an article on msnbc regarding chicken jerky treats lined to mystery illnesses, deaths in dogs. This could be a coincidence but thought I should report it to both you and my local Costco.

Canyon Creek Ranch
Brand :natural" Chicken
Brand

Dog

Chihuahu
a

6 Years

Male

11 Pound We purchased the Canyon Creek Ranch ""Natural chicken tenders" a couple of weeks, started giving our Chihiahua a half a piece each morning along with his regular dog food (1 cup of pedigree) each day. On Thursday
12/01/11 (b) (6) didnt want anything to eat, stayed in bed. Again on Friday, (b) (6) wouldnt drink or eat anything... Then on Sat. 12/03 I took (b) (6) to the vet and he had blood work done. The blood work came back that his
kidneys were shutting down. He was then put on IV's for fluid. I brought him home saturday afternoon and continued the fluids thru IV's for sat and sunday. Monday we took (b) (6) back to the vet and again they seemed
very puzzled that a dog that was very healthy just a couple months turned this way and he asked for all the foods and treats he was taking... He had been on the dog food for years, and the only change we made was
these treats.
THe vet also told us that he was so bad that he didn't see (b) (6)being able to fight this and we had to put him to rest.
This has our family very heartbroken. Last week he was like any other healty dog and today he is gone.

Kingdom Pets Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Lhasa
Apso

9 Minute Male
s

16 Pound I purchased Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky from Costco as it boasts that the product is all natural. I noticed after buying the product several times and using the chicken jerky as dog treats for both of my dogs that they
started drinking way more water than usual. I also observed decreased energy levels and there would be days when the smaller dog who is only 16 lbs would not want to eat his regular food. After taking my dogs in for
their bi‐annual comprehensive testing, I noticed both dogs had severely decreased white blood cells. (b) (6) also had incredibly high BUN levels as well as creatinine levels, indicating possible liver disease. It was only
the other day that my husband saw an article from FOX News on Facebook regarding the possible recall of the very chicken jerky treats we had been feeding our dogs for a year or more. I have contacted my local Costco
to let them know about the potential issue and they have made a note of it. They had information about the possible problem and claimed that their treats are not yet being recalled, but that they may cause liver failure.
As of December 2nd, we are no longer feeding the treats to our dogs. I can only hope and pray that any damage can be reversed by not feeding them the treats that have been causing the health issues with my dogs.

Milo's Kitchen Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Retriever ‐
Golden

2 Years

Male

67 Pound Dog was given the Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky on a Sunday afternoon. Started vomiting early morning of Monday. From a Vet visit‐found out that there was a recall of Chicken Jerky imported from China. This particular
Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky was made in China.

Kirkland Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed
(Dog)

9 Years

Female

55 Pound Approximately 11 months ago bought Chicken jerky from Costco and gave her 1‐2 a day most days. Approximately 6 months ago began having increased incontinence, increased thirst, some weight loss. Thought it might
be diabetes. It was not. Approximately 5 weeks ago started having diarrhea, vomiting, weight loss, lethargy. Took her to vet approximately 2 weeks ago where labs values indicated some possible chronic kidney failure
with superimposed acute end stage kidney failure. Tuesday November 22nd had to have (b) (6)euthanized.

Mellow Mut chicken
breast strips

Dog

Shepherd
Dog ‐
Australian

2 Years

Female

32 Pound Animal had watery diarrhea. I suspected the chicken so I stopped giving it to her for a few weeks. I gave her another two pieces on 11/25 and within 6 hours she had terribly diarrhea. I have stopped giving it to her and
she has been fine. The product is Dogswell Mellow Mutt chicken breast strips.
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Canyon Creek Ranch
Brand Duck Tenders

Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

2 Years

Male

Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Dog
Breast Glucosamine and
Chondroitin, Dogswell
Happy Hips Chicken
Breast Glucosamine and
Chondroitin

Alaskan
Malamute

5 Years

Mixed
Populati
on of
Female
and
Male

90 Pound I have been buying Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Breast and Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast for many years. I give them as treats to my 2 malamutes, and I snack on them as well. Several bags of the last batch of these
products had an extremely metallic taste. There is absolutely some contaminant in this product.

Kingdom Pets all natural
chicken jerky

Dog

Retriever ‐
Golden

13 Years

Female

83 Pound On Sunday night 11‐20,2001 our dog began drinking huge amount of water. She was also pacing around the house and seemed restless. Other than that , we didn't notice any other symptoms. She had eaten her dinner
the night before without incident. The next morning around 6 am I heard her drinking a lot and pacing around the house. She wouldn't sit or lie down. I kep getting up to refill her water bowl. About 2 hrs later she
started projectile vomiting. Then she would drink another entire bowl of water and vomit. She wouldn't lie down or even sit down and she was moaning. The only thing in the emesis was chunks of the chicken jerkey and
water. This went on for hours. At one point I took her outside and she collapsed. She appeared to be unconscious. She wasnt responding to me at all. I tried to wake her up and get her to go back in the house because it
was about 30 degrees. She refused and when we tried to help her she growled at us. So we left her there for about 3 hours when we discovered that she was shivering horribly. We got her up and took her in the house.
She laid down on the kitchen floor where she stayed for about 30 hours. She didn't move at all and rarely changed positions. During that time she refused to take any water. We tried to give her eye droppers full but she
refused. I think she knew that her gut needed a rest. We were seriously afraid that she was going to die. She was very lethargic, didn't respond to us and never even lifted her head. Her eyes were closed and very
droopy. My husband and I took turns lying on the floor with her.
Eventually, about mid day of the 3rd day she began to rally. She started taking little sips of water thru the eye dropper. She began to wake up and become a little more alert. She wouldn't sit up but she did lift her head
and respond to us when we came in the room. She got up, which was very hard for her. She was extremely weak from her ordeal and her legs wouldn't allow her to get up. Her legs kept falling out from under her. When
we eventually got her up off the floor she wanted to go outside. At that time she started to have diarrhea. But she also was a lot more alert and seemed to feel alot better. That night we began to give her tiny bites of
rice and chicken stock, per the directions of our vet.
Today she is almost back to her normal, barking, playful self! We praise God for her recovery. The first day this all started we heard on the news that thousand of dogs all over the country have been dying because of
chicken jerkey treats that were imported from China and sold at big box stores (ie Costco). We checked the bag and found that the treats we have been giving her for years were indeed the ones on the news. We are
100% certain that it is the chicken jerkey treats that almost killed our beloved dog. It was later determined that our 9 yr old grandson had given our dog extra treats when he stayed here for the weekend. When he told
us that we had the confirmation that we needed that her sickness was indeed caused by the chicken jerkey she ingested, especially since there were large quantities of the jerky in her emesis.
We are very concerned about this because about every dog owner we know gives these chicken jerky treats to their dogs. People need to be made aware that they are a problem and feel strongly that the treats need to
be recalled.

Kingdom's Pet from
Costco chicken jerky
Kingdom Pets Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Shiba Inu

3 Years

Female

19 Pound Recent labwork shows elevated ALT 205 (range 12‐118), previous labwork in the last 2 years has WNL ALT values

Dog

Mixed
(Dog)

7 Years

Female

31 Pound Within two days of feeding Kingdom Pets brand Chicken Jerky (purchased at Costco), lot #VWKPCK03N027, best by 2012.9.13 to my dog, I notice increased urination followed by bloody diarrhea. I have a friend who has a
dog which is experiencing vomiting and bloody diarrhea too ‐ I buy the same jerky for him.

Dog

Pug

7 Years

Female

27 Pound (b) (6)
BECAME SUDDENDLY ILL ON 9/20/11‐ WAS TO THE VET 4 TIMES WITHOUT A CORRECT DIAGNOSIS. TRIED DIFFERENT MEDS ECT. SHE DRANK LOTS AND LOTS OF WATER, ATE LITTLE, VOMITED DAILY AND
HAD NO ENERGY FOR 6 WEEKS. PUT HER DOWN ON 11/23 AFTER VET SAID SHE HAD LIVER, KIDNEY, AND SPLEEN PROBLEMS. ON 11/28 HEARD THE FDA ALERT ON NEWS ABOUT CHICKEN JERKY FROM CHINA AFTER
SOME RESEARCH FOUND OUT THE TREATS (b) (6) STARTED TO COMSUME PRIOR TO HER ILLNESS ‐ WAGGIN TRAIN CHICKEN JERKY CAME FROM CHINA. I AM HIGHLY UPSET THE PUBLIC WASNT NOFIED ABOUT THESE
DEADLY TREATS UNTIL 11/18/11‐ HAD I KNOWN I MAY HAVE BEEN ABLE TO SAVE MY DOGS LIFE.

Waggin Train ‐ Apple &
Chicken Wraps

Dog

4 Pound In December 2010 I purchased a package of the Duck Tenders from a Pet Smart. After feeding my little dog about 2 half strips of the treat over a 2 day period he became physically weak and ill. My 2 year old yorkie came
down with diarrhea and the inability to hold down water or food. There is no doubt in my mind that the illness was directly caused by the new treat. I recall being suspicious about the tenderness/moistness of the treats
as well. After a few days in the Animal ER my dog passed away. His diarrhea had turned to blood and giving him nutrients through an IV was not enough to get him through it. I still have the full bag of treats and receipt.
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Waggin Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Pug

2 Years

Female

21 Pound

Waggin' Train
Wholesome Chicken
Jerky Tenders
PCI Brand "CHICKEN
BREAST TENDERS" 100%
Chicken Breast Fillets

Shepherd
Dog ‐
German
Terrier ‐
Jack
Russell

4 Years

Female

115 Pound

Dog

Dog

10 Years

Male

(b) (6)

started vomiting during the night on 11/13,14/11, along with the vomiting she had diarrhea & quivers. She was not getting any better, everytime she tried to eat or drink she would vomit, she then refused all food
but kept trying to drink water but it would not stay down. I brought her into the vet on Thursday morning 11/17/11, she was put on fluids & blood work was taken, it showed kidney failure, she did not respond to any
treatment and passed away on 11/21/11. The vet cannot determine the cause of her death since she was a healthy dog up until now. When I came home from visiting her on 11/19/11 my email had the chicken jerky
warning, she was given these Waggin Train chicken jerky treats from Saturday evening 11/12/11 through Sunday 11/13/11 until the vomiting started. At that point I threw the remaining treats out so no one in my
household would give them to my other dog.

(b) (6)

started having very bad diarrhea and throwing up. She has been very lethargic and drinking a lot more water lately.

12 Pound As a treat, I would give my dogs 1 to 2 'chicken jerky' strips every evening after their run. My little dog (b) (6), a voracious eater by the way, began to vomit a white, frothy‐like substance one morning. He then began to
consume inordinate amounts of water, of which he also vomited and he would NOT eat. My concern was that he somehow developed pancreatitis. The following day his appetite returned, and that evening I gave him
another jerky strip ‐ the next day the same thing happened. However, his vomit had speckles of blood in it. He was larthargic and depressed.
At that point, I knew it was the chicken strips. I contacted the store where I purchased them and reported the product. Since that day (2 weeks ago) he has NOT had a similar episode. I thought this product, "Made in the
USA" and endorsed by the "ACA" would NOT have such an effect. The product is "PCI Brand" "100% Natural Chicken Breast Tenders". I still have some in the container that's identified as "EXP/LOT#052014". I also gave
them Milo Chicken Breast treats, too. But at the onset of his illness, it was the PCI product.
Please let me know if there's anything else you need.

Female

53 Pound Our family dog (b) (6) died in my arms on January 20th of this year.She suddenly became sick and we took her to the vet on 1/11/11 and 1/13/11. Her symptoms included.Lack of appetite>Weakness>Increased
thirst>Increased urination>My kids all called and emailed regarding news that just came out that 70 dogs have reportedly died from eating Chicken Tender Treats from Costco.Our dog (b) (6) loved these treats and ate
one a day.I even saved one and had put it in our memory box of her along with her collar and pictures.There is no doubt in our minds that is the cause of her sudden death.She was a member of our family.This news has
answered the question of what happened to her.We don't want another pet to suffer like she did.Please make her #71 on your list.Sincerely, The (b) (6) Family

2 Years

Male

30 Pound After eating chicken dog treats (two different brands ‐ Cadet Gourmet Chicken Breast and Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky), our dog had severe diarrhea, extreme thirst, lost his appetite, and had decreased energy levels.

Corgi ‐
Welsh
Pembroke

5 Years

Female

40 Pound My dog was diagnosed with Acute kidney failure (Renal Failure). She is currently at a clinic undergoing treatment. We do not know if she will recover. She is in serious condition. Our dogs have enjoyed Waggin' Train
Chicken Chewies for a few years until this incident.

Other
Canine/d
Chihuahu
a

4 Years

Female

7 Pound Vomiting for 3 days. Bloody diarrhea for 3 days. Not eating. Not drinking

3 Years

Female

9 Pound I bought a bag of Waggin Train Jerky‐Tenders Chicken Dog Treats over the weekend. I gave a treat to two of my dogs, (b) (6)
. (b) (6)has issues with a sensitive stomach, and after I noticed she through up once, I
(b)
(6)
did not give her any more, assuming that the treats did not agree with her. However,
loved them, so I continued to give her one a day for the past three days. Yesterday evening when I got home from work, I
noticed that she had thrown up a couple of times and seemed lethargic. She did not want to eat any dog food which is one of the first things she wll normally do when I get home. Overnight, (b) (6) continued with her
vomiting, vomiting several times during the night. I took her to the vet first thing today (11/30/11). The vet put her on a special bland pet food for the next few days as well as gave her some medicine to help with the
vomiting and nausa. The vet also recommended that I get pepcid for her to help relieve any acid in her stomach since some of her vomiting contained yellowish bile. So far I have given her the first dose of medicine for
the vomiting, half tablet of pepcid, and a little bit of the bland pet food.

Chicken Tender Treats

Dog

Collie ‐
Border

Cadet Gourmet Chicken
Breast, Milo's Kitchen
home‐style dog treats
Chicken Jerky
Waggin' Train Chicken
Jerky Tenders

Dog

Shiba Inu

Dog

Dog

Chicken Fillets

Waggin' Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky‐Tenders
Chicken Dog Treats

11 Years
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Bichon
Frise

Jerky treats from Costco

Dog

Doberma
nn

21 Months Female

68 Pound I can't prove that being given the jerky treats caused her kidneys to fail, but can't prove they didn't. Her half‐brother is fine. Symptoms started as excess urination and thirst, prompting a visit to the vet. BUN and
creatinine were badly elevated. With numerous herbs and making her food special, she was able to live for six months before I had to put her down.

Kingdom Pets Chicken
Jerky

Dog

12 Years

Male

70 Pound Increased urination, lethargic, heavy panting in the beginning to sucking in air at the end, decreased appetitie eventually stopped eating and died after a few days of showing these symptoms.

Waggin Train

Dog

1 Years

Male

20 Pound Vomiting, diarrhea

Unknown ‐ package was
thrown away when dog
refused to eat more.

Dog

Shepherd
Dog ‐
German
Spaniel ‐
Cocker
American
Papillon ‐
Spaniel ‐
Continent
al Toy
(with
erect ears
or with

7 Years

Male

14 Pound I was given a bad of chicken jerky treats for my dog by a friend. (b) (6) consumed maybe two a week, but often left peices of them on the floor. In August he began vomiting. I took him to the vet and began a round of
procedures to try and identify the problem. He did not have pancreatitis; a change in diet did not work. An xray showed a shadows that the tech said was a partial obstruction. An endoscope showed nothing. We went
through a series of medications. Nothing worked. (b) (6) dropped to ten pounds and we had him euthanized last night.

Kingdom Pets Chicken
Dog
Jerky ‐ don't have original
package so this is a guess.

Dachshun
d‐
Miniature

11 Years

Wagon Wheel Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

4 Years

Female

10 Pound After feeding a large piece of chicken jerky,(b) (6) lost her appetite. She began to have bloody vomiting and diarrhea episodes.

Canyon Ranch Chicken
Tenders

Dog

Poodle ‐
Miniature

4

Male

25

Canyon Creek Ranch
Dog
Brand Chicken Stix
Chicken & Rawhide Chews

Terrier ‐
Rat

2 Years

Female

10 Pound We are foster parents for (b) (6), a 2 year old, mini rat terrier dog. She had been fixed, utd on shots and given a good bill of health from a vet when rescued a month ago. She has been in my home for about 2 weeks and
we were given a back of Canyon Creek Ranch Chicken Stix from a donator. She loved them and they were not on the recall list so we continued to give them to her.
She has been eating them for about a week and 1/2 and the past 3 days she was having diarehea and the past 24 hours she has had blood in her stool. We have stopped giving them to her and taken her food away. We
are hoping that within a few days she will be back to normal. SHe has had no other foreign objects ingested or any other change in her food or diet.

Waggin Train

Schnauzer
(unspecifi
ed)

3 Months Male

Dog

9

Male

15 Pound (b) (6) became listless and slept a lot after eating these Wagon Train treats. After that he started vomitting (never before) , pooped in house (never done before), pee'd a lot When we stopped the trears it took him
about 3 days to get back to normal. He was getting other treats too but we only in the last day or so went back to these because we figyred they might be too hard to digest

Wagon train chicken jerky Dog

Today a friend sent me an article about the chicken jerky treats from China. I believe these are the cause of my dog's illness.

Female

16 Pound

(b) (6) began throwing up, having diarrhea, and showed signs of excessive thirst and urination, as well as being very lethargic. The symptoms lasted a few days, in varying degrees. Some days she would feel a little better

and would hold her food down, and then the vomiting and diarrhea would start up again. I put her on a mild diet of organic rice and chicken broth for a couple days, then added small amounts of roasted chicken (all
human food), until her digestive tract seemed to be acting normally, then gradually returned her to her regular diet. I started giving her treats again (varying types), and occasionally the symptoms would return. I read
about the trouble with chicken dog products from China, and it exactly described my dog's illness and symptoms.

After eating the chicken tender treats, both dogs vomited and had loose stool. The poodle also had a fever for 24 hours or less. Discontinued the treats and the symptoms subsided. Also both dogs drank a lot of water.

10 Pound I was occasionally giving him these treats my cousin one day called me about this warning and I discontinued giving them but he had developed the diarrhea that day any ways we didn't know why but this explained it.
We discontinued food for the day and gave water started him on rice then on pumpkin with his food today he began to piddle when he walked and still has the diarrhea. He was fully continent and no bowel problems
before these treats now he piddles when he walks
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Waggin Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerkey Tenders

Retriever ‐
Labrador

8 Years

Female

65 Pound I took my dog to the vet on 11/21/11 because she wasn't eating well and was very lethargic. Knew something couldn't be right because she has always been a very active happy lab. I noticed that her eating habits were
off a bit a week prior to bringing her in, and her activity level was decreasing but thought maybe she just wasn't feeling well. When I brought her in I was shocked to find out after tests that she was in kidney failure. We
got her on some anti‐biotic in case the kidney failure was caused by leptospirosis (sp). I took (b) (6) home and the following moring the vet had called me and asked if I had given (b) (6) any Chicken jerkey treats
recently. I told him I had a week or two before, I had gotten them in my dog food bag as a free sample. He told me that he had just gotten a notice from the FDA about a warning with Chicken Jerkey treats made in China
that cause kidney problems. He then advised me to call Purina and let them know of the issue. I did that on my lunch break that day. After speaking with a rep. from there they also told me to call Waggin Train the
Manufacture of the Chicken Jerkey. I also called them that same day and made them aware of the situation. My vet asked me to also follow up and fill out a report here. I have been very peroccupied taking care of my
sick dog and am just no willing out this report. I had to put Cricket to sleep yesterday because she was not eating or drinking any longer and vomiting any time she did. I figured I better take the time and fill this report
out now.

Waggin' Train wholesome Dog
chicken Jerkey Tenders

Shepherd
Dog ‐
German

3 Years

Female

74 Pound I fed my dog Waggin' Train Jerkey Tenders and she developed severe diarria on November 15th. The diarria continued, and on November 19th my husband and I took her to our vet. The vet, (b) (6)
ran some stool
tests and than gave two injections and sent us home with Fortiflora and Metronidazole. I saw a new broadcast about the same type of treats getting other dogs ill and sent a complaint to the manufacture and later the
same day, November 28th, they called and offered to either send me a new package or refund my money. My dog only ate the treats and her dogfood which was Wellness Core and she was half the way through a 30
pound bag so I know it wasn't the food.

Canyon Creek Ranch
Brand natural chicken
tenders
Canyon Creek Ranch
Natural Chicken Tenders

Dog

Mastiff

7 Months Female

70 Pound Dog became lethargic, vomited, anorexic 11‐25‐11. Also developed urinary incontinence. Proteinuric, glucose+ in urine. Profile showed elevated BUN, phos.

Dog

Schnauzer
‐
Miniature

6 Years

Male

23 Pound The owner fed Canyon Creek Ranch Natural Chicken Tenders on 11/23/2011. Later that day (b) (6) became lethargic and anorexic. It continued to progerss and the owner noticed signs of polyuria and polydipsia. The
treats were stopped on 11/26/2011. I saw the dog on 11/28/2011, on physical exam (b) (6) was bright, alert and responisve. Mucous membranes were pink. Heart/lungs auscultated normally. Abdomen was tesne and
difficult to palpate. Skin had no significant findings. Both testicles were palpated. A CBC/Superchem/UA was run in house. The only abnormalities on bloodwork was a slighly increased HCT and Albumin. USG was 1.048
with trace blood and 3+ protein. We offered (b) (6) a bite of Purina EN which he ate well. Gave 250ml of LRS fluids subcutaneously and started Clavamox 125mg 1 tablet orally every 12 hours (urine sediment showed
possible UTI). Told owner to follow up if treatement did not help. We recalled (b) (6)on 11/24/2011 and he is continuing to improve.

Dogswell Happy Hips
Dog
Chicken Breast
MILOS KITCHEN CHICKEN
JERKY

Dachshun
d‐

10 Years

Male

14 Pound Vomiting, bloody diarrhea after 4 snacks given in 2 days
HEB Grocery received a consumer concern with the MILOS KITCHEN CHICKEN JERKY. Consumer stated product caused her dog to becaome ill. The manufacturer, Del Monte Foods, was contacted regarding this issue.
Product Information:
MILOS KITCHEN CHICKEN JERKY
UPC ‐ 7910050471
Lot# ‐ BEST IF USED BY 10 24 12 1122HV A
Consumer Information:

(b) (6)

Thank you,

(b) (6)

Waggin Train wholesome Dog
chicken Jerky Tenders

Unknown

9 Years

Male

76 Pound Polyuria/polydypsia and increased BUN and CRT 4 weeks later
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Happy Hips Chicken Jerky Dog

Shepherd
Dog ‐
German

8 Years

Kingdom Pets Chicken
Jerky

Doberma
nn

5 Months Male

Dog

Waggin' Train Wholesome Dog
Duck Jerkey Tenders,
Milo's Kitchen home‐style
dog treats Chicken Jerky

Mixed
(Dog)

King dog treats chicken
and sweet potato

Shih Tzu

Dog

11 Years

4 Years

Female

80 Pound I have been giving her Chicken Jerky as one of her night‐time treats. She started acting very strange ‐ she wouldn't leave me alone, she kept hitting me with her paw as to try to tell me something was wrong. I had to
keep hugging her adn petting her, and didn't look right. I could tell something was wrong. Her eyes didn't look right, etc. After a while, she let me know she wanted to go out, so we went in the yard and after about two
minutes, she threw up. She threw up her dinner, and pieces of the chicken jerky.

52 Pound (b) (6) started having problems with his stomach. He was vomiting and having bloody stools (with diarrhea). I took him to the vets several times and had him checked for worms and parasites. The test came back
negative . His vet was very puzzled as to what was causing his stomach issues. We tried changing his diet to a non grain dog food, fed him white rice etc. It was not until I did some research on the internet that I found
out other dog owners were having the same problem after their dogs ate Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky which comes from China. I ran to my pantry to look at the brand of chicken jerky I was feeding (b) (6) and wouldn't
you know it was the same one. Thinking back now, every time I gave him one of those chicken jerky he would have a bloody stool that day. I highly suggest you recall this product. I'm sure a lot of other dogs are getting
sick as well.

Male

17 Pound He has been receiving 1 of the Waggin Train Chicken Jerky, Waggin Train Duck Jerky or Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky treats cup up in his food twice a day for over a year now. He has had periodic episodes of vomiting, not
eating, diarrhea, increased blood sugars, increased thirst and increased urination during this time, last episode being 3 weeks ago and lasting for a week and a half. I have not given any of the jerky treats since that time.
He is improving, but still having increased thirst, increased urination, increased blood sugars. The only 2 that I have lot numbers on at this time are: Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky Lot # 1216HV A and the Waggin Train Duck
Jerky Tenders Lot #B1CA3819A. The dog has refused the chicken jerky since his last episode of sickness. I have not taken him to the vet, he has a history of some pancreatitis that occurs every so often, but this last
episode was not similar to that, I just took him off all food and gave him chicken and rice human food until he recovered.

Female

11 Pound September 10 she got sick not eating and vomiting. She had diarrhea that started a day after. Was taken to vet thought she may have eaten something in yard. She started getting better and then September 18 th she
got sick really bad. Went to vet and was given antibiotics. On week later it started going away after treatment from vet. She lost weight in the whole sickness.
This last week she had diarrhea was given only water for 24 hours. Better now.
I released that every time she has gotten sick we have given her the treats. If I would have known or put it together I would have.
She had diahrea, vomiting! Not playing at all, sleeping more then normal, peeing...
I believe she has been good for the months because we had not been giving her the treats.

Kingdom Pets All Natural Dog
Ingredients Chicken Jerky
Cadet Real Duck Treat
Gourmet Dog Treats
Premium Quality Select
Low Fat High Protein
Treat for Dogs Oven
Roasted Duck Brests

Dog

Mixed
(Dog)

6 Years

Female

40 Pound I gave a strip of chicken jerky to her and my other dog and both developed diarrhea after eating it (not normal for them). A few days later I gave another strip to the dogs and both developed diarrhea. I haven't given any
more to them since then and the diarrhea is resolved.

Schnauzer
‐ Giant

5 Years

Male

89 Pound Last winter, (b) (6) began drinking excessively. He was displaying signs of distress, and frequently urinating. We took him to our vet suspecting a possible urinary tract infection. The vet stated that he did not have
bacteria in his urine, but that he was suffering from medulary washout syndrome. Of greater concern were his bloodwork values that indicated he may be going into kidney failure. His platelet counts were also on the
highest side of normal. At that time, there was no obvious connection made to treats that were purchased, but I had a nagging voice. The treats were received for Christmas and were premium duck tenders from Costco.
We ceased feeding the treats. (b) (6) was placed on a behavioral water rationing and reintroduction because our vet thought this to be a behavioral problem. Boodwork was repeated 2 weeks later, and again 6 months
later. He slowly began coming into normal ranges (and we had discontinued the treats). He remains slightly elevated with his platelet count. After seeing the symptomatic information related to the chicken tender
advisory, we checked the bag of Duck treats, and they're from China (and also from Costco).
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Nature's Deli Chicken
Jerky Dog Treats

Dog

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

5 Years

Female

Chewmasters Chicken
Strips

36 Pound I bought a bag of chicken jerky on Wednesday (11/23/11), and gave (b) (6)2 pieces that afternoon. She woke up in the middle of the night and had several bouts of diarrhea for about 9 hours. She did not really eat or drink
all day Thursday and was lethargic. She did not have any chicken jerky on Thursday or Friday and started to feel better. She has eaten this jerky in the past without issues, but did not have any for a few weeks. I thought I
had given her too much on Wednesday and thought that it upset her stomach. I gave her 1.5 pieces on Saturday afternoon (11/26/11), and she woke in the middle of the night with diarrhea again.

I have three dogs. A yourshire Terrier, a Silky Terrier and a border Collie. I have bought these 100% all natural chews chicken strips. My dogs LOVE them but my smaller dogs tend not to chew it up but swallow it before it
softens. Therefor the treats cut their insides and causes them to have bloody diareah and bloody vomit. It takes about 4 days before I see my dogs are back to normal. They had stopped eating due to the pain of having
to pass a hard sharp object through their small intestinal tract. The only warning on the bag is "Always supervise your pet while consuming these wonderful treats".
These treats should not be given to small dogs. Intestinal injuries could lead to death and only after this happening so many times I realized it was the Chicken Strips. So I stopped feeding it to them as a treat and all is
now well. My medium size dog seems to have no problem chewing them up really good and no intestinal bleeding.

Chicken Jerky Dog Treats

Dog

Schnauzer
(unspecifi
ed)

Milo's Kitchen Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Beagle

Waggin Train Jerky Tender Dog

Waggin' Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky Tenders
(Chicken Dog Treats), Mini
Dingo Jerky Chewz
(Chicken Chips)

Griffon ‐
French
Wire‐
haired
Pointing
Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

7 Years

13 Years

15 Pound Have fed the Costco Chicken Jerky Treats product numerous times over the past number of years. Recently, my dog began throwing up, having runny stools, having loose stools in house, and acting ill. Completed
numerous stools samples and blood work at the vets visits with no answers. Stopped feeding the jerky treats after noticing her throwing up not long after eating the treats. Since throwing out the product over a month
ago, the problem has stopped.

Male

50 Pound I began feeding my dog one Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky treat per day beginning around October 24, 2011. On the morning of October 31, 2011, my dog had trouble getting up and he had wet his bed. He is an older dog,
I thought he was just "having one of those days." I thought perhaps his arthritis was acting up. I took him to the vet and he got an injection of adequin. I rewarded him with another chicken jerky treat. For the next three
weeks, my dog consumed large quantities of water and, for the first time in his life, began having "accidents" in the house. He urinated on my living room rug right in front of me. I took him to the vet and he urinated on
my foot. By November 24th, my dog was leaving little puddles everywhere he went. He was extremly thirsty, very lethargic and somewhat disoriented. Finally my fiance said, "Boy, I hope you're not feeding him Chicken
Jerky from China. I heard bad things about that product on the radio." I checked the package and my heart fell when I saw the words "Distributed by Milo's Kitchen. Made in China."

1 Years

Female

52 Pound Accute vomiting and diarrhea with weight loss.

4 Years

Female

7 Pound Patient became very lethargic and not eating or drinking normally, also had some vomiting. Owner thought was going through false pregnancy. Patient presented for diagnostics and treatment. Radiographs showed gas
in the stomach and colon. Abdominal ultrasound showed dilated bile ducts. Blood testing showed an ALT of 1915 U/L (normal 10‐90), ALKP 8 U/L (11‐140), TBili 1.0 mg/dL (0.2‐0.6), Ca 8.0 mg/dL (8.8‐11.2), Na 134
mmol/L (143‐153), CL 128 mmol/L (106‐122), Chol 118 mg/dL (140‐360), Amylase 296 U/L (400‐1500), NH3 0.0 (0‐98), Lepto titers were essentially negative, GGT 20 U/L (0‐14), CBC was normal, kidney values were
normal at this point. Patient was placed on IV fluids, Cerenia, Actigal, and Denamarin, and Amoxicillin.
After going home, owner offered some additional chicken jerky treats and within 1‐2 hours, she was lethargic and not acting normally again. Owner then stopped treats.
Repeat bloodwork on 11/18/11 showed ALT down to 124 U/L, GGT down to 11 U/L, BUN elevated to 33 mg/dl (7‐27). All chicken jerky treats have been stopped and patient is doing much better.
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Milo's Kitchen home‐style Dog
dog treats Chicken Jerky
No artificial flavors or
colors

Dalmatian

Kingdom Pets Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Bichon
Frise

3 Years

Female

15 Pound I have purchased Chicken Jerky treats from Kingdom Pets for years. I recently purchased a new bag and fed them to my dogs. Last week both dogs began vommiting everyday. I stopped feeding them the treats Sunday
November 27, 2011 and I intend to return the treats to Costco. Both dogs vommited Sunday morning but nothing since.

Kimgdom Pets Chicken
Jery

Dog

Bichon
Frise

5 Years

Female

10 Pound I have fed my dog Chicken Jerky treats purchased from Costco everyday with no problems. We recently purchased a new bag of treats to feed our dogs. Both dogs started vomiting everyday at least once a day. I
discontinued using this product Sunday November 27, 2011 and I intend to return it to Costco. Both dogs vommited Sunday morning but nothing since then.

Milo's Kitchen Home‐style Dog
dog treats Chicken Jeeky
, Milo's Kitchen home‐
style dog treats Chicken
Meatballs

Terrier ‐
Boston

5

Male

25

Waggin' Trains Jerky
Tenders

Mixed
(Dog)

4 Years

Female

60 Pound In the last month, my dog become extremely ill. After multiple trips to the vet, they could not figure out what was wrong with her. We never made the assumption that the unknown cause was these treats. I even
mentioned to the vet the foods I was providing my dog and they never made the assumption either.

Dog

11 Months Female

55 Pound I bought Milo's Kitchen homestyle dog treats chicken jerky for my dalmatian puppy. I have been giving her 2‐3 treats per day. She wasn't acting herself after a while and then starting throwing up, having diahrrea and not
eating. She could barely hold her water down. She then started having blood in her stool. I took her to the vet and they stated that she had a over amount of bacteria growth in her intestines. She had 2 shots and was
put on antibiotics. I read an article about recalls on chicken jerky made in china online and this is the only thing I can link up to cause my dog's sickness.

After giving him the Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky and Chicken Meatballs he vomited and was very thirsty

She was urinating frequently (at first bloody before antibiotics).
She had diarrhea
Not eating, lost 15‐20 lbs this month. Still having trouble regaining the weight back.
Very lethargic , no energy.
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
She had eaten Jerky Tenders from Waggin' Trains.
PupCorn

Dog

Portugues
e Water
Dog

5 Years

Male

50 Pound Had opened a new package of dried apple wrapped with chicken jerky treats. Also had a new package of "Pup Corn". Not sure which might be bad, but our dog had two episodes of dizziness and lethargy after feeding
him these treats. Episodes lasted several minutes. The last time he could only get up and walk a few feet before collapsing. Resumed normal activity level within hours, after having a very loose stool.
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DINGO DENTA TREATS
MINI

Dog

Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

13 Days

Male

10 Pound I purchased a bag of DINGO MINI DENTAL TREATS for my dogs back in April 2011. I had 3 little ones (dogs) and 3 big ones ranging from a 10lbs 13 yo Yorkie to a 100lbs, 6yo Mastiff. To make a long story short, on
Wednesday I gave a treat to each of my dogs, something I rarely do as i am not a fan of treats but these were to help with their dental care so I let them indulge in one every once in a while. I had never purcchased the
Dingo brand before so this was my first experience with this particular product. In the past I had bought Greenies, which I had also learned are not any better either and they all cause kidney damage.
Within hours of getting their treats they all started one by one throwing up. At around 9:00pm, (b) (6), my smallets one, threw up a clear liquid followe by s gellatin like white substance with spots of green coloring.
Everyone else had been throwing up what looked liked a paperlike green material. At first I thought toilette paper but when I saw (b) (6) throwing up, I relaized it was Dingo. (b) (6) stopped eating on Thursday and threw
up again Thursday twice and once Friday. My other dogs were still throwing up as well but at least they were eating and drinking unlike (b) (6) By Friday, afternoon he was looking disoriented and a little on the weak
side which did not surprise me given he had not been eating for 2 days now. I was at the vet with him first thing Saturday morning and he spent the last 4 days at the vet with IVs in him. The vet did X‐rays, daily blood
work, urine, and anything else thought of but despite the IVs in him (b) (6)kept doing worse instead of better. by Wednesday, the vet informed me his kidneys had shut down.
Hard to believe that just 8 days prior I had a healthy, happy 13yo running around the house who would wake me up in the morning because it was time for his meals and here he was fighting for his life. Quickly he
became non‐responsive and you could see he had turned to skin and bones. We tried Pedialite, baby food with a droppper but nothing seemed to work. The decision had to be made to not let him suffer any more and
Maxie was put to rest and allowed to go to the Rainbow Bridge as his blood and kidney values kept going up regardless of the treatments administered. My other dogs, given that they were bigger and younger seemed
to have the strength to fight whatever had poisoned them and recover. (b) (6) lost his battle altough he tried so hard!
I contacted Dingo immediately and shared my story in hope to get some answers from them but all I received was their apologies and an offer to send my vet and product receipts to submit for management approval of
a full refund. Their product killed my dog and all they have to offer is an evaluation for refund? My vet's exact words were "there is no doubt in my mind that this death was caused by the treat (b) (6)ate" .......it was just
one little treat and it caused his death!
I am sharing my story so no one else has to go through what I have gone through. My dogs are my children. All rescued, all survivors of neglect in the past and all my babies. (b) (6)still had a few more years in him. His
death was unwarranted. I cannot let his death be in vain and I need to fight this. Since then, I have had 4 other consumers and pet owners that have read my story and contacted me because they too lost their pets
under the same exact circumstances. Unfortunately, Dingo won't pull their products off the shelves and more pet lives are being lost.

Milo's Kitchen

Dog

Shih Tzu

4 Years

Female

8 Pound Fed both dogs Milo's Kitchen chicken jerky before leaving for a 1 hr shopping trip.
When we returned Sadie had thrown up 3 times. 10/1/11
She was very sick all weekend.
She was taken to Vet on 10/3/11 early am & was immediately put on a IV.
She stayed with the Vet the whole week under intensive care.
The vet thought that she had contacted Leptospirosis; but the blood work came back negative.
She died on 10/8/11 of total kidney failure. I think she ate both treats ( she was a little pig )

Waggin' Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky Tenders ‐
Chicken Dog Treats

Mountain
Dog ‐
Bernese

3 Years

Female

65 Pound At or about 4:00 PM on Sunday, November 20, 2011 I gave my dog(b) (6) a Waggin¿ Train Jerky Tender Chicken Treat. Approximately 1 ½ hours later,(b) (6) was in severe distress, upon which I transported her to VCA
South Shore Animal hospital, where she was treated by (b) (6)
. (b) (6) was released on Monday, November 21, 2011 at approximately 1:00 PM. The hospital's diagnosis is still open, i.e., tremoring and
hypothermia and states that they believe her symptoms were due to toxin ingestion (possibly compost). I left the unused portion of the product for testing.

Milos Chicken Jerky Treats Dog

Doberma
nn

10 Years

Female

74 Pound After consuming 5 of the jerky treats, my dog began experiencing bloody diarrhea, which became explosive. I rushed her to the vet hospital where she was treated for gastroenteritis and release. Three hours later, I
rushed her back to the vet hospital this time she was unable to stand, was in shock and septic, her blood report was high PCV, accompanied by high packed cell volumes (red blood cells), high white bloods cell and very
low glucose.
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Kingdom Pets All Natural Dog
Ingredients Chicken Jerky

Retriever ‐
Labrador

6 Years

Female

80 Pound On Sunday Nov. 20th early am, my dog woke me up to go outside to go potty, I noticed she had diarrhea. I took a wet paper towel to wipe her when she came in and their was a lot of blood on on it. I made her some
hamburger and mixed it with rice to help her with the bad stomach (Vet told us to do this before in the past to help her diarrhea) she seems to be fine now, but we did give her a Kingdom pet chicken jerky treat today
(Nov. 27th). We seen a WARNING post on facebook today about this product, we are sick to our stomach about this and will be contacting our vet on Monday Nov. 28th in the morning. Please provide us with any
feedback or anything that we should do different to make sure our dog has not been affected by this product.
Thank you,

(b) (6)

Milo's Kitchen home style Dog
dog treats/Chicken Jerky

Spaniel ‐
Springer
English

12 Years

Healthy Holistic Blue
Dog
Exuberance Natural Jerky
Dog Treaks ‐ Tasty
Chicken Jerky

Chihuahu
a

1 Years

Male

waggin Train jerky
Dog
Tenders
Dogswell Breathies
Dog
Chicken Breast with Mint
& Parsley

Poodle ‐
Standard
Terrier ‐
Bull ‐
Staffordsh
ire

8

Female

58 Pound severe gastro enteritis including diarrhea vomiting and abdominal pain

3 Years

Female

67 Pound has had on/off diarrha. After reading a post about potential problems with Chicken Jerky treats this morning I realized each of the days she had diarrhea she had 2/minimum of the jerky treats that day. the report noted
that the treats being investigated are made in China. I checked the bag and they indeed are from China.

Waggin Train Chicken

Female

63 Pound Gave Chicken jerky treat to our dog , from China(origin)( Milo's kitchen corp.brand) and she had some type of seizure,lethargy, severely increased water consumption,loss of appetite,some diarrhea from 11‐22‐11 to 11‐
27‐11. I have placed a call to the veterinary clinic where seen to explain concern and I am awaiting a response.

5 Pound product was given to dog in a kong on Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday ‐ approximately half of a stick. dog had uncontrolled explosive diarrhea beginning Thursday evening (thanksgiving) continuing every 2‐4 hours. dog
was taken to the vet on Saturday afternoon. temperature was normal, was slightly dehydrated. dog was prescribed can gastro food, flagyl, given an antibiotic injection, and cream for irritation around anus, and also
replacement bacteria packets. he is showing signs of recovery as of sunday evening (11/27)

There is an influx of reported death and illnesses derived from chicken jerky, strips, etc. from China... all made in China..
one brand is Waggin Train, which I have been giving to my 6 lb. yorkie..I have done some research and this is absolutely true, as it has been in the past, 2006, 2007, 2008. It has resurfaced again with numerous dogs
getting sick and some dying..
Of course the FDA is warning but not a solid warning... these products have to be pulled from the shelves @ supermarkets, Pet Smart, etc...
This has resurfaced as recent as August but just now came to light on Fox news and I have also gone onto Snopes to verify. I also called my Pathmark where Waggin Train was bought and asked that the manager get
authorization to pull these treats not just Waggin Train, but any chicken jerky treats from China...

Milo's Kitchen home style Dog
dog treats
Beef Sausage Slices with
Rice *no artificial flavor or
colors

Schnauzer
‐
Miniature

8 Months Female

14 Pound Gave both dogs (also 3 year old spayed female small mixed breed) one treat a day for three days. Both dogs began vomiting and had diarrhea. The schnauzer was the worst and ended up severly dehydrated and was in
considerable pain. I was with my dogs the entire time and they are normally very healthy and were not out of my sight so the treats were the problem. It has taken them almost one week to recover and I am still giving
them special food for the next few days. Today I read that the chicken was recalled but this is the beef sausage slices and I have contacted DelMonte the mfg. with my concerns. I will keep the package although I would
not recommend these to anyone no matter what kind, etc.

Blue Buffalo Tranquility
Natural Jerky Dog Treats

Collie ‐
Border

1 Years

60 Pound We give Pepper 2 strips of Blue Buffalo Tranquility Treats (chicken jerky treats) in her kong everyday. The past 2 days, she has finished the treats and had diarrhea.

Dog

Female
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Dog

Schnauzer
‐
Miniature

11 Years

Waggin Train Jerky
tenders

Dog

Chihuahu
a

5 Years

Female

Terrier
(unspecifi
ed)
Retriever ‐
Labrador

11 Years

Female

30 Pound 2 Head Tremors, vomiting, increased water intake, increased urinating, stomache bloating, iritation to the genital area, sluggish‐severe decrease in activity,

10 Years

Female

85 Pound I had been feeding my dog chicken jerky treats from petsmart for months. In Oct 2011 she suddenly died after showing symptoms of sluggishness, loss of appetite, diarrhea and at least one episode of vomiting in a 24
hour period. She did not make it to the vet and her death was not explained. After reading about new cases of dogs becoming ill and dying after eating chicken treats from China, I checked the bag I still have and found
out that it was made in China also. I do not know for sure if the treats were the cause of her death, however, it would explain this terrible event.

Waggin Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky Tenders/40
0z
Waggin train chip n
biscuits 5.0 oz
Canyon Creek Ranch/ Yam
Good16 oz

Greyhoun
d

7 Years

Female

90 Pound I have been feeding all three animals Waggin Train Jerky Chicken strips, the greyhounds from age 2‐7 and annie 7 mod‐2yrs. They all died of renal failure. I contacted wag gin train and they said never had a recall and in
fact they have had two that i know of at this time. All three dogs ate two to three a day for five yrs (greyhounds) 1 1/2 yrs (b) (6) who was a lab mix. This is all that was totally common with all three dogs, they also ate
canyon creek chicken wrapped biscuits and sweet potato sticks. (b) (6)started vomitting, then could not stand up and had lost 30 lbs. or close to, (b) (6) was scheduled to have her teeth cleaned, different vet and
that was three days after having to have willow put down. vet said (b) (6) was in total renal failure. Had ecopsy done on her and she was diagnosed with renal failure and one other thing, cannot remember what but
had to do with an enlarged heart ventricle. (b) (6) started vomitting and then could not stand, took her for a blood test, renal failure, really massive high numbers.

Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed
(Dog)

Waggin Train Jerkey
Tenders

Dog

Collie ‐
Border

Milos Kitchen homestyle
treats

Dog

Mixed
(Dog)

Waggin' Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerkey Tenders
Canyon Creek Ranch
Natural Chicken Tenders

Waggin' Train Wholesome
Chicken
Jerkey Tenders
Chicken Dog Treats

Dog

Male

24 Pound the day after i feed (b) (6) one of the "chicken tenders" manufactuered by Canyon Creek Ranch (Anderson, South Carolina) 16 oz package, lot number 61CA4899R, he became listless and would not drink or eat...after 4
hours of observation I took hiim to the vet where (b) (6) was dianosed with an elevated body temperature. Blood tests were run and (b) (6) was started on an IV with antibiodics. He has been kept over night for
observation and fluid replentishment. The Vet is not certain what is causing his symptoms at this time as the blood tests showed elevated liver enzymes. I had heard about the FDA report of possible adverse reactions to
chicken jerkey manufactuered in China this weekend.

Canyon Creek Ranch
Brand Natural Chicken
Tenders

7 Pound

(b) (6)

became very weak and would not eat or drink with vomiting and diarrhea. Took her to South Heritage Animal Hospital, Doctor could not find anything wrong she was perscribed Tribrissen 120mg a day for 7 days and
Cerenia 16mg for 2 days.

I purchased a bag of Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky at Costco and many times prior have purchased the same treat for my dog. This last bag he seems to have gastric distress after eating them. I limit his intake of treats so
he doesn't get alot of them at once. Over the past month that this bag has been used, he has had occasional bouts of diarrhea, a few bouts of vomiting, and his appetite has decreased considerably. He has no fever,
palpable tumors, or any other problems except arthritis, and I haven't changed his dog food, so the only thing I can attribute the problem is to the chicken jerky. I understand that unless he is tested at a veterinarian's
office, etc., the company would more than likely blame the problem on a variety of other issues, however two friends of mine and I were talking and they both have seen changes in their dogs as well after recently giving
the same brand chicken jerky. Just to be on the safe side, I'm taking back the new bag I purchased and make my own. I no longer trust anything food wise that comes from China.

30 Months Male

2 Years

Female

70 Pound In Oct. 2011 (b) (6) had physical. Included was a blood panel, kidneys were spiking. Dr. did another panel, kidney was still high, recomended panel in 3mos.. On Nov. 23, 2011 a friend told me about the problem
regarding the jerky treats, I looked up and realized that this could be the kidney problem.

12 Pound I purchased Milos chicken jerky and gave it to her. After the second time of giving her the treat she vomited the treat and after that continued to vomit bile, lost her appetite. I brought her to the vet after reading on the
computer about chicken jerky for dogs that were made in china and looked at the package and it stated made in china. The vet gave her a shot and is now taking medication to help with the vomiting. She has also had
blood drawn and we are awaiting the results.We purchased the milo chicken jerky from Tops markets in Rochester and Walmart also
Made both my dogs vomit & gave them diarrhea.
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Waggin Train

Dog

Mixed
(Dog)

5 Years

Female

11 Pound Patient presented to hospital with vomiting and lethargy one day ago. Treated for GI symptoms.
Next day patient presented anorexic, severely lethargic, hypoglycemic. Shortly after presentation to hospital, patient died.
There was a history of subtle changes with patient for weeks prior to presentation to hospital

Canyon Creek Ranch
Chicken Tenders Dog
Treats

Dog

Retriever ‐
Flat‐
coated

2 Years

Male

75 Pound Purchased Canyon Creek Chicken Tenders from PetSmart in Ann Arbor and started giving them to both of our dogs. About a week after starting to give them to our dogs (...1 a day),
started drinking and urinating
excessively. We had to take him for emergency treatment for an extremely distended stomach. We didn't immediately make a correlation to the Chicken Tenders, but then we saw this article on MSNBC:
http://vitals.msnbc.msn.com/_news/2011/11/21/8885427‐chicken‐jerky‐treats‐linked‐to‐mystery‐illnesses‐deaths‐in‐dogs

Waggin' Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Crossbred
Canine/d
og
Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

3

Female

25

7 Years

Female

Dachshun
d‐
Standard
Smooth‐
Mixed
(Dog)

13 Years

Female

20 Pound Gave chicken tender treats to all 5 dogs in house, within 24 hre the oldest dog started having vomiting, and 12 hrs after vomiting, she started having diarrhea.

3 Years

Female

70 Pound After eating the chicken treats(b) (6) has been very lethargic, no energy, not playful, no appitite just lays around which is totally opposite of her prior to the consumption of the treats.

Retriever ‐
Labrador

5 Years

Male

90 Pound Several months ago he he had two episodes of marked polyuria associated with lethargy and vomiting, approximately 3 weeks apart. On the first occasion he was seen by our regular vet; on the second by a vet at a
Cornell U pet emergency center. He was treated with Cipro for a presumed UTI or possible prostatitis, but all cultures were negative and blood work, X‐rays and ultrasound were also non‐specific. He's been OK since.
Basically, no cause was found and each episode resolved over 48‐72 hours.

SHEP Chicken Breast
Dog
Fillets Premium Dog Snack

Canyon Creek Ranch
Natural Chicken Tenders

Dog

Dogswell Happy Hips
Chicken Breast

Dog

Chicken Tenders
(approximate name I
don't presently have a
package)

Dog

(b) (6)

After being given Wagon Train chicken jerky treats, she vomited twice and became lethargic for a day or two.

3 Pound She started having diarrhea. After two days of diarrhea, she started passing blood with it. She also stopped eating and drank very little. On the third day she passed nothing but pure blood from her bowels and it was a
lot for such a small dog. She had to be rushed to the ER Vet, as it was on the week end. They ran a urinalysis, stool sample test, blood test and tested the blood she passed from her bowels. She had a bacterial infection
in her bowels. She was very sick. The Vet gave her a an antibiotic shot and sent her home with liquid antibiotic to be given twice a day for a week. Also he sent home a powered probiotic to be sprinkled on her food to
help put the correct flora back into her gut.

We have given him chicken tender strips purchased at Costco as treats for several years, sometimes several strips a day. While these were never mentioned as a possible cause, news reports indicate that they have been
associated with this, so I felt it would be best to report the problem. Dates below are approximate.

meijer main choice
chicken jerky

Dog

Retriever ‐
Golden

5 Years

Male

Waggin Train Chicken
Jerky Tenders and
Waggin¿ Train Chik¿N
Biscuits.

Dog

Shih Tzu

8 Years

Male

Shape Up Chicken Breast
with L‐Carnitine Weight
Management

Dog

Pug

1 Years

Male

70 Pound Dog was given 3‐4 jerky treats from Nov. 11 ‐ 16. Developed diarrhea and vomiting on Nov. 20. Diarrhea has continued through this date (Nov. 23).

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Tenders and Waggin¿ Train Chik¿N Biscuits. I have started to give my dog Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Tenders and Waggin¿ Train Chik¿N Biscuits since Jan. 2010. My dog oftentimes react
strange when I gave him foods. He looked very depressed, which was very unusual. He has been consistently vomiting couple times a week in the morning hour. He has diarrhea for the past 15 months. (I thought it was
normal since he is getting old, but my the other dog also has the same symptom). He drink a lot of water every times he finish eating Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Tenders and Waggin¿ Train Chik¿N Biscuits. These
symptoms are persisting. I did not realize the symptoms were caused by dog treats until I heard the news about the dangerous of dog treats couple days ago. This is a very serious issue and I am afraid something will
happen to my dogs..

16 Pound After feed chicken breast treat, he vomited throughout the next 1.5 days, did not eat, drank much more water than usual, and had no interest in physical activity.
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Waggin Train Wholesome Dog
Duck Jerky Tenders

Brittany

5 Minute Male
s

Wagon Train Cowboy
Treats With Natural
Chicken

Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

3 Years

Dog

Male

44 Pound Young dog started with PU/PD, progressed rappidly to full acute kidney failure and was euthanized 10 days later. Was being fed Waggin Train *duck* Jerky treats, prior to and during process. Lot number J4CA3262A.

9 Pound My Yorkie had pancreatitus. He was very sick. Could'nt figure out what he could have eaten to make him so sick. He got better and started back on his dog food and treats. It wasn't 2 weeks and we were back in the
same boat with him even sicker than the first time. Today is the first day he has felt good. We have taken all his chicken treats awayl

Shep Brand Sweet Potato Dog
and Chicken Wraps;
Chicken Chips

Mixed
(Dog)

13 Years

Female

60 Pound Fed dried chicken treats from Aldi. My dog had lost appetite, began vomiting, brought her to the vet, blood tests show kidney failure. Very high BUN and Creatinine levels.

Dingo‐Brand dog treats.
Do not remember the
name of exact product.

Terrier ‐
Rat

12 Years

Female

15 Pound We have been giving Dingo‐brand treats to our dog for many years. One of these treats caused her to vomit within 15 minutes of eating it.

Dog

We did notice ALL other Dingo‐brand treats we have been using had only 4‐5 ingredients listed on the labels while the one treat that caused her illness had over twice the number of ingredients listed. We now carefully
check the label prior to purchase.
Dingo‐brand folks were notified ‐ and we were sent a very large box of various treats for taking the time to let them know. All of the treats have a low number of ingredients in the box sent us and no further issues for
the dog ‐ she still loves them.

Chicken treats for dogs

Dog

Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

Waggin' Tail

Dog

Mastiff

7 Months Male

Kingdom Pets Chicken
Jerkey

Dog

Other
Canine/d
og

2 Years

29 Months Male

Male

6 Pound Owner has been using chicken treats (Target Brand) for a couple of years. Has had kidney issues for about this same time period. Blood glucose is normal, but is showing glucose in the urine. Started putting this history
together with the recent FDA caution on chicken treats for dogs and fanconi syndrome.
126 Pound Pet came in lethargic, not wanting to eat, profuse diarrhea. The owner heard on local tv about the jerky treats, checked the package they had and saw it was made in China. They brought the pet in immediately.

92 Pound After feeding my dog the Kingdom Chicken Jerky treats (about 9 months ago), he had diarrhea immediately. I thought that maybe he had a sensitive stomach. I stopped giving him the treats and his diarrhea got better.
However, as soon as I gave him just a little piece, he again had diarrhea. This happened about 4 different times and I stopped giving the treats all together. The diarrhea was very runny and of a light brown color. My dog
is a very young dog and has never had health issues. When I heard on the news that this product was causing illness in other dogs, I immediately took it back to Costco and they gave me a refund. However, the product is
still being sold there.

Milo"s Kitchen Chicken
Jerky, Waggin' Train
Wholesome Chicken Jerky
Tenders

My dog started vomiting, had severe diarrhea, very tired, starting drinking lots of water, and didn't want to eat anything. This lasted about 3 days. She didn't seem to be hurting so, I did not take her to the vet. She did
start to eat and getting better after the 3 days. I didn't think any more of it till I heard the report on chicken strips from China. My dog stays with my mother part time and we each have a bag of chicken strips.
Unfortunately, they are two different brands so we don't know which ones made her sick. I have summitted both brands

Nutrition First for skin and
coat chicken strips

im writing in regards to the report Chicken jerky treats linked to mystery illnesses, deaths in dogs By JoNel Aleccia.
i buy a kind of chicken strips for my dogs and i want to make for sure that they are not dangerous. i buy them at the canadian superstore which gets them from loblaws inc. out of Toronto Canada. it says product of
Thailand on the back. ingredients say chicken, flaxseed oil, vitaminA Acetate, vitamin E supplement. there are three diff kinds. the upc code on this particular bag is 6038387423. my dogs have never experience any
stomach upset during or after eating these...but i dont know whats happening on the inside either. as a pet owner i just want to make certain that these are ok to use.
thankyou. if you can email me directly that would be great. (b) (6)

Milo's Kitchen home style Dog
treats Chicken Jerky

Shih Tzu

13 Months Male

11 Pound O fed Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky. Dog became listless and vomited.
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Chciken Jerky Treats by
Kingdom Pets

Dog

Terrier Jack
Russell

9 Years

Female

12 Pound December 2010 she became inactive, drank a lot of water, loss of appetite. Vet did blood testing and discovered elevated creatnine and BUN levels. Began diet of low protein (KD from vet) and Azodyl. Long story short,
she never recovered. We even took her to the University of Florida in Gainsville. After 3 days of testing, they came up with the same result as the vet: Fanconi Syndrome. Her kidneys were too compromised. After
thousands of dollars and tremendous heartache, our baby passed away on April17, 2011. I contacted both Costco and Kingdom Pets who did nothing. I have been wait ing for the FDA to do somehting about this since. I
still have the Chicken Jerky Treats and can give you all of the packaging info as soon as I return home next week.

Chicken Strips Dog Treats

Dog

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

WAGGIN TRAIN JERKY
TENDERS

Dog

Retriever

Waggin' Train PB J Peanut Dog
Butter and Chicken Jerky

~~~~:d

Terrier -

22 Months Female

7 Years

Female

2 Years

Female

5 Years

Male

Jack

50 !Pound A day after giving ~""' treat I realized she wasn't eating or drinking, she wasn't energetic or her "usual" self. She then started to throw up so I took her into the vets where she then threw up some blood. She was
rushed into the back and put on an IV. She ended up having to stay the night on the IV and was given a pain patch. When I picked her up the next day she still had the pain patch and I was given antibiotics and something
to coat her stomach. It took
just over a week before she was back to herself.

56 !Pound DIAHARREA AND VOMITTING

1!!!!1

the Waggin Train PB & J With chicken jerkey one week ago. Only gave her one a day. She stopped eating. Was lethargic. We learned of the
5 IPound Started giving
pet food from China reports on 11-21-2011 and stopped giving her the treats.

Russell
Doctors Foster and Smith
100% All Natural Chicken

Dog

Fillets

Dachshun
d-

15 Pound My 5 yr old dachshund, who previously had no health problems, started having diarrhea and was leaving some of his food in his bowl, which is highly unusual for him. After a day of diarrhea and seeing that he wasn't as
1peppy as usual, we called the animal hospital at the University of Pennsylvania and described what was going on. They said if it continues to bring him in, but he seemed to recover a bit that evening. About 3 days later,
who has been house trained for years, began peeing/having accidents in the house, and was drinking more water than usual. He also had another bout of diarrhea, and so we brought him to the Vet ER that

Standard
r.

morning. They did a urinary test and some preliminary blood work, and could not come up w ith a definitive problem that would be causing his symptoms. The only thing they mentioned, was that he was a bit

haired

dehydrated and that his protein levels were very high. They gave h im a subcutaneous fluids injection, and told us to follow up with our regu lar vet and keep an eye on him. The next day, he seemed to be recovering. We
thought it was from his newer brand of rawhide, and stopped giving it to him and just kept a close eye on him. This morning my mother-in-law saw CNN and informed me about the chicken jerky recall, I looked into it,

.;)IIJUUlll

and realized I started giving
a new brand of chicken jerky when all these problems began. I haven't given him the jerky since, and he hasn't had any noticeable problems, so I feel his symptoms are probably due
Ito the chicken jerky we gave him. The brand we started giving him as an occasional treat (1-2 jerky per day, every few days) was Doctors Foster and Smith Chicken Fillets.

canyon creek ranch brand Dog
natural chicken tenders

Other
canine/d

6 Years

Male

chicken jerky treats. My daughter sent me a warning note from the FDA about "chinese chicken j erky". All of our food products come from Pets Mart and we are careful what we chose. We purchased Canyon Creek
Ranch (an American Company) not noticing that it was "made in China". I am keeping the product aside in case further testing is desired.

og

Happy Hips glucosamine
and Chondroitin

Dog

Mixed
(Dog)

Waggin Train Jerkey
Tenders Chicken Dog
Treats

Dog

Shih Tzu

86 !Pound dog went down within a 3 hour period. stoppedeating, vomiting, diarhia, unstable, listless. Took him to the emergency vet (w/e) and test showed all liver functions were off the charts. heavey meds, IV fliuds, and he
began to respond. vet felt it was a viral or bacteria infection that hit his liver. recovery was quick (3-4 days) and steady improvement was noted. going back to his regular eating habits went fine until we began to add his

6 Years

13 Years

Female

28 !Pound Dog ate Happy Hips glucosamine and chondroitenin chicken strips (also called chicken jerky on bag) manufactured in China.
Began throwing up after eating. Believe the most recent bag purchased was the problem, because this treat is routine for this dog and she had no problems with previous same treats from other bags.
Petco store in Albuquerque,NM at 6300 San Mateo Blvd has the returned product, which would indicate "lot" number.

Male

15 !Pound Approx 2yrs ago, picked up bag of Waggin Train Jerky Trenders Chicken Dog treats and fed as a treat. Within the past year, after several trips to the vet to determine cause dermititis and of extreme biting of pads and
lower joints, and reciently notice of blood in the unine, I now have discovered a very recient report on these symptoms being directly linked to the products distributed by Waggin Train, LLC of Anderson, SC 29623. The
UPC codes for the top two products we have been using are 0702Q-22208 and 07020-33012. I feel that the products which are imported from China need to be placed in a suspended category until this issue has been
resolved.
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Canyon Creek Ranch
Chicken Tenders Dog
Treats

Dog

Spaniel ‐
Springer
English

19 Months Female

48 Pound Dog awoke at approximately 1:30 am vomiting. This continued for over one hour vomiting over 10 times. We took the dog to the emergency vet at approximately 2:30 am, where she was evaluated and it was
determined that she had acute gastritis. The dog was given anti nausea medicine and subcatenous fluids and we went home. The next day the dog's condition has improved, vomiting has resolved however, she is still a
bit lethargic. The only thing that we could determine that had changed in her diet was we purchased and fed her "Canyon Creek Ranch" chicken tenders for dogs from petsmart in ann arbor. We returned the dog treats
to petsmart and infromed them of our dogs condition.

Milo's Kitchen hom‐estyle Dog
dog treats. Chicken Jerky

Shepherd
Dog ‐
German

4 Years

Male

108 Pound I was taking (b) (6) on a road trip with me to Kentucky from Maryland. I bought him Milo's Kitchen Chicken tenders for the trip. We left on 11/10/11. He got a chicken tender after our arrival in Kentucky. Several were
placed where he could eat them through the night. He woke me up the morning of 11/11/11 vomiting. The chicken tenders were gone. This was around 7:30 a.m.. He continued to vomit and his gums went white around
1:00p.m.. At this point, he was taken to an emergency vet in Kentucky. They did blood work, gave him cerenia to stop the vomiting, gave him fluids sub‐Q, and gave him sucralfate for me to give him. I decided to get him
home to Maryland after the visit. On 11/12/11, he was taken to (b) (6)
in Maryland and given more fluids. He refused to eat. The only thing he would eat was the chicken jerky. He continued to remain
ill. He was lethargic, lost 9‐10 pounds, and was taken back to the (b) (6) on 11/21/11. His blood work was done again. I started to do research on the internet and found the FDA warning about the chicken jerky. I
contacted Fullerton and left a message for his vet with the information. Fullerton agreed that the his symptoms and blood work were consistent with the illnesses caused by the chicken jerky.

Waggin Train Wholesome Dog
Western Grill Mixed
Favorites
Lot No: J4CA4985A

Pug

2 Years

Male

22 Pound WE purchased a new type of dog treat for our Chinese Pug and he seemed to enjoy the new variety. However, within an hour of his eating 2 of the treats, he was vomiting and very lethargic. At first we thought he might
just have a slight bug, but this continued for 2 days. He couldn't keep any food down and slept for almost the entire day. We heard about the dog treat problems on the news and immediately took away those treats.
After another day of rest (and no contact with the contents of the chicken jerky treats), he was back to his old self. I have NO DOUBT that these treats adversely affected on usually‐healthy dog.

Kingdom Pets
Chicken Jerky

Terrier ‐
Irish Soft‐
coated
Wheaten

1 Years

Male

40 Pound We purchase Chicken Jerky from Costco (Kingdom Pets brand) approximately 10 ‐14 days ago. Our dog has been regularly throwing up and lethargic for the past 7‐10 days. We have also experienced a few days where
wouldn't eat period when usually he is at the bowl waiting to eat.

Dog

As a precaution, we stop feeding him any treats (he does not eat people food) and he has seemed to bounce back the last few days.
Today, I heard the report concerning Chicken Jerky on the radio and verified that the packaging of the product that we have originated in China.
Obvioulsy, I can be sure that this is the trigger but it has raised my suspicion enough to fill out this report. My intention is to return the product to Costco.
Thank you.

Milo's Kitchen Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Pointing
Dog ‐
German
Short‐
haired

4 Years

Male

Milo's Kitchen Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

4 Years

Female

Canyon Creek Ranch
Brand *Natural* Chicken
Tenders

Dog

Mixed
(Dog)

6 Months Male

70 Pound After ingesting the product (Chicken Jerky), Vomiting followed through the next couple days. Decreased appetite and both dogs are acting very lethargic (sleepy).

4 Pound After consuming several treats at one a day. My dog became very sick and began vomiting , diareha, listness and loss of appitite.

52 Pound After giving (b) (6)a piece of the Chicken Tenders, within a day he vomited up his food (sometimes multiple times) and had diarrhea that lasted for multiple days. He would act very lethargic during this period, which was
not normal for him.
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waggin train jerky tenders Dog

Kingdom Pets: All Natural Dog
Ingredients: Chicken Jerky

Boxer
(German
Boxer)
Terrier ‐
Jack
Russell

3 Years

15

Female

Male

55 Pound direa with blood, vomiting, wont eat after eating chicken treats‐ sick

120

We bought the treats, began feeding them to our dog who began to seem sick. He would just lie around, not come when we called, and then he began to lose his appetite. We thought perhaps he was having a bad
reaction to the new treats, since we had never purchased them before, and thus stopped feeding the treats to our dog. After we did this, he began to regain his energy and actually had an appetite again.

Waggin Train Chicken
Jerky dog treats

Dog

Rottweile
r

6 Years

WAGGIN' TRAIN JERKY
TENDERS

Dog

Beagle

8 Years

Mixed
Populati
on of
Female
and
Male
Female

Not certain ‐ I have to visit Dog
the store to find the
brand.

Schnauzer
‐
Miniature

5 Years

Male

Milo's Kitchen home‐style Dog
dog treats Chicken Jerky

Other
Canine/d
og

4 Years

Female

Milo's Kitchen home‐style Dog
dog treats Chicken Jerky

Terrier ‐
Jack
Russell

4 Years

Male

12 Pound He vomited 4 times the morning after eating the treats. 3 evenings later, we gave him the treats again ‐ and he threw up in the morning again. He was not throwing up before we gave him the treats. He has only thrown
up once since we stopped giving them to him.

Natural Chicken Tenders

Dog

Shepherd
Dog ‐
Australian

1 Years

Female

33 Pound she began vomiting several hours after being given treat, continued vomiting for 12‐14 hours, refused food and water. We called the vet, they asked us to try and feed her chicken or burger with rice, she also refused
that, she became very lethargic, wouldnt come when called, lost all energy and would lay around not even lifting her head just watching you with her eyes.

Milo's Kitchen home‐style Dog
dog treats
Chicken Jerky *No
artificial flavors or colors*

Shepherd
Dog ‐
German

1 Years

Female

80 Pound Lethargic, loss of appetite, crying all night for four nights. dark thick droul, no energy and fever of 103

Waggin Train Chicken
Jerky Treats

Spaniel ‐
Cocker
American

12 Years

Female

17 Pound On about November 10, 2010 Belle became listless and refused to eat. After several days we took her to the vet who diagnosed kidney failure. She was treated inpatient for about five days with intravenous fluids and
antibiotics and recovered, though not to her original state of health.

Dog

90 Pound After giving 1‐3 treats to each dog per day over a week's time, 3 out of 4 dogs had excessive and foul smelling gas unusual for them, 2 out of 4 dogs were drinking excess water (an extra 16‐32 ounces/day between
them), 1 dog had frequent and urgent diahrrea for 24‐48 hours. 48 hours after stopping the treats, symptoms are gone. All 4 dogs have eaten similar chcken jerky treats, including treats of this brand (Waggin Train from
Sams Club) previously without reaction.

28 Pound (b) (6)BECAME SICK A FEW NIGHTS AGO WITH AN UPSET STOMACH, THROWING UP, ACTING SLUGGISH FOR THE PAST FEW DAYS. STOPPED FEEDING HER THE JERKY TREATS AFTER READING REPORT RE: JERKY TREATS
FROM CHINA. SHE IS GETTING BETTER, JUST UPSETTING BECAUSE WE HAVE BEEN FEEDING (POISONING) HER THESE FOR A YEAR.

18 Pound I took (b) (6)to the veterinarian, thinking that he had a kidney infection. The veterinarian was unable to determine the cause of the illness. I read an MSNBC article about chicken jerky treats. Approximately 2‐3 prior to
his illness, Jager ate a chicken jerky treat for the first time. I am uncertain as to the brand I purchased. I will have to visit the grocery store's pet food section to determine that. I informed the veterinarian prior to filing
this report. Thank you for your time.

8 Pound *Pomeranian*, 11/19/11‐Owner stated this morning the dog was shaking, panting, humped up, urinated on the floor, barking and not behaving normally. Owner brought a bag of Chicken Jerky only thing that had
changed recently was that owner
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Wagon Train

Dog

Retriever ‐
Labrador

9 Years

Female

63 Pound 11/21/11 (b) (6)presented for exam. Last seen April 2011, was advised to have(b) (6) lose some wgt so (b) (6) was trying to have (b) (6)lose wgt. She stayed on the same food but lowered the amt fed. (b) (6) switched
to working nights the week of Nov 7‐9 and thats when (b) (6)noticed decreased eating. Normally would eat BID and is only eating SID and wgt loss was seen. Thurs 11/17(b) (6) was lethargic, decreased eating to 1/2 the
amt and not eating treats but did eat a carrot. Sat Nov 19th, eating decreased to almost nothing and drinking now started to decrease. Sunday 11‐20, eating and drinking were VERY minimal and very lethargic. Today ‐
eating and drinking are both absent. No vomiting at any point in time. (b) (6) has not been anywhere other than at home and no ticks were seen or removed from her. Last heat cycle was possible end of April 2011. No
litter of pups since 2005.
PE: 3/9 BCS = 63# (28.3# loss) QAR Temp ‐ 102.0 P116 R 30 MM light pink/moist CRT 1 sec. No skin tent. Chest/abd/LN/UG/anus=normal.
Plan: chem 12/e‐/cbc/UA
Interpretation=renal disease with tubular damage evidence on UA (alot of casts) and low concentration, small amount of glucose in urine (but normal glucose on chem panel=Fanconi's syndrome??). Azotemia with
hyperphosphatemia. Non‐regenerative anemia, low Plts (???) will check with MF labs on platelet count.
DDX: Renal dysfunction with possible failure (CRF?? RE: non‐regenerative anemia)...cause=no known toxin/NSAID exposure, lepto??
Plan: Adv IV fluids for 2‐3 days, start tx for lepto (PenG injection and start oral doxycycline) and send out lepto PCR test. Adv(b) (6)
is not dehydrated yet but could become so quickly. PX is very guarded at this
time and will change based on response to therapy/tx.
(b) (6) elected taking home on oral doxy. OK'd PCR urine test for lepto.
NOTE: After office hours today found out FDA just made Alert on Chicken Jerky treats from China causing renal failure in dogs. Will contact (b) (6) tomorrow and see if they have used any.
Platelet count from MF labs=130,000.
11/22/11
spoke with (b) (6)about possible chicken jerky use. She reports that her Purina Dog food bags recently purchased came with sample bags of jerky. (b) (6)did get the majority of these treats ((b) (6)did get
some but not many per (b) (6)). Will see if can find the bags (but have used them all) and will see if made in China. She reports did get (b) (6) to drink some yesterday and ate a cup of hamburger/rice but vomited it up
soon after and then ate it again and kept it down. Adv feed 1/2 cup more frequently (TID/QID).
(b) (6) returned call 10‐15 min later. Did find one of bags of chicken jerky (empty), name of product is Wagon Train. They are chicken jerky treats and made in china. Adv to call maker and report and gave link to FDA to
report (http://www.fda.gov/petfoodcomplaints). Adv(b) (6) renal disease still "may" be lepto or other cause but the evidence is pointing at renal toxicity due to these treats.
145 Pound unconfirmed/suspect‐‐‐ Dog experienced loss of appetite and decreased activity on various occasions when fed chicken jerkey as a treat (2‐4 oz/day)

(b) (6)

Milo's Kitchen Chicken
Jerkey
Smokehouse Chicken
Breast Strips

Dog
Dog

Other
Canine/d
Terrier ‐
Boston

4 Years

Male

2 Years

Female

25 Pound I gave my dog several of the Smokehouse Chicken Breast strips as treats and I noticed that her bowel movements were either strained, constipated or she had loose bowel movements.

4 Years

Male

22 Pound We first noticed a decrease in his appetite. A day or so later, he started vomited a few times a day. Then diarrhea, which seemed painful for him. He would whine, and actually yelp in pain while he was having a bowel
movement. We didn't connect the relationship to the chicken strips until we ran out. He seemed better and was having normal bowel movements. We purchased another pack, gave him one, and every symptom
returned. We threw the rest away, changed his treats to human food, and he has been 100% better since then.

Chicken Recipe Jerky
Sticks

Dog

Pug

Waggin' Train Jerky
Tenders

Dog

Corgi ‐
Welsh
Pembroke

10 Years

Milo's Kitchen

Dog

Rottweile
r

2 Years

Milo's Kitchen home style Dog
dog treats
Chicken Jerky ‐ no
artificial flavors or colors
100% real

Sheepdog
‐ Old
English

10 Years

Female

Male

Female

Gave her a couple of pieces of Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders at bedtime. Within 12 hours she began experiencing diarrhea. After reading an article about other pets experiencing the same symptoms from jerky treats
"Made in China" I stopped giving her the treats. At this time I don't know the effect of removing her from the treats. Treats were suspended on the morning of 11/22/2011. The bag of treats was opened for the first time
on the evening of 11/19/2011. First symptoms appeared the morning of 11/20/2011.

100 Pound I gave both of my dogs Milo's Kitchen chicken jerky treats. Just one each a day, sometimes twice a day. Both started acting sickly a day later. Neither had any energy, not interested in food. (b) (6), the Rottweiler, had a
particularly scary reaction to it. He started attempting to regurgitate but nothing would come up. This occurred a day after receiving the treat so I did not make the connection at first. By the next day his belly was
noticably distended and all he would do is lay around. Not interested in the park, would not get up to greet me, would not eat his food; very very unusual for this dog. I am not certain what is in this product to make dogs
sick but it is certainly doing so.
89 Pound Bought Milo's Kitchen Chicken jerky as a new treat‐ "all natural". Started giving it to her as a special weekend treat and she started to have loose stool and would vomit bile every so often. She is on the leash at all times
outside and is not allowed to "eat" food that isn't in her bowl. or Pedigree treats (which have NEVER been an issue)
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Waggin Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Retriever
Flat-

11 Years

Male

69 Pound ~~ .ys at a boarding facility. We left a bag of treats for him. When we picked him up 7 days later he had developed severe diarrhea with blood in it, which continued for over a week, even after feed ing a liquid diet. It
finally cleared up after another round of Metronidazole. Stool sample did not show any specific bacteria or virus. I had previously quit giving the chicken jerky because I suspected it casued diarrhea earlier this summer.
and probably to our other dog,
I(
an Husky- 6 or 7 years old).
had some diarrea, but not nearly as bad as
. Hers
However, some jerky was inadvertedly taken t o the kennel and was given to

coated

cleared up with no medication within a day or so after we returned home.

canyon Creek Ranch
Brand Chicken Tenders

Dog

CollieRough-

3 Years

Male

74 1Pound My wife and I and our 2 collies (1 male and 1 female) went RVing at a state park in Nebraska in July of 2011. We purchased Canyon Creek Ranch Chicken Tenders as a treat for the dogs to have while camping. After
consuming the chicken tenders
he male collie began bleeding and diarrhea from his rectum. We contacted our Vet, he did not know what may have caused this. At the t ime he suggested stress and the heat while

haired

camping. He gave us medicine, antibiotic. We never thought any different until I read this article on MSNBC.COM http://vitals.msnbc.msn.com/_news/2011/11/21/8885427-chicken-jerky-treats-linked-to-mysteryillnesses-deaths-in-dogs about made in china products causing this.

2 Years

Male

7S iPound chronic diarrhea, heaving, hives and inflammation in skin, anus and ears. Runny eyes. chronic itching.

7 Years

Female

an 8 year old English Bulldog Milo's Kitchen Home Style dog treats Chicken Jerky. Within a couple
and my other dog
90 IPound 11
She is now on a home cooked bland diet of boiled meat, Rice and pureed pumpkin. She is doing much better now.

10 Years

Male

38 !Pound I bought some of the dog treats and gave them to my dog and he started vomiting and had diarrhea.

Hound
(unspecifi
ed)

11 Years

Female

70 Pound

Schnauzer

10 Years

Waggin Train Wholesome Dog

Poodle-

Chicken Jerky Tenders

Standard

M ilo's Kitchen home-style Dog
dog treats Chicken Jerky

Sht:Jm~rd

Dog -

developed severe diaharria and has dropped weight as a result.

German
Dogswell Happy Hips
Chicken Breast

Dog

rL
-''

· g

Shetland

Glucosamine and
C"hnndrnitin

canyon Creek Ranch
Brand Natural Chicken
Tenders

Dog

Waggin Train Jerky

Dog

hospitalized. She was given intravenious fluids and antibiotics as her white blood count was high. Bloodwork showed signs of reduced kidney function. After two days, she began to show interest in food and blood wor k
was showing improvement so she was released to return home.

Male

Tenders

Dog

JERKY TENDERS

Pet Pride Hip and Joint
Treats

Dog

SpitzAmerican

22 1Pound

began a decline that took about two weeks. He lost his appetite and began to consume large amounts of water. I scheduled an appointment w ith my vet (b) (6)
anima l hospital here in Santa Fe, N M.
!The vet suggested a blood test and sure enough it showed that Lucky Boy had chronic renal failure (kidney failure). He was miserable and we decided to put him down two days later. The vet asked me if he had access to
had never consumed any anti freeze. I have bought the Waggin Train Jerky Tenders here at the SAMS Club in Santa Fe, NM. I still have the treats if any testing needs to be
antifreeze and I assured her that
done. My dog was in excellent shape and If these Chinese made dog treats are to blame I will seek legal advice and take the necessary action.

Miniature

WAGGIN TRAIN
WHOLESOME CHICKEN

~given a chicken tender treat during the evening hours. The next morning she was very depressed, trembling, vomiting, no appetite, gulping water. She was seen by a veterinarian w ithin 4 hours and had to be

7 Years

Male

40 IPound CAT KNOCKED BAG OF WAGGIN TRAIN JERKY TENDERS DOWN AND CAT AND DOG ATE MANY TREATS. DOG GOT VERY SICK. HE WOULDN'T EAT, WAS THROWING UP, NO ENERGY, CONSUMING A LOT OF WATER,
WEIGHTLESS. I TOOK TO VET AND THEY ORIGINALLY THOUGHT HE HAD CANCER BUT COULDN'T SEE THE STOMACH. THEY RECOMMENDED PUTIING HIM TO SLEEP. THEY KEPT HIM OVER THE WEEKEND AND WERE

Eskimo

GOING TO DO SURGERY MONDAY. THEY PUT FLUIDS BACK IN HIM. BY MONDAY HE WAS DOING BETIER BUT THOUGHT IT WAS PANCREATITIS INSTEAD DUE TO HIGH PROTEIN INTAKE. THEY KEPT HIM ANOTHER 3 DAYS.

Dog

HE ALMOST DIED.

Re·., n ::; '"''
Labrador

9 Years

Female

58 IPound l! ! ! !has had vomiting and decreased appetite and activity for 2-3 weeks total now. She has increased thirst/drinking and urination. At vet she is found to have elevated liver enzymes, dehydration, fever and anemia. She
was admitted for fluids and IV meds. Ultrasound and biopsies of liver and lymph nodes normal. She is not getting better.
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Waggin' Train Yam Good Dog
Wholesome Chicken
Wrapped Yams also
Waggin Train Chicken Stix
Chicken & Rawhide Snack

Papillon ‐
Spaniel ‐
Continent
al Toy
(with
erect ears
or with

5 Years

Female

Waggin'Train

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

5 Years

Male

80 Pound Purchased a bag of Purina Dog Chow and a sample pack of Waggin'Trail chicken jerky tenders came in it. I didn't give them a treat right away. It gave him one and later that evening 6‐8 hrs) later he woke me up vomiting
and gaging. I didn't get a good look at him instantly, due to trying to clean up the vomit. Then I saw that his face was swollen so badly that hihe could barely see. His eyes were almost swollen shut. He was making
choking sounds. I proceeded to try and give him some Benedryl (in a peanut butter sandwich). Her wouldn't eat it. He never turns his nose up to any type of treat. I proceeded to shove one down his throat. This was
about 12 am. At 4 am he still was swollen, but he would/could eat a sandwich with benedryl in it. He was given 4 doses during the next 24 hours. He was still having loose bowel movements and vomiting. The swelling
did go away. It took 4‐5 days for him to begin feeling better.

i don't have any packages Dog
but i used to buy it at
sams club

Retriever ‐
Golden

8 Years

Male

76 Pound have 6 dogs and would give them chicken jerky treats and found the dogs love them but the strips are laced with a fabric webbing to hold the meat together and found that the dogs couldn't digest the webbing. my one
golden would eventually vomit the webbing but the other dogs would not and i have always wondered about that webbing. i would assume some of the dogs had the webbing end up in their intestines and possibly wind
around their organs. i have had a concern about this product for years and have not given them to my dogs for several years but i do still see it on the shelves in the market places. please please have this item removed
from the market as i'm sure there are animals very ill or dying from this. please contact me about this, thank you for finally trying to figure this out.

Canyon Creek Ranch

Dog

3 Years

Male

80 Pound sudden onset of symptoms: diarrehea, vomiting, loss of appitite

Chicken Jerky sold at
Costco 2007

Dog

Boxer
(German
Boxer)
Corgi ‐
Welsh
Pembroke

4 Years

Male

35 Pound I left for work and dog was healthy. When I returned at the end of the day the dog was completely swollen. The dog was diagnosed with acute liver failure and died. This occured in 2007. Dog was consuming natural
chicken jerky bought at Costco. The vet nor us knew the cause for the liver failure as the dog was eating all natural food and was very healthy.

Waggin'Train

Dog

6 Years

Male

75 Pound About 6‐8 hours after giving my dog a treat, he started vomiting. Extreme diarrhea. Bloody. Lack of appetite. My husband and I thought he was going to die. This went on for 4‐5 days.

Milo's Kitchen Chicken
Jerky Made in China

Dog

Female

11 Pound After eating Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky Made in China, she began coughing and gagging for several hours afterwards. I had no idea it was caused by the Chicken Jerky until I gave her a 2nd and 3rd several days between
servings and it happened every time. Fortunately I realized the cause and no longer give them to her and the coughing and gagging has ceased but I fear for other dogs injesting this apparently potential toxic dog treat. I
would have never forgiven myself had she died and I don't want that to happen to ANY dog or owner.

Waggin Train
Wholesome Chicken
Jerky Tenders

Dog

Male

11 Pound He sarted drinking and uri9nating excessivly. So we took him to the vet she put him on liver meds and said his glucose was off. He then seemed to be doing better. Friday night we gave him a treat chicken jerky sat he
would woble and didnt want any water or food. sunday he was not wanting food or water throwing up and stuff he then couldnt move att all he died at 0300 with blood coming out of his orpahces.

Dog

Boxer
(German
Boxer)
Poodle ‐
Toy

Dachshun
d‐
Miniature

11 Years

9 Years

7 Pound The first time she got sick I had given her Chicken Stix's by Waggin Train and thought they made her sick because they also had rawhide in them and were to ruff on her stomach. The second time I didn't know what was
wrong. But the third time I realized that I had given her Chicken Wrapped Yams also made by Waggin Train both products made in China.
After reading a report on the internet about chichen products made in China making dogs sick I realized what was going on.
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Milo's Kitchen Chicken
Jerky (made in China)

Dog

Beagle

12 Years

Female

51 Pound 11/6/11 noted a loose stool late afternoon but fed normally. Dry pedigree with 1/4 can pedigree dog food. I have recently (3‐4 months) been giving her a chicken cutlet treat after her dinner (Milo's Kitchen Chicken
Jerky). By the next morning (before 7:00 AM) she had diahrrea all over the rug in our family room. This has never happened before. I fed her rice and plain chicken (boneless) for breakfast. She continued to have bouts of
diahrrea all day and it was mostly water. Called my vet and she told me I could give her an Imodium and feed her boiled hamburger and rice for dinner. The next morning, I woke up at 7:00 to bloody, mucus and called
the vet at 8:00. Took her in to be checked, and they kept her overnight and treated with IV's and cortisone as well as antibiotics. There were no parasites noted in stool. She was able to come home the next afternoon
with antibiotics and cortisone tabs for 10 days, as well as a limited diet. She has been fine since then with no more diahrrea. Cost was almost $800 with the food they sent home with her. Please note that there was
nothing out of the ordinary that she had, and I take her outside on her leash at all times.

Kingdom Pets Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Crossbred
Canine/d
og

12 Years

Female

80 Pound She and my 3 year old Bernese were given Chicken strips as treats. They received probably as many as 8 strips a day. She started losing weight, became lethargic, lost control of her bladder and was dead within 30 days.
The vet thought a very aggresive cancer but I did not want her tested.

Milo's Kitchen Home Style Dog
Dog Treats

Shih Tzu

18 Years

Male

16 Pound All three of mine were very ill in September and I had just purchased a bag of Milo¿s Kitchen chicken jerky ¿ and they are labelled as Made in China. The oldest died ‐(b) (6)
18 yo ¿ very painfully with bloody diahrea.
The 12 yo showed signs of kidney and liver failure and we (Vet and me) put her on a Hill¿s K/D and very strict diet ¿ the puppy was only ill for a couple of days and was fine. I have not fed them anything out of this bag
since. I just retrieved it from the fridge to check. I am going to seal it and save it ¿ let me know if you want me to mail it to you. Email me and I will give you a phone number.

Waggin' Train‐
Wholesome Chicken‐
Jerky Tenders
Waggon Train jerky
tenders

Dog

Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

11 Years

Female

Dog

Chow
Chow

1 Years

Male

50 Pound food poisoning, symptoms were continous bloody diareaha, was brought to vet, he was kept 2 days, hydrated intrvenously(sp?), and given antibiotics. I almost lost him to this posioning. I monitoreed what was given for
food. several months, later I again added Waggon train chicken jerky to his diet and it happened again. My pet had bloody diareaha, and was very sick. I immediately took him to the vet and he was given some
antibiotics. There is no question this treat caused the problem. It has been at least a year or so since this happened. The web article prompted me to file this complaint. I still have the treats that caused this poisoning.

Waggin' Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky Tenders
Chicken Dog Treats 97%
Fat Free
Natural Chicken Fillets

Retriever ‐
Labrador

9 Years

Female

80 Pound My dogs were given Waggin' Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders ‐ Chicken Dog Treats as treats since 10/1/2011 and they developed severe diarrhea 1 week later and, still have diarrhea from the dog treats. They
DID NOT have diarrhea prior to giving them the treats. Upon noticing that both had diarrhea at the same time which never happens, and after reading the news report on Waggin Train Jerky Tenders, I feel that I can
conclude this product is responsible for my dogs being sick. The product I purchased is the same as reported in the news and is MADE IN CHINA per bag. I hope that the FDA mandates that this product be taken off the
shelves of retailers and suppliers of this product IMMEDIATELY, and to further efforts to maintain the safety of consumer's pets and consumer interests/concerns/safety. Based on report I have STOPPED using this
product.

Milo's home style chicken Dog
jerky

Schnauzer
‐
Miniature

3 Years

Male

11 Pound After feeding jerky treats for several weeks, dog began to drink excessively. Gertting up in the middle of the night two and three times just to drink. Took to vet and asked him to check for diabetes or related illnesses.
After blood work and urinalysis no diabetes showed up the doctor asked me about his treats. I told him I feed chicken jerky for treats and nothing else. He told me about a concern for chicken jerky and they tested
(b) (6) for other diseases based on the FDA ruling. Right now the only symptoms are the excessive drinking so I"m stopping the treats

Canyon Creek Ranch
Brand Natural Chicken
Tenders

Dog

Crossbred
Canine/d
og

5 Years

Male

Kingdom Pets Chicken
Jerkey

Dog

Weimara
ner

5 Years

Female

Dogswell Vitality Minis
Dog
Chicken Breast
Dogswell Vitality Chicken
Breast

Chihuahu
a

12 Weeks Female

6 Pound Vomit & diarrhea with blood

Your drop down list does not list my breed. I have a Pomeranian. I was feeding my dog Canyon Creek Ranch brand Chicken Tenders, (made in China, and manufactored by Canon Creek Ranch in South Carolina 29623
according to the package)and noticed after two weeks that he began to develop soars on the top of his head and was vomitting frequently. When I stopped feeding him these chicken strips the soars began to heal, and
the vommiting stopped, completely. He no longer has any signs that the soars were there. I still have not thrown out the remaining strips and will no longer be feeding him anything made in China. Just want to submit a
warning to all.
59 Pound This was our second bag of this product. The first bag she reacted fine, however, within days of opening the second bag, she began having bloddy diarrhea, became letharhic, would not eat or drink. She also began to
have green discharge coming out of both of her eyes. The discharge was so thick that her eye would occasionally seal shut.
3 Pound Vomiting
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Chicken Chews hartz,
Dog
CANYON CREEK RANCH
BRAND WHOLESOME
CHICKEN BREAST, Dingo
Jeryu Chews chicken chips

Shih Tzu

12 Years

Male

18 Pound The dog became lethargic is a short period of time beginning in July 2011. He began drinking excessive amounts of water and urinating constantly to the point where he couldn't wait till he was outside. He rarely plays or
runs around anymore and seems lost most of the time. His appetiate is very low, i have to bribe him with table food to get him to eat. He has had several blood test as well as a test for cushins all of which reflect nothing.

Chicken Recipe Jerky
Sticks
Cadet Gourmet Chicken
Breast Jerky 16 oz Bag

Dog

Retriever ‐
Labrador
Catahoula
Leopard
Dog

11

Male

91

Male

35 Pound My 2 dogs consumed 1 chicken jerky strip each. Within 6 hours the smaller of my two dogs became very thirsty and then had diarrhea for several hours. The larger of the two dogs did not start having diarrhea and thirst
until about 12 hours after eating the Cadet chicken jerky strip. They seemed okay during their walk at lunch today (almost 24 hours after ingestion) however they are still being monitored for further signs of illness. They
consumed nothing other than the same kibble they always eat and those Cadet strips which is why I am 99% certain the strips were the cause. Both dogs are fully vetted (up to date on ALL shots) and had seen our local
vet not more than 30 n‐ 60 days ago. They are otherwise in excellent health.

Waggin Train Chicken
Jerky Treats

Dog

Cattle
Dog
(unspecifi
ed)

14

Canyon Creek Ranch
Brand
Natural Chicken Tenders
97% Fat Free
Treats for Dogs

Dog

Retriever ‐
Labrador

3 Years

Male

Waggin Train Jerky
Tenders

Dog

Shih Tzu

1

Female

Dog

2 Years

Female

Servere diarrhea

The dog was restless at night for a few weeks which was unusual. I brought her to the vet (for her regular checkup) and noted that and they did a blood panel. By the next day the dog was really not feeling well and when
her blood work came back it showed that her liver and kidneys were both failing. By the following morning she was unresponsive. My dog that ALWAYS eats was not eating, drinking or even getting up. She didn't know
where she was or who we were. I brought her to the emergency vet. When I brought her in she had a 106 degree fever. She was close to death when I dropped her off ‐ her liver was almost nonfunctional ‐ the vet called
it an 'assault on her liver' and her kidneys had started to shut down as well. She immediately got intravenous fluids and antibiotics. Somehow she survived. The vet didn't know what caused the assult on her liver, but
they thought that maybe it was pancreatitis. She was much better within 24 hours and she was released after 2 days. While her liver still wasn't doing great, she was well enough to go home ‐ eating, drinking and
functioning.
I noticed that when I gave her her favorite Chicken Jerky treats from the Costco that she would start declining again, so I stopped giving them to her and I haven't given them to her since then. She has had no relapses
since then. My dog got 2 or 3 of those jerky treats every single day. Since she is blind I used to cut them up and throw them outside on the lawn for her to hunt for them (she would use her sense of smell to find them
since she is blind ‐ she loved doing that). I saved the bag of jerky treats for a long time to see if anything like this came out because I suspected that there was something wrong with them, but ultimately I threw the bag
out.
We even had an ultrasound of (b) (6) (the dogs) internal organs done to see what was causing the problem but it showed no problems ‐ no tumors anywhere, no obstructions, normal sized adrenal glands, etc.
The product was Waggin Train Jerky Treats from Costco in Gaithersburg, Maryland
Our dog has not gotten the jerky treats again and she has been stable since June and is doing well.

85 Pound About three or so weeks ago, I gave my dogs a "chicken tender" distributed by Canyon Creek Ranch. I specifically looked for a made in the usa symbol, and saw that Canyon Creek Ranch is an American owned company.
When I got home and looked over the packaging, I realized that even though Canyon Creek Ranch is an american owned company, their product is made in China. I was upset that I had bought them, but they were really
expensive so I thought, what harm can this do them. I just won't buy any more. A few days later, my dog (b) (6) started throwing up. The first day it was once or twice. Then each day it got worse. I took him to the vet
(along with a stool sample which came out negative) and they said everything looked fine and said he may have acid reflux and gave me medicine for that. He seemed to get better. Not thinking that the chicken tenders
might be the cause of this, I gave him another one or two. A day or so later, in the middle of the night, (b) (6)had diarrhea in my bedroom. This is a dog that would rather die than go to the bathroom in the house. It just
never happens. From there it got worse. The entire next day he was either throwing up or having diarrhea. He wouldn't eat and seemed to be in a lot of pain. So I took him back to the vet. They did blood work (which
came back fine) and we ended up treating the symptoms, not knowing what the cause was. They injected water in him because he was so dehydrated and gave him pills for the vomiting and diarrhea plus put him on a
low res canned food diet for a few days. Well, that really helped and he was much better the next day. So in my mind I'm wondering what is going on and what made him so sick, but all the tests seem fine. The only
variant I could come up with were the chicken tenders. I then read on the internet about this problem and decided to contact you. I still have the bag and product. I'll hang on to them for a few days, but then will throw
them away. This incident cost me about $375 in vet bills and meds/food!

on 11‐12 2011 (b) (6) was taken to the groomers to get groomed. after I brought her home from the groomers I rewarded her with a chicken jerky treat like I always do she was pretty hungry so I gave her two treats.
about a half an hour later she threw the treats up. I thought maybe she had eaten them too fast! so I thought nothing of it. but later on that night she went to the bathroom and I noticed she had diarrhea.she had never
had this problem before but I thought it was because we have been trying to find a dog food that she would eat.so I returned her original food which is the iams band. but her diarrhea has lasted a week now. I have been
giving my dog these particular brand treats for a few months with no problem. but now I'm reading about these type of treats that are from China and that's where these are manufactured. the brand is Waggin train
brand jerky tenders. made in china lot # 61ca4881a
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Vita Kitty Chicken +
Vitamin Jerkey

Cat

Siamese

3 Years

Male

10 Pound Product was VitaKitty Chicken + Vitamin jerkey treats, purchased multiple times at Iowa Pet Foods and Aquatics on (b) (6)
as well as at Target on EP True Pkwy. in West Des Moines, Iowa, in
the spring and summer months of 2009. I also gifted this product to a friend, whose cats, thankfully refused to eat them. I always purchased the 2oz package.

I fed the cat treats at or below the frequency recommended on the package. I fed these treats as treats not as a dietary staple. After consuming the treats, his feces went from average cat feces (in terms of frequency,
appearance and odor) to diarrhea that was foul smelling and frequent. It stunk so bad, you could smell it throughout an 800SF apartment and outside the entrance as well. He was also losing weight, and at the time, he
was less than 1 year old, and growing rapidly. I took him to the vet, they did a stool sample and found no parasites, fungus or errant bacteria, and the vet determined that his stomach chemistry was probably off, and the
good bacteria got out of control. I think he was treated with Cefadroxil (it was a liquid that had to be refrigerated, the vet also flavored it because he said it was bitter and may make the cat foam at the mouth). Once
treated, he returned to normal, so I thought treats were safe again. He again started having the foul feces and losing weight, so I consulted the vet via phone, and they instructed to do another round of the prescription. I
drew my own conclusions about the treat and discontinued feeding them to him.

Beefeaters Chicken Fillets Dog
Natural Dog Treats

Retriever ‐
Labrador

WAGON TRAIN JERKY
TENDERS

Dog

Beagle

waggin train wholesome
chicken jerky tenders
chicken dog treats
Kingdom Pets Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Retriever ‐
Labrador

Dog

Terrier ‐
Rat

Dog

Waggin' Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky Tenders
Chicken Dog Treats

I don't remember much
except it was chicken
jerky type product

9 Years

Female

100 Pound severe vomiting, lethargy, tremors

11 Years

Female

25 Pound MY DOG STARTED WITH DIARHEA THEN VOMITING AND HAS RECENTLY BECOME LIMP AND NOT AT ALL ACTIVE. ALSO NOT EATING. WE HAVE BROUGHT HER TO THE VET TWICE WITHIN A FEW DAYS. HE HAS NOT BEEN
ABLE TO DETERMINE WHAT IS CAUSING IT. HE STARTED HER ON ANTIBOTICS SOMETHING FOR THE DIAHREA AND VOMITING. SHE GOT A LITTLE BETTER THEN GOT WORSE AGAIN. WE GIVE HER CHICKEN TREATS MADE
BY WAGAON TRAIN. SHE WOULD NOT EVEN EAT THEM. WHEN SHE STARTED FEELING A LITTLE BETTER SHE STARTED EATING AGAIN AND EATING HER TREATS. SHE WENT BACK TO THE SAME. HAD A CALL INTO THE VET
TODAY BUT HAVE NOT SPOKEN TO HIM YET DUE TO HIM IN SURGERY. READ ARTICLE TODAY AT MSN ABOUT THE CHICKEN JERKY MADE IN CHINA. ALL THE SAME SYMPTOMS LISTED IN THE ARTICLE. CHECKED THE BAG
AND IT STATES MADE IN CHINA. INFORMED SAMS CLUB WHERE WE PURCHASED AND ALL FRIENDS THAT GIVE THEIR DOGS THESE TREATS. STILL WAITING TO SPEAK TO (b) (6)
VET.

9 Years

Female

95 Pound Constant Diarrhea and lack of of activity, also urinenation can not hold the bladder

14 Years

Male

17 Pound Over the course of the last few months, switched from duck treats to chicken jerky treats because they were cheaper. He started having good days and bad days where he was lethargic and wouldn't eat. We attributed
this to his age. He became very ill and was in kidney failure. When I started researching what food I could prepare for him, I came upon the connection between the chicken jerky treats and kidney failure. He is now
recovering and almost his old self.

Newfoun
dland

8 Years

Male

Spitz ‐
Dutch
(Keeshon
d)

3 Years

Male

160 Pound Do became very very thirsty all the time, urinated a lot and occasionally threw up. Eventually the dog became lethargic and could not eat. Vet had to put him down because he was too far gone. I had given the dog
chicken jerky before this happened. Over then course of several weeks he got a treat a few times a day.

40 Pound Dog was consuming Waggin Train brand chicken dog treats. They are made in China, and sold in the US by Costco. After ingestion, he began to experience diarrhea. He was seen by our veterinarian who de‐wormed him
and provided antibiotics (Metronidazole 500mg 7 day supply taken 2 times daily) for an unknown diarrhea infection. I have read about FDA warnings on chicken jerky treats made in China, and my dog has symptoms.
After treatment, he is slowly improving.
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Canyon Creek Ranch
Chicken Tenders Dog
Treat , Waggin Train
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Dog

Setter ‐
English

18 Months Male

65 Pound My English Setter vomited within 1‐2 hours after receiving jerky treats on several occasions, and at an undetermined time after treats also experienced crate accidents. Stool seen in accidents was formed, but large and
soft/foamy/bulky, and paler than usual in color. Vomitus contained parts of undigested treat. The episodes of vomiting and bulky stool were self limiting and generally resolved within 24 hours. Dog has subsequently
experienced some weight loss, but this may be due to increased activity. Dog did not exhibit any signs of lethargy or depression in conjunction with the episodes, and appears otherwise healthy except for the weight
loss. There were no concomitant changes in diet or indiscretionary eating that could have been associated with the episodes. Dog is an indoor‐outdoor dog who is crated for approximately 9 hours during the day and
spends another 4‐5 hours outdoors and the remainder of the time unrestrained inside. Dog was generally given 1‐2 strips as a treat per day. The only other treats that the dog receives is pressed rawhide bones (cowhide
or pighide).
This occurred with two separate brands of treats over two months ‐ Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Tenders (purchased at Target, North Little Rock, AR) and Canyon Creek Ranch Chicken Tenders Dog Treat (purchased at
Petsmart, North Little Rock, AR). I have discontinued the use of the treats and I did not retain the packaging, so I do not have lot numbers or UPC codes ‐ the events were generally mild and I did not immediately
associate them until I saw the FDA preliminary health notification. I did not take my dog for veterinary attention for any incident. The products were stored in the original packaging (resealable bags), in my kitchen pantry
in a temp‐controlled house (65‐82 degrees F approximately). I do not remember the purchase dates, but they were used within 3 weeks of opening the package. The products had no unusual odor or signs of spoilage
that I recall.
The treats were also given to my Jack Russell Terrier with no apparent ill effects, and I have also used the Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky Strips Dog Treats (Purchased at Target, North Little Rock, AR) prior to this (before
September) with no ill effects. It only occurred with the two subsequent brands that I listed. I have given the approximate range of dates covering the occurrences.

Kingdom Pets Chicken
Jerky

Waggin Train

I was just reading the story on chicken jerky. Several years ago I found bird netting in my dogs chicken jerky treats purchased at Costco here in Tucson. When I took the rest of the bag back, I told Costco of the issue. I
also called/emailed the manufacture at the time and the product was from China. Since then I do not use jerky from China. The manufacture Kingdom Pets, I think they were from the east coast, said they would send me
another bag if I wanted. Obviously, I said no thanks. Just FYI Sorry I really do not have a date it was several years ago.

Dog

Waggin' Train wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Setter ‐
English

3 Years

Male

75 Pound (b) (6)became ill very suddenly. He had acute renal failure. I had two vets treat him, but he never recovered and needed to be euthanized after one week, due to sevely deteriorating condition. He did not have any
health issue that would have accounted for this condition. He did not test positive for any cancer...we had x‐rays and ultrasounds done. We looked and could not find any source of potential poisioning...but he had all
the symptoms of having been poisoned. I did not think the treats could be the issue. He was a VERY healthy and active dog. I did not realize these treats werte made in China....they are the Waggin Train brand I bought
at Sams Club.

Collie ‐
Smooth‐
haired
American
Pit Bull
Terrier

6

Male

65 Pound Skin rash, vomiting, lethargic.

4 Years

Female

55 Pound Within a few hours of ingesting a chicken jerky strip,(b) (6) had diarrhea in the house ‐ which has never happened before. After that, she had very bad gas and explosive diarrhea every hour or two for a day. After the
loose stools started, we fed her dry kibble exclusively until solid stools returned, which occurred after 3 days of soft or explosive stools.

Trader Joe's Chicken
Breast Strips

Dog

Milo's Kitchen Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Beagle

5 Years

Female

25 Pound Upon receiving Chicken Jerky treats from Milo's Kitchen, my dog exhibited a decreased appetite, decreased activity, diarrhea, increased water consumption and increased urination. I know she already had an increased
desire for water due to her medications for seizures, however, the other symptoms were not synonymous with her existing medication. Our vet suspects the chicken jerky treats, made in China, and is doing blood work
to access the potential damage.

Waggin' Train Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Terrier ‐
Boston

2 Years

Female

29 Pound Our Boston Terrier was in good health and doing great and after being feed the chicken jerky by Waggin Train she has had spontaneous diarrhea that is unanswered. She will be in perfect health but will have diarrhea
every once in a while with no change in food or diet or exorcise, I believe this condition is a result in Chicken jerky treats linked to mystery illnesses, deaths in dogs.

Waggin Train LLC

Dog

Mixed
(Dog)

1 Years

Female

47 Pound Persistent uncontrol of urination
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Dogswell. Happy Hips
Chicken Breast
Glucosamine &
Chondroitin helps
maintain healthy joints.

Dog

Siberian
Husky

Canyon Creek Ranch
Natural Chicken Tenders

Dog

Bichon
Frise

12 Years

2

Female

70 Pound Nov.14,2011 in the late evening I gave her 2 chicken jerky chews. She was behaving oddly needing to go out often and drinking a lot of water. At 5:30 am Nov 15th I found her in the kitchen having vomited a lot of liquid
and with some signs of blood in it. She wanted to go back outside and since it was warming up I let her. I checked on her several times and she appeared to be resting. At 8 am I found her having vomited again and I
checked her gums which were very pale. I called my vet and was told to bring her in at 11:45 that morning. I watched her often noting no improvement and when I went to pick her up to take her to the vet found her to
be fatigued and very weak. When we got to the vet (b) (6)
did an Xray and heart lungs looked good spleen didn't appear definitive of causation. (b) (6) advised blood work and to would call me within 90
minutes. When (b) (6) called she told me shocking news that (b) (6)had gone into cardiac arrest and died (b) (6) asked me on the phone if I used any rat or mouse poisons and I said No never and she was with me all
day. Went for a run in the morning ate her meals and no problems till during the night. When I went back to the vet another vet asked me what was the orange stuff and that she vomited something orange just before
she went into cardiac arrest? At that moment I had forgotten about feeding her the dog chews as I was in shock and fatigued along with sleep deprived. The next day after I buried her I found 2 places of vomit and there
I observed orange coloration and pieces of the chicken dogs jerkey strips. I did a google search read about cautions of canine chicken from China and much to my shock on the back of the package it small print, "made in
China". Within 12‐14 hrs. (b) (6)died. From normal to dead in just hours.

Male

18 Pound (b) (6)has twice in last last 6 weeks spit up a bloody mucus. The first time was much worst. We took him to the vet where they gave him a shot and put him on a bland diet for a week. The second time we switched to
the bland diet immediately. I just saw a link to this FDA report and will now pull him off his treats ‐ we give him Canyon Creek Ranch chicken tenders because they appear to have few ingredients and seemed the most
healthy.

Waggin' Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Collie ‐
Bearded

10 Years

Female

51 Pound Fed two Jerky strips, one on Monday and one on Wednesday. Dog began having diarrhea followed by heavy mucous. Took her to the vets and she was put on Metronitrizole (?) or Flagl. She did not get better and started
vomiting. She became lethargic. We are continuing the medications for another week. The diarrhea has stopped, but still very loose stools.

Vitalife Duck Tenders

Mountain
Dog ‐
Bernese

2 Years

Female

92 Pound On two occasions, I gave my dog Vitalife Duck tenders (imported by NaorAmerica, and advertised as all natural and without additives) as treats. Both times, she woke in the middle of the night in obvious gastric distress ‐‐
gagging, restless, uncomfortable ‐‐ which, each time, lasted between an hour and two hours.

Dog

I decided that given the confluence of the treats and the gastric discomfort, I would no longer give her the duck tenders.

Waggin Train Jerky
Tenders

Dog

Mixed
(Dog)

11 Years

Female

25 Pound after feed the chicken jerky to our pet she started having blood in her stool and had a loss of apetite. Spent $150 at the vet and hope all will be ok.

60 Pound I got a 3‐pound bag of BeefEaters Chicken Fillets from BJs Wholesale Club. My dog ate either one or two (if two, they were spaced apart by a day) and he got diarrhea with blood in it. It was so bad that I took him to the
vet and he had to get on an antibiotic and a bland diet for a few days. It was extremely difficult while he was sick. I know it was the chicken tenders. I threw them away.

BeefEaters Chicken Fillets Dog
Natural Dog Treats ‐ 3 lb.

Retriever ‐
Labrador

6 Years

Male

Waggin Train All Natural
Chicken Jerky dog treats

Dog

Crossbred
Canine/d
og

4 Years

Female

Waggin' Train Jerky
Tenders Chicken Dog
Treats Chicken

Dog

Japanese
Chin
(Spaniel)

7 Years

Female

9 Pound Our (b) (6)had been eating the Waggin Train brand of these (purchased at Costco/PetSmart) when she got sick 6 weeks ago. The first day or two it was lethargy and "scooting" with loose stool, and she was having a hard
time expelling fecal matter. I tool her to have her anal glands cleared (she is a chihuahua/ dacshund mix and has this common problem, which we take care of every six months or so). Things got a LOT worse, very fast‐
she had all the symptoms they name off in this article (http://www.lifewithdogs.tv/2011/11/fda‐continues‐to‐caution‐dog‐owners‐about‐chicken‐jerky‐products/) Which is what prompted me to write this report. She
ended up VERY sick‐ in the ER vet overnight, after losing a lot of blood in her stool. At the time we (and the vets) could not determine what had made her so very sick. They diagnosed it as Gastroenteritus, and gave her
fluids, tummy soothers, and did a de worming treatment as a precautionary, as well as a run of Probiotics. It took her a good 10‐12 days to be back to 100% Glad we threw the rest of the bag away. (We threw away the
bag of food she was working on too, just to be safe.)

13 Pound Dog was given Waggin Train chicken jerky treats purchased at Costco. She vomited about 10 times in one day. We reduced her diet to one thing at a time to narrow down the problem. We ARE NOT SURE the jerky
caused the problem. However we saw the cautionary FDA statement today and so are reporting it. If you would like the treats I still have them and can mail them to your labratory.
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Trader Joe's Chicken Stix

Dog

Terrier ‐
Fox Wire

15 Years

Male

22 Pound Walked dog on Thursday November 3rd morning...no problems. Fed treats along the way. Ate normal breakfast. Ate normal dinner at 6:00pm. Started moaning about 8:30 pm. Threw up Friday November 4th morning‐‐
all of his dinner from night before. Did not eat breakfast and started drinking lots of water and urinating frequently. No eating from this point forward but still drinking water often. Died on Sunday morning November
6th at 9:30 am.

Canyon Creek Ranch
Chicken Stix

Dog

Cattle
Dog ‐
Australian
(blue
heeler,
red
heeler,

2 Years

Female

42 Pound About 24 hrs. after eating the Canyon Creek Ranch Chicken Stix, both dogs had diarrhea and blood in their stools.

Dingo Dynostix Meat in
the Middle

Dog

Other
Canine/d
og

8 Weeks Male

1 Pound I have already contacted Dingo Dog Treats Company about my situation. Saturday afternoon, I had given my Pomeranian Puppy a Dingo Dynostix treat. I was in the room with him the whole time so he was supervised.
He didn't eat the whole treat, and only ate the red part of the treat. A few hours later, he began puking, and there was red from the treat in the vomit. Between 7 and 8 p.m. he had vomited 5 times. I text a lady that
works at my local vet and she told me to give him ice chips and see how he was in the morning. The next morning, he was no better, worse actually. He was dehydrated, couldnt stand on his own and just laid down. I text
the lady from the vet again, she told me to take him to (b) (6)
in Evansville, Indiana. When we got him there, they asked if he had anything different and I specifically mentioned the
Dingo treat. He was supervised, and when he wasn't in his kennel, he was with me. They gave him IVs because he was dehydrated and his glucose level was really low. They did a Parvo test to rule that out and he was
negative for that and they did more bloodwork, which I sent a copy of to Dingo. A few hours later the E‐vet called and stated that his kidney and pancreas levels had dropped along with his white blood cell count, and
that he had gone in to cardiac arrest. They were able to revive him but he had suffered brain damage from his heart stopping. He began vomiting blood and was crying out, which they said was from the brain damage.
The vet stated that she believe he was septic and that toxins had entered the bloodstream and that his rate of survival was less than 50%. We made the decision to end his suffering, and it was the most difficult decision
I have ever had to make. My baby was fine Saturday morning, up until he had ate the Dingo treat. And now he is gone. All information has been sent to the Dingo Company including the patient chart, bloodwork, and vet
bills. If there is anything else that needs to be done, please let me know. I was referred to this website by a woman that had the same exact thing happen to her with this same brand, only her pet died from the Denta‐
stix. I had actually given some of those to my Lab, and he had diarrhea every time he ate those as well. If there is anything else I need to do, please let me know. I don't want any other pet parents go through what I just
went through.
Thank you, (b) (6)

Waggin Train Dental
Freshies Supreme Green
Dental Bone

Dog

Dachshun
d‐
Standard
Wire‐
haired

9 Years

Exer‐Hides Rawhide Chips Dog
"chicken Flavored", Exer‐
hides rawhide chips
"chicken flavor"

Poodle ‐
Medium
size

14 Years

Waggin Train Chicken
Jerky

Beagle

Dog

Female

21 Pound Animal fed Waggin Train Dental Freshies Supreme Green Dental Bones (lot number J1CA4868A; bar code 0702010150; best before 011813) and developed bloody diarrhea and bloody vomitus. Pet showed clostridia
organisms in stool and a culture of the dental chew also revealed the presence of clostridial difficile and proteus organisms. Pet's lab date was unremarkable except for a very low platelet count. Pet died within 48 hours
despite intravenous fluids/medicatioins.

Male

17 Pound after eating the raw hide he through up the bone

Unknow
n

Hopefully this is the right place to submit this. I run a veterinary blog and wrote a story about the possibility of chicken jerky from China possibly causing Fanconi syndrome in dogs. I've since then had many comments of
people who are suspicious of Waggin Train chicken Jerky making their dogs sick. I understand that a good number of these complaints may be simply conjecture, but there are enough of them to warrant contacting you.
You can read the comments of worried pet owners here: http://www.askavetquestion.com/news/2011/chicken‐jerky‐fanconi/
I have instructed these pet owners to have their veterinarians report the cases to the FDA.
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Dog

12 Years

Waggin Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken jerky Tenders

2 Years

Canyon Creek Ranch
Brand Wholesome
Chicken Breast Tenders
Snack

Female

nd I purchased a new bag of Canyon Creek Ranch chicken breast tenders October 14th. On October 18 or so, I fed my dog a few treats from the new bag and she developed diarrhea the same day. I noticed the t reats
appeared different (smaller pieces, darker, different shape) than previous bags. Her diarrhea continued for 4-5 days, sometimes with blood, but otherwise she was behaving normally and had an appetite. I did not give
her any more of those treats during that time as I figured they are hard to digest. Yesterday (October 23), after her diarrhea had resolved, I fed her a few pieces of jerky and her diarrhea returned, this time more severe
and frequent (approximately every hour or two for the past 12 hours). She also appears lethargic and I will take her to the vet today. I believe the jerky t reats are causing her symptoms.

Male

nd Product: "Waggin' Train Wholesome CHicken Jerky Tenders"
Size: 24 oz
UPC #: 8 07020 77724 6
Lot#: B 1CA4865A
expiration date: 011613

My dog had been given these treats, in moderation/ according to directions, for TWO weeks when suddenly he suffered bouts of severe vomiting and lethargy. He was taken to the doctor right away, was tested, and
diagnosed with ACUTE LIVER FAILURE! His blood work showed that his liver enzymes were 30x over the normal range, his ldl cholesterol was also abnormally higher than the normal range. (contact me if you want a copy
of the results from the blood work). After doing some resea rch on the internet, I have discovered that throughout the years, there have been numerous complaints regarding this product, WHY HAS THE FDA NOT TAKEN
ACTION TO PREVENT THIS COMPANY FROM MANUFACTURING A PRODUCT THAT IS DEADLY/DANGEROUS TO DOGS OR WHY HAS THE FDA NOT TAKEN ACTION AGAINST THIS COMPANY FOR FAILURE TO CHANGE THE
FORMULATION/PRODUCTION OF THEIR DANGEROUS PRODUCT/FINED THIS COMPANY FOR CONTINUING TO PRODUCE A DEADLY PRODUCT?? How is it that a company can continue to manufacture a product for several
YEARS that causes severe illness in dogs, and suffer no repercussions for their unethical continued production of deadly dog treats?

iM~i~~~~~K~~~h;e;n~h~o;m~e;_;s~~~~Dio;g~~~~~~~~~~~F~e;m~a~l;e~~~~~~~~~tr;a~n~~;e~rr;e~d~R
dog treats

onWedn~~ymorni~furwe~~ ~~~ano~~~and~w~~e~am~dle~pddogwhow~~o~ed~3~a~qo.S~ I~~inapro~ct~

environment, is part of a multi-dog household. She has no previous known medical issues, seeing her referring veterinarian for routine visits in the last 3 years.
as spayed prior to adoption and has not had any
procedures in recent years, though she did have a dentistry done.
normally eats a lamb and rice diet and a varie~ of treats. Recent treats do include some chicken jerky treats (manufactured in China).
has been evaluated several times in the last week for lethargy, decreased appetite, weight loss, and a single vomiting episode (9/5).
has had xrays and abdominal ultrasound (both reported as normal), routine I
work and urine tests (9/10 and 9/12). Abnormalities on lab work include an elevation in one of her liver enzymes (mild to moderate increase in ALP), significant electrolyte changes (low phosphorous, potassium, sodium),
and dilute urine with glucosuria (but normal blood glucose).
has been treated with antibiotics (first amoxicillin and flagyl, then doxycycline).
was febri le earlier this week, so antibiotics were changed to zeniquin on 9/12. Lilo also had a 4DX test and a cPL test this week,
Yesterday,
was admitted to
admitted to
and was started on IV fluids with potassium and phosphorous supplementation. Her fever improved overnight, and she had an unremarkable evening.
IRIIRIII~as transferred to
....,~~~~~...,on Wednesday for evaluation of electrolyte changes and profound lethargy.
called you on Wednesday to discuss
history, the lab work changes, and the concern for a condition called Fanconi's syndrome (which would tie together many of
symptoms along with the electrolyte
rh:>,na<>c: and the glucose in the urine).
lt'lllll!rh:orf a screening test (urine) submitted on Wednesday for this ~pe of kidney disease. However, confirmation of the suspicion for Fanconi syndrome via this test will take several weeks to return. In the meantime we
will need to treat
ith fluids and hopefully stabilize the electrolytes. We discussed that Fanconi syndrome (which is a problem with a region of the kidneys called the tubules) can be caused by toxins, infectious
diseases, genetic abnormalities, or other underlying triggers (cancer, certain drug reactions, hypoparathyroidism, kidney disease).
is a tremendous concern in
situation that she has been recently fed some chicken jerky treats from China. This could be the underlying trigger for Fanconi, as this has been investigated in other dogs in recent
years. We will certainly report her case top the FDA when the Fanconi's test returns.. We also submitted leptospirosis t iters and w ill continue treating
with antibiotics in case this is due to an underlying infectious
disease.
Unfortunately, the prognosis for
may be guarded. Dogs with Fanconi syndrome can progress to kidney failure in the short or long-term. We hope that
will have a good response to treatment and there is a
possibili~ she could recover, but I am worried because her electrolyte abnorma lities are significant. The good news is that her kidney function is not severely impacted at this time and the hope is that if the underlying
is removed then she may recover. There is a protocol for treating dogs with Fanconi (Gonto protocol) that will be initiated in coming days and that will continue for some time. The goal in the hospital is to treat
her immediate electrolyte imbalances and to diurese or flush her with f luids.
lll""'"""~:~c;

problem that has been identified in

in recent days is anemia. Thi
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~~~~.....1 Patient:

M ilo's Kitchen home-style
dog t reats chicken jerky

a male neutered Terrier M ix, aged 6 yrs, was seen at our facility on October 14, 2011 by
Problems/Diagnoses: 10/14/2011
atremia, hypochloremia,
lem
soft stool, lethargy, inappetance, glucosuria (trace)
Owner reports Tuesday overnight (today is Friday) he vomited in his kennel clear fluid with pieces of chicken
History/Presenting Complai
presented as a transf er from
before bedtime. No further vomiting noted. He had progressively gotten more lethargic Wednesday. No diarrhea noted. He stopped eating, but drinking and urination were normal. He was taken to
yesterday where he had labs run (Na 119, K 3.4, Cl101 in-house on Vetlyte; glucose 175, BUN 45 and creat 1.6, tbili read 1.0 but possibly mild hemolysis, ALKP 452, WBC 5.3k/ul, HCT 55%, remainder WNL). He was given
SQ fluids (saline with KCL 30mEand a dex SP 0.3mg/kg SC. He was sent home and drank two 1/2cup servings of pedialyte overnight. He has not improved and was t ransfered to
for IVFs over the weekend. Recheck
labs today: CBC: HCT 54%, monocytosis 2.5k/ul, Na 114, Cl103, K 3.3. He is not currently on any medications and has no known allergies.
Other history: His owner takes both 15mg and 7.5mg Meloxicam and thinks she dropped a pill (not sure which strength) that he may have picked up. Also earlier in the week they had their pool replastered and strong
chemicals were used which he may have drank the pool water. He walks on the trails 2 hours every day, nothing new. He did go to a local park a couple days before the onset of his symptoms where he may have come
into contact with an animal carcass. Owner reports long-time treats of chicken jerky from Costco; new batch from another maker was introduced recent ly, last given 2d before presentation (not sure of where purchased
as this batch was a treat from a friend).
Init ial Physical Exam Findings: Weight: 16Lb 1 Oz lbs.
Temperature: 101.1 F!! Pulse: 160 BPM Respiration : Panting Eyes: WNL Ears: WNL Oro-Nasal: MMs mildly tacky, mild calculus, remainder WNL Heart: WNL Lungs: WNL Abdomen: WNL Urogenital: WNL Muscu loskeletal:
WNL, ambulatory Integument: IVC in place (ceph), remainder WNL Lymph Nodes: WNL Neurologic: WNL Notes:: Rectal shows soft formed stool
Options offered to Owner/Agent: Owner specifically requests fluid therapy alone and monitoring until Monday (10/17/11) as finances prevent any diagnostics at this time other than serial electrolytes/renal values
checks - see estimate on file. Discussed with owner (consultation formally declined) potential for Fanconi and potential outcome. She agrees to continue care, but diagnostic testing not elected to help confirm diagnosis,
so will treat empirically at this time as per owner request.
In-house labs: -HC0315.8, pH WNLgiven resp compensation; HCT 55%, glucose 164, BUN 54, creat 2.6, Na 137, K 3.69, Cl103.8, Ca++ 1.05. Urine dipstick for glucose: trace.
-Recheck labs day 2: Na 140.3, K 4.67, CI113.1,Ca++ 1.02, glucose 111, BUN 49, creat 1.6, pH 7.402, PvC02 23.9, HC03 15.0 (on bicarbonate CRI), BE -6.7. -Urine dipstick (glucost rip only): posit ive (t race) for glucose, USG
1.019 (on IVFs) Treatments: IV normal saline with KCL 35mEq/L, reglan CRI, bicarb additive Water vomited after drinking moderate amount once after admit, vomited twice again early am day 2, diarrhea with small
amount blood day 2 Ate small amount chicken pm day 2 Flagyl, pantoprazole and cerenia SC Plan: Transfer to
Monday am. Assessment: Fanconi syndrome f rom chicken jerky treats is possible; diagnostics
limited (prefer urine lytes panel ideally but declined); cannot r/o

Waggin Train

Dog

PoodleStandard

6 Years

Female

60 Pound My standard poodle was just diagnosed with kidney disease. He had a history of non symptomatic Lymes Disease and was tested for kidney function Approx. 2 months ago and was found to have no abnormal kidney
values. 10/14/11 he was diagnosed with significant kidney disease and is now undergoing treatment. In the past months we have been generous with his favorote treats of chicken jerky. After this diagnosis I was
researching dietary recommendations and came across several reports linking kidney disease with chicken jerkey from China. I found the bag of treats and sure enought they are from China. I have alerted all my dog
owner f riends and now you. The product name is Waggin Train. Wagon Train, LLC. Anderson South Carolina 29623.
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Cat
VITAKITTY CHICKEN
BREAST WITH FLAXSEED &
VITAMINS

Domestic
Shorthair

7 Years

Female

12 Pound I have used chicken breast jerky products by the "Dogswell" company since its inception about 10 years ago. "Catswell" was developed more recently (perhaps 5 years ago?) after the success of the Dogswell products‐‐
white meat chicken jerky strips (as well as duck and beef I think, as I only use chicken) They also now manufacture canned food, dry food etc. which I do not use.
As you might infer, I am very familiar with the chicken jerky products which contain only "chicken breast jerky with added nutrients" in both the cat and dog varieties. The only difference is that it is cut and sized
differently to suit the species. Catswell jerky is very thin small strips an inch or two long (they vary) and perhaps .25" wide. Dogswell jerky is much larger, thicker rectangular strips about 1" x 4"
My veterinarian advised it was perfectly fine to give the Catswell treats to my Chihuahua (current and prior), in order to reduce the amount of this treat he/she consumed at one time. My dog and cat love these products
(as does every animal I've ever recommended it to) Historically, I have often bought the Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken as well as the Catswell Happy Hips Chicken, and have tried most of the other chicken varieties.
This complaint is (hopefully) not about the small amount of nutritional supplements they add to the different varieties of their chicken jerky products, as I imagine they are destroyed in the heating process. (I have
learned that the guaranteed analysis can occur during any time during the manufacturing process). Then again, I do not know the consequences of applying unusually high heat to Vitamin E, Flaxseed and Vitamin A
acetate that are in the product "Catswell VitaKitty Chicken Breast."
Being such a long time user, I am very familiar with what these products should look like, and have always trusted this company until now. The chicken is always a reddish color and as mentioned the only part of chicken
used is the breast. Perhaps there is some slight variance in color in terms of "doneness," but nothinglcompares to the product I received.
In my two recent Amazon orders (initial order and replacement) of "Catswell VitaKitty Chicken Breast," the product was very atypical. Most of the pieces were very dark, extremely unevenly colored and some pieces
were wholly or in part pitch black. In each 2 oz bag (an order consists of 10 bags) there were a couple of "normal" tiny strips, but the vast majority were not. Additionally, much more of the contents was crumbled than
usual.
Because this product is manufactured in China, I became especially concerned considering the 2007 scandal. I called Amazon and the manufacturer. Amazon said they would have to send me a replacement order before
any action could be taken, and they did. The second order (different lot #, expiration etc.) was worse than the first. The order was initially placed in early September.
The customer relations person I spoke with at Dogswell was relatively casual about my report. She claimed it was like baking cookies‐‐ some parts of the oven are hotter than others thus causing different levels of
doneness. Yet this seems ludicrous as the pitch black pieces demonstrated very poor quality control and they were decidedly omnipresent.
As this brand is sold in just about everywhere pet food is sold (Petco, PetSmart etc.) except large supermarkets ( and it may also be sold in some, just not in New York City) as an animal lover I felt it my duty to report this
to you as many people are not as familiar with the product as I am and might not recognize the irregularity I noticed. Also, I am concerned as to the toxicity of the pitch black burned pieces.
I discerned their Customer Relations person, "Aubrey" was not very informed as she pronounced Melamine "Melanine." I initially offered to send a bag from each batch to her, but upon further consideration thought it
more appropriate to contact you to ensure proper action/analysis is

Waggin Train LLC Jerky
Tenders ‐ chicken dog
treats

Dog

Dachshun
d‐
Miniature

3 Years

Female

11 Pound Owner fed a Waggin Train Jerky Tenders chicken treat on 9/12/11. Vomited 7 times over 12 hours after eating treat ‐ initially vomited treat, subsequent vomiting episodes were phlegm and bile. Diarrhea with frank
blood started 9/13/11 a.m. Anorexia 9/13/11.

Waggin' Train Cowboy
Steaks

Dog

Chihuahu
a

3 Years

Female

15 Pound We began giving our dog Waggin' Train Cowboy Steaks and Chicken Jerky purchased from Target. Our dog has began heaving and vomiting. There has been no other chances to her diet besides these treats. Please please
recall Waggin' Train products before more dog become sick or die!

Waggin Train chicken
Dog
jerky treats, Canyon Creek
Ranch chicken jerky treats

Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

2 Years

Female

2 Kilogra The patient developed acute kidney injury with glucosuria following ingestion of Canyon Creek Ranch chicken jerky treats and Waggin Train chicken jerky treats. The patient's housemate was also fed the same treats and
m
developed the same clinical signs, although she was treated at a different hospital.

Dog
Canyon Creek Ranch
Brand Yam Good Chicken
Fillet Wrapped Yams

Schnauzer
‐
Miniature

3 Years

Female

15 Pound Patient exhibited acute depression and lethargy followed by polyuria/polydypsia; blood work normal; chest and abdominal radiographs normal; urinalysis revealed glucosuria, proteinuria and abundant renal casts,
consistent with Fanconi's Syndrome or Fanconi‐like Syndrome. Serology is pending to rule out infectious causes such as tick diseases and leptospirosis.
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Milo's Kitchen Chicken
Jerky Treats

Dog

Years

Male

Bluetick

nd A friend of my husband's had introduced our dog_
to "all natural chicken jerky treats" . When my husband described how much
liked the treats, I noticed a coupon in the paper for such treats--Milo's
Kitchen brand. In July, I purchased a trial size that the dog finished off within about a week's time. In August, I had another coupon for the same brand of treats, even though they were expensive, I t hought he is such a
good dog and likes them so much, we'll give them to him gradually as special treats. During this interval, I noted upon further reading of the Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky Treats label, that the product is made in China. At
that point I had second thoughts about continuing to feed them to
however, I rationalized that these were labeled as all natural, and the ingredints listed on the label did correlate with such a claim, so w hat could
enjoyed eating them so much. After each of us had been giving t hem to
over about a two week
possibly be the harm. I did not point this information out to my husband, as the treats were expen
Aug. 30, 2011). To the best of our knowledge,
had never seized before. The seizure lasted about 4 minutes, and he has not had another since that t ime, nor
experienced a grand mal seizure
treats since that event
was due for his annual physical and vaccinations that week, so on Tues., Sept. 6, 2011, he was taken for his annual check-up at
ir--'-----,
_ _ _, DVM. We related this information to him. He examined
and said he appeared in excellent health; however, he did give us an antibiotic for a possible tooth infection, and he
instructed us to throw out the jerky product without giving anymore to
I also informed the doctor of another individual at my place of work who's dog had seized t he day after mine (unbeknown to me), who also
had been fed the Milo's Kitchen product. I found it odd that each of us had recently found the same product via coupon/advertising and fed it to our dogs. I have since spoken wit h a woman at work whose dog is
vomiting after eating this same brand.

Waggin' Train Country
Ham

Dog

Waggin Train wholesome
big blast pork skin twist
with chicken liver center

Dog

Dogswell Natural Happy Dog
Hips Chicken Breasts with

Mixed
Populati
on of
Female

nd Four dogs were given this new treat, once. Three of the dogs developed diarrhea, one of the three vomited. Treats were discontinued and case is resolving.

nd my mother give each dog a treat and 30 min. later they started having seizures. We took the two affected dogs to the emergency clinic and both were running fever of 104.5 and 107.5. My mothers dog st opped breating
twice and went to sleep and never woke. My dog is in stable condition and the vets said it was from some sort of poison.

Female

nd Gave each Pomeranian 1
jerky size treats over a 3 day period. Both dogs became sick with vomiting and diarrhea, and had to be taken to the Vet. Fluids, anti-vomit ing medication & antibiotics were given. Female
Pomeranian age 14 years, and a male Pomeranian 12 years of age both in excellent health prior to the ingestion.

nd Patient became ill depressed poor appetite within a short time of introduction of new treat. Labwork showed elevated kidney levels with protein glucose and ketones in t he urine. This may be a seasonal problem with
this product; I had a client with 2 small dogs that developed identical probmels in August of 2010 eating the same treat purchased fromthe same retailer. The pet is better and eating with f luid t herapy, the other dogs
recovered after discontinuing the treats. Both clients fed these treats excessively.

Glucosamine & Chondritis

Chicken Breast Tenders

Dog

Female

Vita Life Chicken Tenders

Dog

Male

He threw up twice, and fell over. I rushed him to emergency and he is still there in critical care. THey couldn't find a pulse at first. His blood pressure was SEVERELY LOW. His heart racing. His eyes were WIDE OPEN and
his tongue hanging out the side of his mouth- completely unresponsive. It took t hem an hour to stabilize him. He will be in hospit al tomorrow as well. Scary.

Exer-Hides wrapped wth
chicken jerky Rawhide
munchy dumbells, EXERHIDES Rawhide Munchy
Dum bells

Dog

Female

That afternoon our dogs had one. I was awakened by the dogs at 5 AM, not too unusual. By 7 AM on 8-6-201
r Chihuahua was pooping
I purchased Exer-Hides Rawhide Munchy Dumbells at
too
in. By rectal exam yielded more blood and mucus and cleaned and treated. Upon xrays it was determine
large intestine was bloated
blood, and "moaning". Our Vet, luckily opened at SAM.
and her small intestines were lacerated, inflammed and the vet showed the xray results and indicated to the many different lacerations/cuts located as above in her small intestion. She had to have a painful B-12 100mI
injection, an sub-q I.V. due to the vets assesment that she was to have no food or water for at least 24hrs. Her other medications consisted of metronidazole also known as Flagyl, as well as a Cerena. poo
was
experiencing great pain. It is not the vet bill that concerns me but the damage and pain associated w it h this product as well as the many many posted damage suffered by many other animal owners posted on the
internet for problems just from this product such liver failure, kidney failure, seizures as well as other ailments. our informantion came from 4petsonline.com/exer-hide/ according to this web site t his has been going on
since May 2007 and walmart as well as other outlets continue sell sell this dangerous product. Please visit this web site to see for yourself the horrible deaths and suffering that continues to this day and I also undertand
that this problem has benn addressed to you folks before. We need your help and the right thing must be done. One can judge a society based on how our animals are protect please help us to prevent this from
continuing and stop the deaths and horrible injuries to countless other innocent animals. Respecfully yours, thank you for this forum you have provided.
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VitaLife Plus Made with
Love. Naturally. Chicken
Tenders. Healthy Skin &
Coat.

Dog

Poodle
(unspecifi
ed)

12 Years

Milo's Homestyle Dog
Treats

Dog

Chihuahu
a

5 Years

Male

Female

10 Pound Patient originally presented on 2/23/11 with a history of painful abdomen and slightly decreased appetite. On PE, p was BAR with a normal TPR. He was moderately painful on abdominal palpation, but no pain on palp of
spine or ROM of neck. A valley fever, tick fever, CBC, Chem, cPL, and T4 were submitted to Idexx labs. An in house whole body radiograph was obtained and showed possible decreased C5‐C6 disk space, a small (~3mm)
opacity in the region of the ureters with possible dilated ureter but apparently normal appearing kidneys, and a small ~2‐3mm opacity in the region of the liver. An ultrasound was suggested, but the o elected to wait for
blood work results. The p was sent home with Tramadol and Methocarbamol for pain and responded well. Note: No history of pu/pd. DDx: Valley fever, IVDD, pancreatitis, neck muscle injury, gastroenteritis, other.
Labwork results (2/26/11):
‐Cocci titer and E.canis=negative
‐cPL=negative
‐T4=WNL
‐CBC: HCT=59% (H)
‐Chem: Bun=73 (H), Creat=2.5 (H), Glu=119 (WNL)
‐U/A: USG=1.040, pH=6.5, 1+ Glu, 1+ Epi cells, Trace blood (cysto sample), no casts, no crystals, no signs of UTI.
Labwork (3/22/11)‐
‐U/A: USG=1.033, Trace protein, 20‐30 RBC's/hpf, 2+ Glu, Rare epi. cells, no casts, no crystals, no signs of UTI
‐Chem: BUN=50 (H), Creat=1.4 (WNL), Glu=87 (WNL)
‐CBC: HCT=60.7 (H)
3/22/11 PE: p seems to be back to normal according to o (no longer painful and eating well). Repeat radiographs=no longer appears to have an opacity in the region of the ureters and kidneys/ureters appear normal
radiographically.
‐After further research and questioning, determined that o had been feeding Chicken Jerky treats that were made in Toronto, Ontario and a product of China. I believe that the o has been purchasing these in the United
States. The brand is VitaLife Plus "Healthy skin & Coat" Chicken Tenders "Prepared for Northdown Industries Inc." 1‐877‐646‐8621. 703 Evans Ave, Suite 600, Toronto, Ontaario M9C5E9. www.vitalifemadewithlove.com.
O has purchased a couple different brands of Jerky treats, but this was what he normally offered (and I think the only brand offered prior to the "Fanconi like" labwork results). I recommended that he d/c treats
immediately and monitor closely for pu/pd. Consider abdominal u/s (o declines), and follow up with bloodwork/ua. O has not followed up with repeat labwork yet.

7 Pound Dog was seen for lethargy and anorexia on 7/8/11. She had vomited a few times and was licking at vulva. Bloodwork showed elevated BUN(39.6) and high normal Creatinine(1.4). Orbax and Cerenia was prescribed by
the other vet. I saw the dog a week later because the owner reported polyuria with a decrease in drinking. Dog was still lethargic and didn't want to eat much. Repeat bloodwork showed normal BUN, Creatinine higher at
1.5 and low potassium(3.1). Urinalysis showed a very dilute urine with a USpG of 1.006, glucosuria >1000, proteinuria 30, with a quiet sediment. Blood Glucose was normal at 104. These findings were suggestive of
Fanconi's Syndrome so I asked the owner if they have been giving Chicken Jerky Treats. Owner in fact had been giving Milo's Homestyle Dog Treats(chicken jerky) made in China. They have since stopped giving them and
I have discontinued the Orbax. We have not rechecked the dog's labs yet, but owner reports an improvement in the dog's clinical signs.
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Best Buddy Bites by Pet
Inc, Dried Chicken Jerky
Treats by Smokehouse
www .smokehousepet.co

Dog

nauze
Miniature

Years

Male

nd 6/13/11
is a middle aged dog with a relatively unremarkable healt h history. He was adopted from a breeder. He is in a protected enviroment.
s never been a big eater. At the beginning of May he
developed symptoms of lethargy and decreased appetite. He was eva luted on S/25 for this problem. AT that time he was licking his lips a lot and not eating well. He had some string material removed from his incisors.
He had rout ine lab work (chemistry, CBC, 4DX test) and the only remarkable change on that lab work was a slightly low white blood cellc outn. Baxter was treated with doxycyclien and pepcid. In the last two weeks,
has been reevaluated several times. He has had xrays, abdominal ultrasound, feca l tests, recheck CBC, and urinalysis and urine culture. The only remarkable findnig is that his last urine had some glucose and

m
has been treated with SQ fluids and mirtazapine. He only eats a small amount when given the mirtazapine, and he will only eat if hand-fed.
very quiet at home and listelss. He is slightly constipated. No vomiting or regurgitating has been noticed. 6/14/11 Diagnostic find ings and information:
cPL and resting cortisol results returned, values do
not fit with either Addison's disease nor pancreatitis.
However,
rinalysis recheck was abnormal. He has a large amount of lucose and some protein in his urine.
is scheduled to come in tomorrow to check a chemistry panel to evaluate his blood glucose and electrolytes and kidney values. A less
We discussed that the most common cause of glucose in the urine is diabetes.
common cause of glucose in the urine is a kidney disease called Fanconi's syndrome. We will screen for this disease also with a urine test if the blood glucose is normal. 6/15/11Diagnostic findings and information:
came in for a recheck today to evaluate his blood glucose. Baxter had an in-house blood glucose, a serum chemistry panel and a blood gas done today. Those results showed only very mild changes. These include a low
potassium level. Blood glucose and venous pH were normal.
urine sample was submitted to the University of Pennsylvania. They will be doing a screening test for Fanconi syndrome on the urine. This test can take up to a few weeks to return. In the interim, we will be sending
on a potassium supplement. Fanconi syndrome can be hereditary (reported in a few Schnauzers also), and also acquired (concerned about exposure to toxins, particularly with chicken jerky t reats w ith
possible Asian source of the protein). Therefore, all chicken jerky treats should be discontinued.
One dilemma that I do not have an answer for is whether the possible Fanconi syndrome is responsible for the symptoms (decreased appetite, lethargy). Most cases that I have seen do not feel bad if they are not in
kidney failure. Therefore, it is possible that
still has a separate issue going on aside from his kidney problem.
Because
had protein in his urine also yesterday, I did ask the lab do a urine protein ratio on the urine also, as that can indicate disease in a different area of t he kidneys (glomerular disease rather than t ubular
disease) and may help guide therapy decisions for him.
-- -- Plans and/or communications: Finish doxycycline. Can continue mirtazapine Pepcid AC - 5mg once daily (generic
famotidine is fine) Tumil K - give 1 teaspoon of the Renal K gel (equivalent to 4 mEq) twice daily. We also have tablets if that is easier to administer I will call you as soon as the results from t he urine tests return. 6/17/11
ostic findings and information:
rine protein to creatinine ratio returned, and the result was 0.3, with is only a borderline value and does not suggest overt protein loss from the kidneys.
ITh,pr~•tn.·p we are still pending the Fanconi scree
Waggin Train Western
Dog
Style Chicken Bites - Herb
Roasted

days after feeding my chihuahua a small piece of Waggin Train Western Style Chicken Bites, he had diarrhea, lack of appetit e, and his stomach made a lot of grumbling noises and squeaks and squeals. He recovered
later that evening. Not knowing it was a result of the treats as I had no information regarding any warnings about other pets experiencing the same illness, I fed him a small piece again only two days ago. Again, he has
diarrhea, lack of appetite, and his stomach is making those noises again. I found all this information this morning, and would like to report this incident, since now I know his illness is a result of these treats.

Waggin Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky Tenders,
Waggin Train Cowboy

Patient presented on 7/6/11 for increased urination, increased wat er consumption, and lethargy for several days. Physical examination f indings were unremarkable. A urinalysis and blood work revealed glucosuria
without hyperglycemia. dehydration (elevated Hct), and hyposthenuria. Upon further questioning, client revealed that patient eats large amounts of chicken jerky treats.

Trader Joe's Beef Recipe
Jerky Strips

Dog

Owner was feed ing jerky treats that contain chicken and other ingredients. Then
became ill with vomiting, lethargy, increased drinking and urination. Lab results indicated Fanconi's Syndrome like signs (normal
blood glucose with elevated urine glucose, low serum K, slightly elevated renal values).

Smokehouse Chicken
Breast Strip

Dog

see above
client brought in two mostly unused product bags to our office that were a more recent purchase. Lot number EJ365, exp 6/2012. Please let me know if we need to send it in.
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Waggin Train Chicken
Jerky Treats

Dog

Maltese

1 Years

Female

12 Pound 3 "episodes" within the past 2 months as follows: owners will notice pet stops following them around the house (this is abnormal for her) and will be standing still somewhere looking disoriented, shaking and reluctant to
move. Pet will then have diarrhea. Owner picks pet up and places her on the bed, where she will lie still for hours. Pet acts weak, and is unable/unwilling to stand. After hours go by pet will slowly come out of it. She will
slowly begin to move, walking around tentatively and slowly and then will continue to improve untill she is completely normal again. This most recent episode pet was also holding up the left hind leg when she began
walking again and had multiple bouts of diarrhea. Upon presentation the pet was quiet, walking very hesitantly, holding up the left hind leg when she wasnt walking and had diarrhea in the exam room. Within 2 hours
after admit to hospital pet was completely back to normal.
Chemistry panel wnls, CBC showed neutrophilia with left shift and monocytosis, abdominal rads wnls, fecal neg., T4 wnls, ACTH Stim wnls, UA wnls except glucosuria.
Pet treated by starting bland diet with no other treats, started baytril and metronidazole (06/13/2011)
UA repeated 06/16/2011, glucosuria persists, pet doing fine at home at this time. Owner is giving Waggin Trail Chicken Jerky Treats, package says made in China. Owner will return for recheck BG, lepto titers and
lead/mercury/arsenic levels. Owner cannot return until 06/23/2011. Will stop metronidazole and change to amoxicilling in case of Lepto. Discussed possibility of Fanconi‐like syndrome from Jerky treats and informed
owner I will report to AVMA.

Waggin' Train Chicken
Jerkey Tenders

Dog

Pug

7 Years

Female

28 Pound glucose in urine
BW normal
clinically no symptoms
was eating chicken jerkey treats from Walmart
Informed owner to stop giving those treats
will recheck a urine in 4 weeks

Canyon Creek Ranch
Brand Chicken Tenders

Dog

Akita

12 Years

Female

82 Pound We recently moved to the area in Dec of last year and could not find her usual treats so we bought a package of the Canyon Creek Ranch chicken tenders at the local Petsmart. She was taken in for her yearly heartworm
exam on12/28/10 to the (b) (6)
and was in good health. We continued to give the treats as labeled on the bag and did return to get another bag once that one was empty. Then on 2/1/11 we had
to take her in to a local vet, the (b) (6)
vets could not get her in so she was taken to the (b) (6)
due to her vomiting all day. Once there they took blood for a chem panel which showed elevated
AST, ALT , Alkaline Phosphates, GGTP and Bilirubin. The vet at this point gave her an ultrasound and found an enlarged pancrease, they asked us at that point if she was on any new treats, food, etc and the only thing
that had changed was the treats everything else she had eaten for her whole adult life. The vet then gave her medication to try to help the inflamed pancreas (amoxicllin, metoclopramide and metronidazole) and
medicine to help witht he vomiting. She started to turn yellow in color, would not eat, would not drink, could not walk, vomited daily sometimes hourly and also began to lose control of her bodily functions as the weeks
passed. We had to take her to the emergancy vet on two occasions for fluids to try to help. The second time she was taken to the emergancy vet on 2/21/11 she was admitted for more bloodwork, ultrasound and fluids.
We were told that they could not definately say what was causing everything so the vets defaulted to the pancreas as a starting point for everything. Then on 2/23/11 she passed away at the (b) (6)
of what the vets called multiple organs and systems not working. I do not know if the treats caused all this or not but I do think it is worth reporting our story incase so that if it was it can help someone
else and they will not have to go through the loss that we have had to. I was unaware of any problems with the chicken jerky treats until a few days ago when I found a Canadian VMA report on the possibliity of it
causeing problems. If I had known then what I know now there is no way I would have given my dog these treats.

Chicken Breast Treats
Canyon Creek RAnch

Dog

Mixed
(Dog)

10 Years

Female

53 Pound Pet drinking lots of water, dark almost black stools, not eating, distended abdomen. Also showing hyperpigmentation of skin with some crusting. Bloodwork showed mild dehydration and mild elevation in liver enzymes.
Owner feeding chicken jerky treats made in China.

Happy Hips Chicken
Dog
Breast Glicosamine &
Chondroitin Chicken Jerky
Strips made by Dogswell

Poodle ‐
Standard

11 Years

Male

67 Pound (b) (6)is an 11 year old Standard Poodle with food allergies. So we can give him food with chicken, turkey, and rice to eat. We started feeding him Happy Hips Chicken Breast with Glucosamine and Chondroitin jerky strips
to help his aging hips. We got our first sack of these from Petco In Waterloo, Iowa in April 2011. I ordered a larger quantity on May 30, 2011 from Amazon.com. My mom also was feeding her doberman chicken jerky of a
different brand. Her dog got sick and she took her to the vet and the vet said to stop feding her chicken jerky it is making her dog sick, it is contaiminated. He also told her the chicken jerky made in China was being
recalled in Canada. She called me right away. My (b) (6) has just starting showing strange symptoms that were exactly like my moms dog. So I quit giving him chicken jerky. (By the way, our brand was made in China too,
just like hers was.) I called my vet and told her what happened. She said if he is drinking good, he should flush any toxin out of his system, but to watch him closely. With in a day (b) (6) continued to get worse: vomiting
up food that he ate 24 hours previous that was undigested, straining to have a bowel movement, bloody bowel movements, weak, tired, drinking heavey amounts of water, having "accidents" around the house, leaking
urine, panting, lack of appetite, and uncomfortable so I took him to the vet on June 15, 2011. The vet checked his urine. It was brown, foul smelling. It contained high amounts of protien, but showed no signs of infection
or glucose. That worried her so she took blood. The results came in today and they do not look good. (b) (6)has high cholesterol and high amounts of billirubin in his urine. Put all of it together and my dog has severly
damaged liver and kidneys...just like my moms dog has. I know both of our dogs are aged, but I find it a strange occurance that both dogs ate chicken jerky, both dogs had same symptoms, both dogs have same lab
results. My moms dog is pulling through, my (b) (6) may not. The damage is pretty severe. The only thing the vet can come up with is contamination on his food of some sort....possible melamine. Last fall all his labs were
normal and now they are definately off. This all started after giving him chicken jerky.

Dogswell Happy Hips
Chicken Breast

Shih Tzu

2 Years

Male

10 Pound continual diarrhea after eating chicken strips. After many trys at bland diets, he went back to regular diet and got the diarrhea again each time. Only when I added ONE food at a time (after he was cured with bland diet)
did I find out that it was the Chicken Strips made in China. he has been PERFECT ever since I stopped giving them to him around a month ago.

Dog
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Waggin Train Chicken
Jerky Tenders

Dog

Dachshun
d‐
Miniature

2

Female

20

(b) (6)began to throw up and had diarehha for 4 days.
(b) (6)

threw up.

Treated with imodium and active yogurt.
Waggin" Train
Dog
Wholesome Chicken Jerky
Tenders

Mixed
(Dog)

9 Years

Female

100 Pound Dog was give Waggin Train wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders treats. Approximately one week later she started drinking excessively. 1 week after that she went into acute total renal failure. Throwing up, colapse, unable
to dring. This problem started 5/15/2011. Only changes in diet was the Chicken Tenders. Lot number 61 CR 3669A, Bar code 8 07020 77740 6. the dog died on 5/18/2011. I still have a sealed package from the same lot
number

Waggin Train wholesome Dog
chicken jerky tenders.
Chicken dog treats

Beagle

10 Years

Female

36 Pound Took my dog to have blood work done so she could have her teeth cleaned and the blood work came back showing sings of kidney and liver failure. About six months ago my sister's dog was diagnosed with kidney failure
and acute pancreatitis. The only thing different in their diets are the Waggin Train Chicken Jerky treats. After doing a web search I see that there are numerous other people who have the same or similar problems with
their pets after feeding them the chicken jerky treats.

Healthy Hide triple flavor Dog
chews, Healthy Hide triple
flavor bones
Vitality Minis
Dog
Chicken Breast with
Flaxseed & Vitamins

Maltese

2 Years

Female

7 Pound During the two weeks that the animal consumed the product, she began vomiting on occasion, increased her water intake, and decreased her urine output. Within a day of ceasing the dog treats, she began to return to
normal.

10 Years

Female

104 Pound (b) (6) was hesitant to eat so we took her to the vet on Saturday, March 12, to have her blood work done. It didn't show any specific problems but the vet put her on antibiotics. (b) (6) started throwing up her pills and
food on Tuesday, March 15, so I took her back to the vet on Wednesday, March 16. The vet suspected a blockage, so she took x‐rays. The x‐rays showed two round shiny objects in her stomach that looked liked metal
objects. Thinking she ingested something foreign, the vet did emergency surgery.

Retriever ‐
Labrador

The only contents in (b) (6) stomach were two small round undigested dog treats that had been given to (b) (6)on Monday, March 14. We had been giving her these treats on‐and‐off for about a month. The vet had
never seen treats show up on an x‐ray looking like metal. It turned out we did emergency surgery for nothing causing additional unnecessary stress on (b) (6)
Smokehouse Chicken
Breast Strips

Dog

Akita

5 Years

Male

55 Pound Our dog developed a UTI. Vet determined there was glucose in urine, but not blood. Follow‐up tests confirmed Fanconi Syndrome. Fanconi Syndrom is not know to affect Akitas (not genetic).
In researching the disease, we found out about a link between chicken jerky made in China. We had been feeding the dog Smokehouse brand Chicken Breast Strips made in China for about 3‐4 months around 3‐4 per
day. We have purchased 3 or 4 16oz bags.
Smokehouse Chicken Breast Strips (most recent pack is SKU 7856585808 ‐ Lot EJ282 Exp. 04/2012 purchased at a HEB grocery store in Houston, TX

waggin train chicken jerky Dog
treats

Terrier ‐
Jack
Russell

Waggin Train Western
Grill
Lot # J1CA2193A

Dog

Terrier ‐
West
Highland
White

3 Years

Mixed
Populati
on of
Female
and
Male
Male

Kingdom Pets Chicken
Jerky Treats

Dog

Poodle ‐
Miniature

2 Years

Male

dogs were given these treats as a snack and a few days later developed excessive urination and large consumption of water.

28 Pound Approximately two weeks ago, my husband and I began feeding our dog Waggin Train Western Grill treats. The dog typically received 1‐3 treats per day for about ten days. At the end of that time he began experiencing
the following symptoms: seizures, lack of appetite, vomiting, lethargy, and weakness. He has always been an extremely healthy and energetic dog until the onset of this problem. He is currently having seizures multiple
times a day, refuses to eat, and lacks the energy to climb a flight of stairs. My veterinarian gave him an injection to stop the vomiting. She informed me that his red blood cells count are high, as are his liver and kidney
enzymes. My dog is currently in the veterinary hospital receiving IV fluids, antibiotics, and B12. I believe the treats are responsible because they are the only new introduction to his diet, and because other consumers
have reported the same symptoms after feeding their dogs these treats. My veterinarian believes that the treats are probably responsible although without testing them, no direct link can be established.

20 Pound After eating the chicken jerkey he became sick, throwing up, very tired, out of energy, and shaking for at least 12 hours the first two times. The third time is when we put it together when a visiting dog, (b) (6) , and our
dog both got sick after eating the treats with the same reactions: throwing up, out of energy and totally down for the count.
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Salmon Jerky Treats for
Dogs

Name of the product: Salmon Jerky Treats for Dogs
Type of container: bag
Product intended to be stored at room temperature & re‐seal
Lot number: AK206
Expiration date: 8/20/11
UPC code: 8 50538 00490 8
Net weight: 6 oz (170g)
Purchase date: 2/27/11
Purchased location: Top food & drug Woodinville store, 17641 Garden Way NE Woodinville WA 98072
How the food was handled: sold at store shelf at pet treat section
Description of the problem with the product: full of mold in the bag/ discolored products with white mole/ mold odor.

Waggin' Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Terrier ‐
Yorkshire

Waggin' Train Jerky
Tenders

Dog

Shih Tzu

Freshies Supreme Green
Dental Bones distributed
by Waggin'Train LLC.
States Made in China.

Dog

Schnauzer
‐
Miniature

10

Smokehouse Duck
Tenders

Dog

Chihuahu
a

16 Months Female

Waggin' Train Wholesome Dog
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Shepherd
Dog ‐
German

Mild kidney insufficiency (mild elevation BUN/CREA and insufficient urine concentration)

4 Years

2 Years

Mixed
Populati
on of
Female
and
Male
Female

Male

16 Pound Both dogs, one male, one female, were given the chicken jerky ‐ both animals experienced bloody diarrhea, lethargy, and the female, who was 51 days pregnant, went into early labor, and miscarried the litter ‐ 4
purebred puppies died

22

No change to canned food diet, schedule or anything other than I purchased and began giving dog one Freshies Supreme Green Dental Bone per day (lot no: J1CA3164A). Starting day 2 dog began reducing her food
intake and by day 5 of having one dental bone/day, began vomiting constantly, extremely lethargic/weak, exhibiting virtually all renal impairment symptoms. Suspended everything but fluids. Now, two days later, dog
able to tolerate and retain slurry of canned food and water(rehydrating). Package says "made in China". Suspect melamine or similar ingredient "stretcher" in ingredient contents due to country of manufacturing.
Symptoms are same as in a different breed dog I gave treats to three or four years ago that were part of the recall. PLEASE CHECK.

13 Pound after being fed 2 small strips of the 'jerky' she had onset of watery diarrhea
85 Pound (b) (6) started vomiting his food first, then started vomiting bile and blood. He was extremely gassy and lethargic. After I stopped giving him the Chicken Jerky treats, he slowly recoved, the vomiting stopped and he
gained his appetite back.
My other dog (b) (6) who is a 20 pound Dachshund mix (neutered) has been eating the treats for over a year. He also became sick with vomiting and lethargic. After he recovered, I gave him a small piece of the Chicken
jerky to see if that was the cause and he once again became ill with gas, vomiting and no appetite.
Both dogs also had loose stools/diarrhea. The severe symptoms lasted for 48 hours after the last treat was given to them.
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